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Preface
The ENVironmental ASsessment of Soil for mOnitoring – ENVASSO – Project (Contract
022713) was funded, 2006-8, as Scientific Support to Policy (SSP) under the European
Commission 6th Framework Programme of Research. The project’s main objective was to
define and document a soil monitoring system for implementation in support of a European Soil
Framework Directive, aimed at protecting the continent’s soils. The ENVASSO Consortium,
comprising 37 partners drawn from 25 EU Member States, succeeded in reviewing soil
indicators and criteria (Volume I) that are currently available upon which to base a soil
monitoring system for Europe. Existing soil inventories and monitoring programmes in the
Member States (Volume II) were also reviewed and a database system to capture, store and
supply soil profile data was designed and programmed (Volume III). Procedures and protocols
(Volume V), appropriate for inclusion in a European soil monitoring system were defined and
fully documented by ENVASSO, and 22 of these procedures were evaluated in 28 Pilot Areas in
the Member States (Volume IV). In conclusion, a European Soil Monitoring System (Volume
VI), comprising a network of sites that are geo-referenced and at which a qualified sampling
process is or could be conducted, is outlined.
Volume III reviews user-needs for soil information and briefly describes existing soil information
systems in a selection of Member States. Data models and database designs are also
examined and requirements for future processing of soil data are reviewed in the context of
developing a Web Soil Service. A data model is proposed and the SoDa database programmed
to provide a harmonised basis for capturing new soil data. SoDa was tested in a number of
ENVASSO Pilot Areas and modified in the light of feedback from the testing process. A SoDa
user manual is included as an Appendix.
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Dr Luca Montanarella
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Summary
This report provides background information about the set-up and structure of soil information systems and database solutions in Europe. Modern database management and GIS techniques allow
for advanced data availability options and user friendliness and at the same time offer opportunities for maintaining legal data rights and anonymity rules. The frame conditions for data management in the ENVASSO project are characterised by a large number of regional pilot projects. Each
of them has its own solution for the handling of soil data. The lack of existing meta-data and
agreed standards in data gathering and sharing prevent that harmonisation rules can be developed and applied.
With the objective to look for a common (operational) platform which would facilitate local database
management and data sharing, a soil database (SoDa) was developed. Easy data input and XMLoutput specifications are intended to make this tool applicable even for partners who already have
database solutions, but who only need a certain service, such as XML-soil data exchange specifications. Thus, the database can directly support local data management, but also act as an exchange agent for soil information. For international research projects and data centres, such as the
European Soil Data Centre (ESDAC), maintained at the EU Joint Research Centre, the database
offers the option to store heterogeneous data by using consistent coding mechanisms even for
data coming from different nomenclatures.
In many application cases, soil profile data from surveys and monitoring need to refer to soil geographical data (mapping units). A dynamic link has been implemented which allows SoDa to perform as a soil mapping database as well by referencing soil profile data to mapping units.
The soil database SoDa has been intensively tested in some of the ENVASSO pilot areas. Depending on data availability in these areas, proposals for improvements were received, which have
already been incorporated into the current version 1.1.9.
This volume not only analyses the frame conditions and requirements for soil information systems
and soil databases, it also develops ideas to manage and exchange soil information in a webbased environment (distributed systems), thus further developing some of the general requirements coming from INSPIRE towards theme-specific (here: ‘soil’) solutions. The soil database
SoDa can be fully linked to, and utilised by, web soil services. A comprehensive manual is included as Appendix III.
The expected benefit from the soil database SoDa is that measured and estimated soil (map) profile data including analytical data can be consistently stored and retrieved from the database. Simple import and XML export features allow very flexible connection to other databases (e.g. in cases
where SoDa is used as a look-up for specific components such as internationally agreed data
specifications, or data export routine). At all entry levels, the programme is asking for meta information. This way, the data can be correctly interpreted, and even harmonised once the proper
methods become available.
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1. Introduction
The management of soil data has to respond to developments in various technical fields as well as
environmental disciplines. The awareness of politics and public of threats to soils, and the economic and ecologic values assigned to natural resources at risk have increased substantially over
the recent years. Consequently, the need for information about soils, their state and susceptibility
to pressures have also increased. For the European Union, the Soil Thematic Strategy identifies
the following threats: decline in soil organic matter, soil erosion, soil compaction, soil contamination, soil sealing, soil salinisation, decline in soil biodiversity, and landslides (CEC 2002). This
strategy is expected to lead to a legal framework which will include reporting obligations, and
which will then also involve cost-efficient exploitation of existing and new data about soils, its
evaluation, and the exchange and aggregation of information across political borders.
In order to assess the state of the soils with respect to the threats mentioned above, soils should
regularly be investigated in a soil monitoring framework. Because at least some soil changes act
on a very long time scale, it is understood that besides soil data from ongoing soil monitoring, also
data from earlier investigations have to be included in evaluation programmes, for example in
baseline assessments. At the same time, the accessibility of digital historic data is continuously
improving as well. From the available data sources, correct and meaningful indicators have to be
calculated or determined. They must be representative and comparable for cross-border interpretations. However, up-to-date information on the soil condition can only be maintained by always
using the most recent data.
Storage, processing and exchange of soil data in Europe should be enhanced to meet all these
requirements. Technically, the INSPIRE directive defines a framework and rules affecting the geodata infrastructure in the EU countries. Soil monitoring and the data processing involved are one
component of this geo-data infrastructure. Thus, soil monitoring data and soil information systems
have to technically adhere to the obligations resulting from INSPIRE.
INSPIRE strongly builds on modern techniques of information storage, processing and transfer.
Data communication today allows bringing together up-to-date data from various institutions to
produce on-the-fly data evaluations. Instead of piling up large amounts of data produced elsewhere, data services can focus on shared data evaluation procedures, and provide results which
benefit from up-to-date data received from the data holders. From the developments presented
above, the following issues regarding soil monitoring and soil data infrastructures can be deduced:
 To what extent are existing soil databases and soil data evaluation systems in Europe structurally suited to meet the oncoming requirements of data handling and evaluation?
 Which technical problems in soil data management have to be solved towards the successful
implementation of a Europe-wide soil monitoring?
 How can up-to-date information for politics and public be inferred from existing and currently
obtained soil (monitoring) data?

1.1

Scope of this report

The ENVASSO project focused on the whole complex of soil monitoring: which indicators have to
be determined, which data are needed, and how must soil monitoring networks be designed. In
particular, Volume III has analysed the technical issues related to soil data processing and evaluation. The main objective was to develop a soil data management tool which would support harmonised soil data assessment and processing in Europe. This must include data exchange and data
integration for trans-national activities as well as national soil data management. Given the heterogeneity of existing data and existing soil inventory and monitoring schemes, such a tool must be
highly flexible (e.g. storage of data from different assessment schemes and with different definitions), and, at the same time, allow the storage and retrieval of consistently managed data.

Introduction
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In addition, with the requirements introduced by the current policy schemes, data are being increasingly exchanged between regional, national and continental data centres, e.g. for border
harmonisation (‘edge matching’) of soil mapping data, or for environmental reporting at the international level (e.g. EU). These frame conditions affect data management in information systems and
the link between those, and the building of spatial data infrastructures (INSPIRE, see also Figure
1).
An introduction to the general requirements of soil data management is followed by an assessment
of the data requirements coming from the environmental policy process, especially with a European dimension; this includes the INSPIRE Directive. In the search for a technical solution to manage heterogeneous soil data in Europe, the structure of existing soil databases in different European countries has been analysed. This status assessment is followed by the concept of a Web
Soil Service as the core component of a network of soil information systems anddistributed webservices. However, the main deliverable in Volume III is a new soil database, SoDa. Since both
components of a soil information system (web-based SIS and soil database) involve data collection, processing and exchange, soil data harmonisation also becomes an important consideration.
Various aspects of data harmonisation are identified.

1.2

History of soil data collection

The development of soil information systems and soil databases strongly depends on the content,
resolution and quality of soil information in connection with the purpose of its collection. Early collection of data on the distribution of soils and their characteristics mainly focused on parameters
related to the crop growing suitability, such as soil depth, soil organic matter, soil hydromorphology, and physical properties (e.g. texture). For example, Dokuchaev's ‘Schematic map of the
Chernozem zone of European Russia’ from 1883 displayed isohumus lines (BROWN 2006). In order
to assess soil productivity, soils were often classified as, e.g., sandy or light soils, clayey or heavy
soils, or wheat soils, etc. (e.g. HAZARD 1900). The purpose of soil surveys was to optimise land-use
(‘land evaluation’).
Later on, scientific pedology somewhat lost sight of land capability or yield potential maps which
nevertheless were produced extensively, e.g. for fiscal purposes in some countries. According to
the pedo-genetic approach, soil map units were increasingly designed to provide genetically defined soil types or their associations, respectively, from the late 1930s on. During this period, large
staff capacity was available and basic soil maps were produced in many countries, still with a main
focus on agricultural land. In forests, site mapping was more common (see review in BARITZ 2003).
During recent decades, digital information systems emerged in soil science, and the assessment
of soil functions has progressively attracted attention. The staff capacity for field work became
more and more limited, so that efficient and integrated approaches for mapping and data processing were needed.
Soil maps reflect rather stable products, with limited analytical data being available for the given
spatial resolution of the mapped polygons. In the integrated or functional approach, individual site
factors such as soil parent material or substrate receive more focus in that they are important parameters for deriving soil properties more directly than from genetic types. Digital soil mapping
techniques are progressively being developed, and soil information is processed in raster-based
formats. Thus, auxiliary data such as climate and land-use can be integrated in evaluations and
GIS models. Policy needs and management change can be addressed more directly.
Similar in all of these approaches for soil data collection and data use is the kind of information
produced:
 soil profiles, which are described using typical soil morphological descriptors and classified
based on a specific soil nomenclature and classification;
 soil samples, which are taken for soil physical and chemical analyses using various analytical
methods; semantic information for soil mapping units is derived from that.

4
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1.3

Challenges from technical developments

Recently, modern developments of environmental monitoring techniques (e.g. non-invasive sampling methods, remote sensing, smart sampling, and automated sampling) generate high densities
of digital information about the state of soil, which require specific geo-data processing and evaluation routines.
In order to make this data available to decision making in soil management and soil protection, and
to prepare the data according to the needed resolution, time frame and format, soil information
systems are developed. They represent a technique to collect and process digital soil data to produce accurate, consistent results very quickly by combining geographic information systems (GIS)
with database management systems (DBMS). This allows complex data queries and combinations of various data layers, targeted to derive statistics, to apply models and to develop decision
support tools. In some innovative approaches, soil information systems include real time data
management with data coming from soil sensors, such as near-surface geophysical sensors (e.g.
electromagnetic conductivity meters and ground penetrating radar), which are combined with geographic positioning systems (GPS). These systems also support refined sampling techniques (socalled smart sampling) which are able to adjust to the variability of topography and soil conditions
found, and thus become very resource efficient.
Modern technical developments allow the combined geo-processing of different thematic data
layers, and use and provide data interactively through the web. Both policy and research have
detected the great potential of combining and presenting geo-data from various sources through
spatial data infrastructures (INSPIRE, EC 2007).
Nowadays, information systems are expected to communicate in a distributed system providing
interoperable information for web-based data accessibility and exchange. Such data can be
made available to environmental observation or early warning systems. For example, with regard
to soils, the GEO work plan intends that national and regional data are combined to a geospatial data infrastructure targeted to provide a data platform for agricultural monitoring.

1.4

Definitions

Soil information systems are designed to generate, store and process data in a structured technical environment. Especially with regard to applying web technologies for soil information system
development, many new terms from GIS and information and communication technologies appear.
They are explained in a separate Glossary (Appendix I). Terms in this text marked with an ‘’ can
be further looked up in the glossary.

Introduction
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2. User needs for soil information
2.1

Soil information in environmental reporting in Europe

The need for comparable data about soil indicators internationally is especially high with organisations acting upon specific international environmental policies, such as the Commission on Sustainable development (CSD) of the United Nations (UN-CSD 1996), the FAO, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), EUROSTAT, the European Environment
Agency (EEA) and the European Commission (in particular: DG AGRI, DG ENV, DG JRC). These
organizations will only receive aggregated information, whereas the original data are coming from
regional and/or national data providers. The respective policies are for example UN conventions
(BioDiversity, Desertification, and Climate Change), UN/ECE conventions (e.g. Long-Range
Transboundary Air Pollution) or European directives (e.g. Nitrates Directive) and regulations (e.g.
Forest Focus).
In the following, the most important EU policies with specific demand for soil information were selected. A full list is provided in Appendix II:
1. European Union Water Framework Directive
a. surface-close ground water status
b. soil water infiltration and filter properties
c. ground water production capacity
2. European Union Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC)
a. delineation of areas affected by or vulnerable to nitrate pollution of waters
b. requirement to implement suitable monitoring programmes to assess the effectiveness of action programmes
3. CAP: common agricultural policy
4. Rural development policy
5. European waste management policy: Sewage Sludge Directive (86/278/EEC)
6. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA); see also Council Directive 85/337/EEC
(amended by Council Directive 87/11/EC)
Each policy requires specific information about the environment, and about soils in particular. With
regard to the management and description of soil data, the INSPIRE directive is especially important (see section 2.2). It asks member states to participate in building a European Spatial Data
Infrastructure by providing interoperable spatial data (http://www.ec-gis.org/inspire/). Currently, implementation rules are being drafted, with a special focus on network services, meta-data and data
specifications. This infrastructure will also be linked to the infrastructure of global observing systems built under GEOSS. Looking at the GEO work plan 2006 and 2007, soil data are mentioned as basic information for agricultural risk management. In this context, pilot projects are expected to develop and test operational agricultural monitoring systems. This task under GEO is
observed by the user interface committee and the architecture and data committee.
The United Frame Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol require the
assessment of soil carbon sequestration rates (and CO2 emission factors), especially with regard
to land-use change and the management of organic soils. Depending on available data and the
intensity of land management in the reporting countries, management effects may also be considered in the respective national greenhouse gas balances.
The ENVASSO project looks at solutions to assess soil condition in the light of the different soil
threats, identified by the Commission’s official Soil Communication (CEC 2002) and the “Soil Thematic Strategy for the Protection of Soil in Europe”. The scheme identifies the need for information
about the following threats to soil: erosion, organic matter decline, contamination, compaction,
salinisation, loss in biodiversity, soil sealing, landslides. One first step is to provide an operational
set of indicators and thresholds (HUBER et al. 2007). In addition, the project analyses existing
monitoring schemes, and identifies the required plot and measurement density in order to detect
changes (trend). Together with the experiences received from the ENVASSO testing programme,
a comprehensive manual (“Procedures and Protocols”) will be compiled.

User needs for soil information
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2.2

Requirements to the management of soil data coming from INSPIRE

Currently, the technical requirements (data specifications, meta-data, network services) to produce
interoperable information under the European Directive establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in Europe (INSPIRE) is drafted as implementation rules.
BOX 1: Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community (INSPIRE)
INSPIRE provides general rules to establish an infrastructure for spatial information in Europe. Spatial
data from public authorities should be stored, made available and maintained at the “most appropriate
level”, and that spatial data are made available under conditions which do not restrict their extensive
use. This infrastructure is intended to be based on infrastructures established and operated by the
Member States (MS). The main components of those infrastructures are:
 Meta-data,
1
 spatial data sets as described in specific Annexes and spatial data services,
 network services and technologies,
 agreements on data sharing, access and use,
 coordination and monitoring mechanisms,
 processes and procedures.
INSPIRE will require the MS to provide full coverage with harmonised data, at the latest by 2015.
SOIL is one of the thematic reference data.
The main objectives are (http://inspire.jrc.it/principles_en.html):
- to allow users to better identify and access spatial or geographic information from a wide range
of sources;
- to combine seamlessly spatial information from different sources, and share between many users and applications.
The member states and other INSPIRE participants need to transform their data to the agreed specifications, or to facilitate access to data on which basis such transformations are possible. First, data
are made accessible through infrastructures (in an interoperable way), later harmonisation shall be
improved.
I. INSPIRE spatial data harmonisation requirements
To make data interoperable, some aspects of spatial data sets and services have to be considered:
 harmonised data specifications,
 arrangements for the exchange of spatial data.
Harmonisation:
a) harmonised documentation of the data (meta-data),
b) definitions and classifications of the spatial objects relevant to the spatial data and the way in
which they are geo-referenced.
This includes elements such as a common system of unique identifiers for spatial objects, and clear
relationships between spatial objects; key attributes have to be stored and explained in multi-lingual
thesauri, and agreements about the exchange of data updates have to be developed.
II. INSPIRE network services and interoperability requirements
Member States will need to establish and operate a network of services for the spatial data sets and
meta-data (easy to use and accessible via the Internet): data upload, discovery, view, download
transformation services.
III. INSPIRE data sharing and re-use requirements
Accessibility of data to third parties and legal rights must be clarified, in particular:
- agreement on common exchange formats,
- common ways to make data available
- common ways to specify datasets including data models
- common ways to document meta-data, ownership, conditions and user rights

1

INSPRE Annexes I, II, III (grouped):
a) low resolution (Europe) and high resolution (countries, regions) reference data: administrative boundaries, elevation,
coastline, hydrography, transport networks, geographical names, geodetic reference data, etc.
b) common thematic environmental data: soil, river catchments, ecological regions, land cover, protected areas, etc.
c) environmental data of specific importance: monitoring sites, groundwater bodies, natural (and technological) risk vulnerability zone, local contaminated sites, etc.
Source: INSPIRE Environmental Thematic Coordination Group (A. Lillethun, ed.) (2002). Environmental Thematic User
Needs. INSPIRE position paper – Version 2. European Environmental Agency [EEA] (2002).
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In general, the INSPIRE impact assessment lists specific fields, where its implementation and the
availability of harmonised information yield important benefits:
 environmental reporting,
 environmental and other impact assessments,
 establishment of management plans for specific sites or areas,
 implementation of registration requirements related to territorial factors,
 establishment of permits that need to take into account territorial factors,
 notification requirements and public information,
 establishment of monitoring networks.
Thus, data availability and harmonisation are key elements of the framework directive. Box 1 provides an overview of the INSPIRE components, in particular data harmonisation.

2.3

Soil information systems

The above-mentioned information needs can be roughly categorised into (a) data production and
processing (soil condition and its changes, linkage with geo-data, land-use and climate, susceptibility to pressures) and (b) data management and availability. The developments in GIS and web
data management pose high requirements for fully operational soil information systems. That also
includes the development of agreed, validated methods for data evaluations (e.g. to produce susceptibility maps). The existing information systems differ from each other in different functionalities
which they offer, data processing services, downloads, etc. Some are mainly focused on data assessment: they provide manuals to a variable group of data producers and users, and/or offer import-/export modules in order to collect data into a central database. In other cases, the systems
may be quite complex as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Functionalities and developmental stages of soil information systems

When analysing the need for soil information in more depth, general purposes may be separated
from very specific ones, such as those derived from reporting under a national or international soil
protection legislation (see Table 1).
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Usually, soil data are gathered and processed purpose- and institution-specific, which results in a
wide variety of soil data specifications, data storage and evaluation systems. Additional requirements to information systems appear which are solved in many different ways, such as meta-data
generation, quality control, data access and data processing.
Table 1: Purposes of soil information systems
1)

General purposes






resource-efficient and sustainable decision making in agriculture and forestry
local and regional spatial planning
evaluation and remediation planning of polluted soils/contaminated sites
detection of trend/forecasting
reporting in soil protection and other related environmental assessments

Specific purposes for developing “structured soil data storage and evaluation systems”
 data access to non-producers
 data exchange and quality control (data producers)
 harmonised data sets for large areas (combining data from different sources)
 combining/overlaying different thematic data (climate, soil, land-use)
 combination of soil inventory/monitoring data with evaluations methods
1)
Umweltbundesamt (2002)
The technical basis for developing information systems used in soil science, soil survey and soil
conservation are a geographical information system (GIS) and a database management system.
According to BURROUGH (1986), GIS is a “powerful set of tools for collecting, storing, retrieving at
will, transforming, and displaying spatial data from the real world for a particular set of purposes”.
Soil, land or environmental information systems allow for the management of geometric data (soil
and other maps) combined with a database management system for content and meta-data.
In some cases, a software implementation of pedotransfer functions/rules and other methods to
derive information from existing data may also be part of such a system. The differences between
these mentioned types of information systems may be defined according to the types of data
stored and the available processing methods, both again largely determined by the purpose for the
implementation of the information system and its intended user group.
A soil information system (SIS) may be defined as a storage and management system for soil map
units and/or profile characteristics, with additional services e.g. to derive data lacking in the original
dataset, to link profile to geometrical data, and to analyse data by calculating indexes. A land information system (LIS) differs from a SIS primarily by storing and providing additional or auxiliary
data, e.g. on climate parameters, land-use, land cover, etc. Data processing and interpretation
may be confined to a special subject area (e.g. soils).
The most comprehensive information system (with regard to variety of data) is called an environmental information system: it integrates several specific information systems for soil, geology, hydrology, etc. To qualify for a decision support system (DSS), methods to compare the data or derivatives of the data with characteristic values or thresholds, such as criteria for a status or trend
assessment, have to be added to the information system. Monitoring data help to identify changes
of soil characteristics. DSS may enable the user to calculate different scenarios and, for example,
assess their probability of incidence for decision making. However, with all of these types of information systems, there will be considerable overlap in the definitions.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the basic structural soil information system components.
The geometric-topological and the attribute (or: semantic) data management are the two basic
modules of a soil (map) information system. The attribute database may be implemented as a soil
profile and analytical database (in that case scale-independent), or as an attribute component of a
specific map database (scale-dependent). For example, the database presented with this report is
scale-independent: it can be used as a map database for different maps (it can store soil profiles
typical for the mapping units of a specific map), but also store any soil profile and analytical information coming from local (point) assessments such as monitoring.
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In a traditional map database, selected attribute data describing the dominating or other (typical)
soils of a soil mapping unit are managed with respect to a specific soil map, thus scale-specific. If
the attribute data are managed through a soil profile and analytical database, then often more soil
profiles than needed for describing soil mapping units are hosted. On the other hand, the same soil
profile database can provide the attribute data for various soil maps based on specific profile selection methods.

Figure 2: Soil information system components

2.4

2

Soil data management

Soil data management involves three basic elements:
- data gathering (via import or own sampling)
- data storage
- data processing.
There are some generic aspects related to the data gathering:
Table 2: Generic aspects to soil data gathering
Soil data assessment

Assessment method

collection of soil profile data

soil profile description in the field, data specifications, laboratory guidelines, data entry

soil classification

manuals, national and international approaches

sampling/analysis

manuals, analytical methods, documentation

spatial linkage (soil maps)

target soil map scale, representativeness, purpose
of the soil inventory campaign(s)

In particular, sampling and profile description manuals, databases and evaluation methods are
developed so that the information received is complete and reliable.

2

Relational data model: data are stored in two-dimensional tables, sorted by rows and columns; the tables are independent
from each other, and can be connected based on defined relations.
Object-oriented model: data are being stored in a structure which connects objects that have properties with relations.
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Regarding soil profile collection, internationally, some standards exist. These were evaluated with
regard to the ability to host extended data sets received from national soil inventory and monitoring
systems. At the same time, the link to soil typological units shall be considered as well.
Table 3: International formats for soil profile data storage
Standard forms for the
compilation of soil
profile data in the
European Soil Database (ESDB)

SPADE (MADSEN and JONES 1995)
 compilation of soil profile data representative for the soil map of
Europe (EU-12)
 formats for data entry: Proforma I and II (estimated and measured data)
 further developments see HIEDERER et al. (2006)

FAO World Soil Map

FAO/ISRIC (1989). FAO_ISRIC soil database (SDB). World Soil
Resource Reports 64. FAO Rome.

Some general requirements for storing large data sets exist:
- definition of the data model (relational or object-oriented) when the database is constructed
(before the data entry)
- normalisation (in a relational database) to avoid redundant data storage and to organise the
data efficiently;
- data integrity: data are maintained identical during operations/preservation of the data; the following aspects are considered: accuracy, correctness, validity
- quick and permanently available data access
- data protection, but also simultaneous multi-user access
- data security/back-up
The design of a database, together with a proper Database Management System (DBMS) must
consider these criteria. A database management system (DBMS) provides the functionality for
data entry, storage and retrieval of data from the database, i.e. the technical implementation of the
above-listed criteria (e.g. MS ACCESS, or Oracle).
In addition to the general requirements to a database, specific frame conditions for soil databases
must be considered:
 link to soil mapping data, for example in Europe: SGDBE 1 : 1,000,000; Georeferenced Soil
Database for Europe (GSDBE) 1 : 250,000
 storage of soil profile descriptions (national nomenclature, possibility to translate into WRB,
FAO/WRB versions)
 analytical data (for horizons and for depth classes, for single and repeated/monitoring inventories)
For each soil profile, the site conditions and the location must be described in detail. Site and soil
descriptions, analytical data for genetic horizons and depth classes, in fact for each parameter for
different dates, all these types of soil data require that a specific structure for data storage has to
be developed in order to keep it normalised.

2.5

Data model and information system design

Both, the design of a data model and the development of a soil information system must clearly
address the following aspects:
2.5.1 Scale
Assessment and storage of soil profile and analytical data is not confined to a particular scale.
Rather, the density and representativeness of plot level (field scale) assessments depend closely
on the desired stratification and aggregation level of soil information, thus mapping scale. Stratification and representativeness during soil surveys depend on the soil mapping units, while in soil
monitoring, typically, medium to small-scale landscape-level site factors are important.
An EU-wide agreed definition of a hierarchy of geographical scales at which soil maps are (to be)
produced (from large up to small scales) is desirable with consistent and comprehensible designators (names) for the geographically explicitly displayed objects (soil region, soilscape, soil asso-
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ciation, etc.). This is not the case yet, although the nested system developed by the European Soil
Bureau Network (ESBN) provides the framework for such an aggregation scheme. Scale-specific
definitions of the hierarchical levels still need to be developed.
2.5.2 Comparability, transparency
Soil sampling and classification manuals as well as laboratory guidelines and ISO standards are
important to assure the comparability of soil data. However, the duration of large- and medium
scale soil mapping campaigns and the varying composition of survey staff introduce systematic
changes: adjustments of manuals, changes in classifications, etc. The cooperation within the
ESBN has revealed that region-specific interpretations and survey schemes limit comparability.
Therefore, agreed standards such as the Manual of Procedures (FINKE et al. 1998) are expected to
fill this deficit at least for the 1 : 250,000 mapping in Europe.
Currently, different topographies (mapping frame) and soil mapping approaches (e.g. digitalbased, conventional cartography, and various intergrades between the two) still prevent that the
soil maps are comparable and free of border and scale effects.
2.5.3 Interoperability, harmonisation
Interoperability has been recently introduced with regard to web-based visualisation and mapping
techniques. The idea is to build communicating spatial geodata infrastructures which are intended
to provide seamless data (throughout Europe in the case of INPSIRE). Interoperability in this
context means that each data provider maintains its own infrastructure, but adopts a framework
that enables existing datasets to be linked up between each other. For that, soil information such
as map and semantic data must be provided in a coherent way (known coordinate reference systems, known geometry types, etc.). By providing coherent data, spatial information can be combined among different services (or information systems developed or understood as spatial data
infrastructures). In the INSPIRE context, this already qualifies as harmonisation.
Considering the factors necessary to make soil information comparable, and the various ways to
describe its assessment in a transparent manner using proper methodical descriptions, harmonisation of soil information has a variety of additional aspects (full harmonisation). The use of common
manuals, the sharing of data specifications and definitions, and the development of translation
tools to connect data from different nomenclatures, are ways to improve data comparability
through harmonisation at the data provider level. This kind of harmonisation is difficult at the user
level, e.g. international data centres, unless agreed methods can be developed.
2.5.4 Uncertainties
Information about the quality of data and results is a requirement which becomes increasingly demanded by reporting guidelines (e.g. assessment of removals and emissions of greenhouse gas
acc. to IPCC 2003, e.g. soil carbon stock changes). Data and results must be reliable, otherwise
they are meaningless.
In soil maps, information becomes increasingly generalised along the different aggregation steps
from larger to smaller geographic scales: the semantic information provided for mapping units becomes less accurate with reducing resolution. A type of uncertainty, which has not yet been systematically investigated, is that introduced by the use of estimated rather than measured soil profile data. Estimated soil profiles are often preferred for describing the dominant soil of a mapping
unit. In this case, expert knowledge is used either to select and combine the properties from various soil profiles from a large database, or to compile typical profiles just based on experience, or a
mixture of both. Although it may be assumed that measured data are always more accurate, a
single profile selected to describe the dominating soil of a soil mapping unit may not be fully representative.
Systematic errors from the data assessment fully enter methods applied to the data from the database. While during evaluations certain errors can be quantified, such as sampling or measurement
errors, systematic errors are extremely difficult to assess unless accurate descriptions of sampling
and analytical methods are made available and comparative and calibration studies are conducted. In the database, accurately encoded information about the origin and source of the data
must be provided as well as a data field for descriptive information and additional observations. To
provide unbiased data is a difficult task for the data provider because this requires additional studies such as repeated measurements, comparative investigations using alternative methods, or
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calibration measurements from reference sites for parameters which are usually only estimated in
the field (such as texture class).
2.5.5 Thematic integration
The evaluation of soil data usually requires auxiliary data, such as climate, relief, etc. (e.g. method
base developed by AD-HOC-AG BODEN 2000). Accurate descriptions of the field conditions and site
factors for each soil profile and sampling plot are important to upscale this information. Sitedescriptive data including historic management effects and degradation signs (e.g. relict hydromorphic features) are crucial, and must be clearly considered in the database design. In GISbased soil information, spatial referencing of soil information (plots and maps) through complete
meta-data descriptions are the basic requirements here.
2.5.6 Representativeness
Lacking information about the representativeness of data entering soil typological databases increases uncertainty and reduces the reliability of the provided information. Various tools are available to consider representativeness, even if it is expert-based. Selection of typical profiles for typical strata from expert judgement is a reasonable approach, if the stratum for which the profile information is representative is clearly identified. The listing of selection criteria, the proper coding in
the database, plot-map overlays with site factor maps, area balances, etc. are important tools to be
implemented in databases as well as in information systems.

2.6

Access rights

Data access rights are varyingly handled in the different member states; very often, copyrights
hamper data use (DOBOS et al. 2006). Access restrictions are found in many (web-visited) soil information systems. Data must be usually purchased. Especially in Europe, where data gathering is
closely related to land management (thus land owners), soil data such as digital maps of measured soil data is usually not public. Data providers are in most cases national or regional survey
agencies (environmental or geological agencies), or land owners themselves. In many cases, only
coarsely aggregated data are available in order to remain anonymous. However, on the other
hand, some general data supply fees may be justified in order to prevent random application of the
information and to track the users in case of changes and difficulties in the interpretations of the
data.
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3. Existing soil data and information systems
The following evaluations referred to under 3.1 are based on a compilation of existing soil data,
databases and information systems (review by BARITZ 2005, building on JONES et al. 2005, internet
consultations and questionnaires). The review has systematically compiled the following information: area coverage by soil maps, thematic evaluations, data types (point data, map data), data
density, parameters assessed, inventory and monitoring programmes, information systems where
existing.

3.1

Soil data

Most of the existing soil profile descriptions and analyses were produced during soil map production. The coverage of land in Europe represented by soil maps has been compiled in various publications (HEINEKE et al. 1998; JONES et al. 2005a, 2005b). The area coverage is quite high, although 100 % area coverage would only be reached if contaminated and technological substrates
like mines, as well as urban areas were mapped as well. With regard to the database design for
soil monitoring, the heterogeneity of the data and other factors limiting its use must be considered.

3.2



Duration of mapping campaigns:
The mapping activities to produce a large scale soil map (≤ 1 : 25,000) can last up to 30 yrs
and more, depending on the size of the country. It is likely that for such maps, the methods,
in some cases scales and objectives, and classifications (e.g. Spain) have changed over
time.



Soil classification (refers to the degree of updating with classifications used today): Several classifications are used in Europe: the US Soil Taxonomy, the German and Austrian
soil classifications (based on KUBIENA 1953), the Belgian and Dutch Systems, the Russian
nomenclature, FAO 1974 (revised 1988), and the most recent WRB (1998, 2006). In many
countries, modifications/simplifications of one or several of the mentioned classifications
have been developed for national soil mapping purposes.



Semantic map data availability (attribute data):
For some maps, only the geometries (polygons) are digitally available, while the descriptions of soil mapping units and soils are still on paper. In other cases, some (but not all) attribute data of mapping units are available. Such conditions restrict the use of soil mapping
data for thematic evaluations, modelling, etc. At best, within an integrated soil information
system, plot data from inventories and monitoring are dynamically linked to mapping units
(e.g. the French DONESOL).



Data quality (refers to the quality and the completeness of soil mapping data):
In some cases, only the geometry has been finalised in either digital or analogue form. No
further attribute data exist, or only exist for a subset of soil mapping units. This is mostly
found with old maps, where much additional survey information has been gathered from
soil profiles and analyses, but the data have never been incorporated into the maps, or
evaluated. For many older maps, especially basic soil maps (large scale maps), soil information (map geometry, attribute data) is available in various forms: digital and analogue, as
concept or final published/unpublished maps. Not necessarily, a mapping campaign has
been completed, or it has been continued under a different objective.

Soil Information Systems

It was mentioned above that the need for soil information in agri- and environmental policy as well
as in research is strongly increasing. The information need has shifted from the local scale during
the early soil mapping to overview scales in the context of environmental protection and internationalisation of funding and markets. Recently, as under the Water Framework Directive and AgriEnvironmental Measures, a shift back to larger scales/higher map resolutions is ongoing (watersheds and farm types, respectively).
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The (a) increasing complexity of different data sources which need to be integrated, (b) land-use
and management statistics and soil data which need to be spatially connected, (c) data between
different regions to be compared, and (d) regional data to be combined into overview reporting
scales – all these requirements remain, and become increasingly complex. Such demands can
only be fulfilled if soil inventory data, from mapping surveys and monitoring, are readily gathered in
soil information systems. This has been recognised by many countries. It must be mentioned that
the existence of national soil databases with a further development towards a soil information system are the prerequisite for harmonised data assessment and availability to users.
An overview of existing soil information systems in some European countries is presented by
JONES et al. (2005).
In the following subchapters, some concise descriptions of selected soil information systems are
presented. The descriptions include information on the host institution, overview of functionality,
data provided, connection to geographic information systems and connection to the internet (online
available functionality, downloadable data and documents, web mapping server).

3.2.1

CanSIS (The Canadian Soil Information System)

(http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/)

CanSIS manages and maintains the National Soil Database (NSDB), and links it with GIS systems
and operating procedures. It provides custom mapping services for the Canadian Land Resource
Network. By providing soil, landscape, and climatic data for all of Canada, NSDB serves as the
national archive for land resources information that was either collected by federal and provincial
field surveys, or created by land data analysis projects.
Table 4: Data in the Canadian National Soil Database (NSDB)
National Ecological
Framework (EcoZones,
EcoRegions)

 intended for use at scales of 1 : 30 million to 1 : 1 million
 coverage includes the entire land mass of Canada

Soil Map of Canada /
Land Potential DataBase (LPDB)

 scale of 1 : 5 million
 originally produced in the early 1980s; much of this information is outdated and
better data is available (National Ecological Framework, Soil Landscapes of
Canada)
 scale of 1 : 2 million (coverage includes the three prairie provinces)
 data includes climatic, economic, crop, soil, and landscape attributes
 polygons are similar to EcoDistricts (but not identical)
 scale of 1 : 1 million, all of Canada
 data includes major soil and landscape attributes
 version 3.0 and 2.0 as interactive maps with zoom and overlay options
 scale of 1 : 250,000 (most agricultural lands)
 data includes land capability assessment for agriculture, forestry, wildlife, recreation, ungulates
 produced in the 1960s, 1970s and early 1980s
 better soil data and CLI ratings at larger scales are available through detailed
soil surveys
 scale varies (1 : 20,000 to 1 : 250,000); 1,300 map sheets
 much of the agricultural area of Canada (data content and availability of digital
data varies)
 printed provincial indexes are available as interactive applications and
downloadable; NSDB can be queried
 survey projects symbolisation and legend is consistent and correlated between
map sheets
 in general, map edges have not been matched to computer tolerances and
inconsistencies between projects in terms of symbolisation and correlation may
make combination of the data quite difficult

Agroecological Resource Areas (ARAs)
Soil Landscapes of
Canada (SLC)
Canada Land Inventory
(CLI)

Detailed Soil Surveys
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Figure 3 (top graph) presents the structure of the Detailed Soil Survey. The polygon attribute table
and the component table identify the soils which are components of a soil map unit (separately for
the Detailed Soil Survey and for the Canada Land Inventory). The lower graph in Figure 3 presents
the relationship of the data between both maps. The soil name and soil layer tables together with
the pedon database provide the framework independently of the two map products.

Figure 3: CANSIS Data model for Canadian soil maps
structure of the Detailed Soil Survey (top); relationship between the Detailed Soil
Survey and the Canada Land Inventory (lower left)
(acc. to P. SCHUT (schutp@agr.gc.ca) http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/nsdb/detailed/data_model.html)

The CanSIS also offers on-line mapping applications and open geospatial web services. In addition, downloadable data are provided in datasets in ARC/INFO Export format. Some data are presented as interactive maps, some additionally through open web services (WMS GetCapabilities,
WFS GetCapabilities, interactive data download).

Examples for documents to download
CanSIS manuals http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/publications/manuals/









Analytical Methods Manual
A Soil Mapping System for Canada: Revised
Land Suitability Rating System for Agricultural Crops
Manual for Describing Soils in the Field
Soil Survey Handbook
The Canadian System of Soil Classification (1st Edition)
The Canadian System of Soil Classification (2nd Edition)
The Canadian System of Soil Classification. Third edition. 1998

CanSIS On-line Mapping Applications
http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/systems/online_maps.html

Existing soil data and information systems
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3.2.2

EUSIS (European Soil Information System)

(http://eusoils.jrc.ec.europa.eu/)

EUSIS has been developed to serve the EU Member States in developing policy relevant soil databases. It is now being developed further into the European Soil Data Centre (ESDAC), and contains a variety of information and data:
 Soil portal (web viewer) (chronology of items added to the portal: see Table 5)
 Documents - publications
 Soil projects
 Soil themes
 European Soil Bureau Network (ESBN)
 Events - presentations
 Utilities - various
 Experts to contact
 Links
In Europe, the European Soil Thematic Strategy (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/soil/index.htm) currently progresses towards a soil directive. The implementation will require improved coordination
and data sharing among member states, regions and the EU. In order to facilitate data harmonisation as far as possible, the collection of soil data should be more coordinated and relevant for the
assessment of the different threats to European soils. For these purposes, the European Soil Data
Centre (ESDAC) became established as one of the ten environmental data centres in Europe. It is
located at the Joint Research Centre, Ispra. It serves as the focal point for soil data at European
level.
The core of EUSIS is the European Soil Database, based on the ‘Soil Geographical Database of
Europe’ 1 : 1,000,000. As of today, the database has been extended with data on Mediterranean
countries, the Russian Federation, Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova. The database also includes
pedotransfer rules which allow the derivation of thematic maps, such as soil erosion risk maps, soil
organic carbon estimates, susceptibility to subsoil compaction, water holding capacity. For example, EUSIS is used by complex models (CGMS) for the early forecast of crop production in MARS,
but also to estimate the risk of desertification and groundwater vulnerability to agrochemicals.

Table 5: Data in the European Soil Information System

ESDB v1.0 and v2.0

OCTOP
PESERA
EUDASM
Heavy metals in
topsoils
Geochemical Atlas
of Europe
Heavy metal and
organic matter contents of European
topsoils
GW
SPADE/M
SPADE-2 v1.0 and
v2.0
SINFO
SOIL REGIONS
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European Soil Database, and raster version 1x1km (raster library of 73 attributes). The database has four components: (1) the Soil Geographical Database of
Eurasia at scale 1 : 1,000,000 (SGDBE), (2) the PedoTransfer Rules Database
(PTRDB), (3) the Soil Profile Analytical Database of Europe (SPADBE) and (4)
documentation of the Database of Hydraulic Properties of European Soils
(HYPRES)
Soil organic carbon data for Europe
Pan-European Soil Erosion Risk Assessment for Europe
European Digital Archive of scanned soil maps across many parts of the world
Maps of total heavy metal contents in European topsoils (FOREGS database)
360 geochemical maps showing the distribution of many elements (more than
60) across Europe
Study on heavy metal and organic matter contents of European topsoils
Digital Dataset of European Groundwater Resources - version 1.0
Soil Profile Analytical Database of Europe – measured data (measured data
from SPADE of ESDB converted in a usable database format)
Database of estimated soil profiles (compiled through ECPA) covering part of
EU15 (not an extension of SPADE-1 from ESDB)
New and extended version of the soil data from Soil Geographical Database of
Europe (SGDBE) version 3.1, developed for use in the MARS CGMS (Crop
Growth Monitoring System)
Soil regions map for Europe v1.0 and v2.0 (BGR 2005)
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DANUBE_SIS
ECALP
MEUSIS
MEUSIS-SK
MEUSE-SIS
ETC_TE
BioSoil data
Forest Focus Monitoring Database
LUCAS soil data
ODRA
FAO_DSMW
SOTER
SOVEUR
Northern and Mid
Latitude Soil Database
SERAE
ITALY
ITALY SOIL EROSION
ITALY NATURA2000
SOIL
PUGLIA
RUSSIA
ALBANIA
ALBANIA
AUSTRIA
CYPRUS
LEBANON
MAGHREB
SWEDEN
TURKEY
EGYPT
Hungary
PAVIA

Soil information system for the Danube basin at the scale 1 : 250,000 (contains
soil point data from the countries that intersect the Danube river basin; compiled
to build a soil database that can support the application of the LISFLOOD model
in the Danube area)
Ecopedological map of the Alps (soil data for pilot areas in the Alpine region)
Multi-scale European soil information system) - Alpine grid
Soil data in grid format for a pilot area in Slovakia
Meuse soil information system (Soil data for the Meuse basin);
Overview of datasets held by the European Topic Centre - Terrestrial Environment (ETC/TE)
Level I forest soil inventory data (Forest Focus demonstration project)
Soil data originating from the Forest Focus regulation and databases
Soil data gathered in the context of the LUCAS project (Land-use, Land Cover,
Area Survey)
Soil digital database for the ODRA basin at the scale 1 : 250,000 according to
the Manual of Procedures
FAO Digital Soil Map of the World (DSMW) version 3.6
SOIL and TERRAIN Database for Northern and Central EURASIA
Mapping of soil and terrain vulnerability in Central and Eastern Europe
Soil data for the polar and mid-latitude regions of the northern hemisphere (including Alaska, Canada, Conterminous United States, Eurasia, Greenland, Iceland, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Mongolia, and Svalbard)
Soil erosion risk assessment in Europe (precursor to PESERA data)
Ecopedological map of Italy, 1 : 250,000 according to the “Manual of Procedures
v1.1"
Soil erosion data for Italy
Soil data for NATURA2000 sites in Italy
Base dati georiferita relativa al suolo dell'intera regione Puglia (Italia) su scala
1 : 50,000 (INTERREG)
Land resources of Russia, CD-ROM, Version 1.0, January, 2002
Soil Database at scale 1 : 50,000 for the districts of Kavaja, Lushnje and Peqin
of the republic of Albania according the "Manual of Procedures v1.1"
Georeferenced database of soils for Albania (at scale 1 : 250,000 for the whole
country, and at scale 1 : 50,000 for the coastal areas) according the "Manual of
Procedures v1.1"
Revised Austrian soil data as incorporated into ESDB v3
Cyprus soil data, still to be integrated into ESDB v3
Lebanon soil data
Maghreb soil data for incorporation into ESDB v3
Revised Sweden soil data for incorporation into ESDB v3
Turkey soil data for incorporation into ESDB v3M
Egypt soil data
Case study soil, terrain and land-use information in Hungary
Soil in the province of Pavia (Italy)

EUSIS also now provides a soil map viewer:
(http://eusoils.jrc.ec.europa.eu/Website/eusoils/viewer.htm) - SOMIS v2.0 (Soil Map Internet Service). As a stand-alone web-based application, it presents the Soil Geographical Database of
Eurasia at scale 1 : 1,000,000 (version 4 beta) and thematic layers after applying the Pedotransfer
Rules Database (version 2.0). Currently, 73 layers are presented, such as soil acc. to FAO and
WRB nomenclature, texture and parent material, but mostly, various thematic layers with attributes
and derived indicators.
Some of the EUSIS databases are discussed in more detail in chapter 4.1.1.
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3.2.3

BORIS (Austria)

(http://www.borisdaten.at/)

The soil information system BORIS holds Austria-wide information on soil characteristics, sites and
contamination with pollutants. BORIS is hosted and maintained by the Federal Environment
Agency, Vienna, since 1992. National, state and regional data were made comparable, have been
merged and are now provided online. In addition to the soil map of Austria 1 : 750,000, the system
currently contains N=10,103 sites including 6,065 monitoring sites of the Environmental Soil Survey, and 514 plots of the Forest Soil Monitoring System. The general features are the following (as
cited from the web page):
 supply of information for sites and soil horizons as well as meta-data via BORIS INFO;
 compilation of data about specific environmental and soil aspects for further processing in statistics or geographical information systems (GIS);
 making available analytical values in agreement with the data owners;
 processing complex soil-specific queries (statistics, maps,...);
 providing information about soils in general.
Based on several comprehensive feasibility studies in the 1990s regarding existing soil data and
methods, the system was designed (e.g. SCHWARZ et al. 1994). The purposes, which mainly influenced the design, content and handling of BORIS, mainly relate to the soil assessment in communal and regional planning processes (e.g. Environmental Impact Assessments), to support management decisions such as the spreading of sewage sludge and other organic waste and other
EU-relevant tasks (e.g. reporting under the Kyoto Protocol). Data evaluation provides a basis for
developing standards in Austria such as for the heavy metal assessment.
In order to provide an operational system at scales at which data from various sources can be
combined, comparability of the soil data records must be fulfilled. The required transformations of
the available data sets follow the handbook “Data Key Soil Science” (DKSS-Datenschluessel
Bodenkunde). The data key also contains a collection of soil methods and basic semantic definitions for Austria.
The Umweltbundesamt has also developed an internet-based software for soil experts (BORIS
EXPERT). BORIS EXPERT provides complex modules for soil-specific data selection, data output
and assessment. This software is available for a selected group of soil experts who have provided
datasets themselves.
Currently BORIS is being restructured into a new database-system which offers improved technical standards for data integration and combination.
Separately from BORIS is the web-presentation of the Austrian digital soil map (eBOD). The map
(http://bfw.ac.at/rz/bfwcms.web?dok=2967) provides spatial information of agricultural soils (soil type,
soil series, permeability, water household, soil depth). eBOD is hosted at BFW (Research and
Training Centre for Forests, Natural Hazards and Landscape, BFW, Vienna).

3.2.4

DONESOL (France)

DONESOL is the French national soil information system, which is supervised by a scientific interest group on soils (composed by research institutes, environment institutes and Ministries in
charge of environment and agriculture). Since 1993, DONESOL is maintained by the Infosol Unit
at INRA, Orléans (French National Institute for Agronomical Research).
This system stores multi-scale (1 : 250,000 to 1 : 5,000) semantic and GIS data from several mapping programs and initially aims to get a nation-wide coverage at small scales (1 : 250,000 and
1 : 100,000). Data is directly collected by local partners and delivered in a web application called
DONESOL-Web, before being validated by a standard approval process (site is user restricted).
The database is realised using PostGreSQL.
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Figure 4: Overview of the French national soil databases developed by INRA
(http://gissol.fr/programme/programmes.php)

By 2007, the semantic database contains 15,000 descriptions of profiles and 45,000 descriptions
of soil borings. Data from the first campaign of the French soil monitoring network (2,200 sites
3
including BIOSOIL plots) are also stored.
Besides DONESOL, some other programmes exist concerning soil survey and monitoring in
France:
 BDGSF: The Soil Geographical Database of France at 1 : 1,000,000 scale
 IGCS: multi-scale soil inventory programme with three sub-programmes according to application levels of the soil surveys: 1 : 5,000 to 1 : 25,000, 1 : 50,00 to 1 : 100,000 and
1 : 250,000
 RMQS: soil monitoring programme with data collected in a 16 x 16 km grid
 BDAT: programme that gathers soil analyses performed by certified laboratories for farmers
(http://bdat.orleans.inra.fr/geosol/index.php)
 INDIQUASOL: database that gives the state of pressures on soil in a 16 x 16 km grid
 BDCF: Soil Carbon Map (derived from ca. 9,700 soil profiles, extracted from DONESOL)
 BDETM: Heavy metal content, determined between 1988 and 1998 (8,000 analyses of Cd,
Cr, Cu, Hg, Ni, Pb, Se and Zn).
DONESOL links the inventory database IGCS with RMQS (see Figure 5, in French)

3

BIOSOIL: demonstration project under the EC Forest Focus Regulation ((EC) 2152/2003). Its
focus is to repeat the Europe-wide forest soil condition inventory Level I (16 x16 km)
Existing soil data and information systems
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Figure 5: Schematic overview to the French DONESOL database
(http://gissol.fr/outil/donesol/donesol.php)

3.2.5

FISBo BGR – overview of the services provided

The FachInformationsSystem Bodenkunde (FISBo), held by the German Federal Institute for
Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR), consists of three main databases, the soil profile and
analytical database (see Chapter 4), the map database (geometric and semantic data) and the
method base (Figure 6).The map database supports nation-wide small-scale soil cartography
(1 : 200,000, 1 : 250,000, 1 : 1,000,000). The original map data sheets 1 : 200,000 are supplied by
the geological services of the German federal states which also hold data copyrights.
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Figure 6: Components of the FISBo BGR
Method Base:
The method database contains a set of pedotransfer rules, which have been developed and
agreed among the state geological services and BGR. The functions are continuously being extended and validated depending on data availability. Under the following link, 54 pedotransfer rules
can be downloaded:
http://www.bgr.bund.de/cln_011/nn_325814/DE/Themen/Boden/Produkte/Downloads/methoden.html.
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The functions are adapted to the data specifications of the map database, so that they can be applied using the geometric and semantic data available for the mapping units. The first thematic
maps can be viewed in the FISBo BGR web portal (Figure 7). The methods are also implemented
in the web soil service. There, the methods were programmed, and a steering system controls the
real-time evaluation process using data from the ArcSDE map storage system and MySQL map
database.

Figure 7: Web viewer of the FISBo BGR
Web map services (web viewer):
The Soil Science Map Server is used for documenting the current work status of soil maps in the
BGR as well as for interactive visualisation of maps and attributes stored in databases. Data visualisation is based on the University of Minnesota (UMN) Mapserver and allows direct access of
data through its user interface. Currently, the soil maps 1 : 1,000,000, 1 : 2,000,000 and
1 : 5,000,000 are accessible. Two thematic applications have been realised: seepage water and
organic carbon in topsoils. In addition to the viewer, these products and some more are made
available as web map services
(Figure 8; http://www.bgr.de/service/bodenkunde/index.php) (see also Chapter 5).
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Figure 8: Web map services (WMS) of the FISBo BGR

3.2.6 LandIS (Land Information System, England and Wales)
(http://www.landis.org.uk/)
The land information system of the National Soil Resource Institute (NSRI) is the soil data gateway
for England and Wales. LandIS has been used to provide support for a range of environmental
activities, such as
 tackling pollution (e.g. to determine the critical load of soils for particular pollutants)
 managing water resources (e.g. to model catchment hydrology, recharge and yield)
 conserving biodiversity, and environmentally sensitive farming (e.g. to map ecological potential)
 flood defence (e.g. to develop the ‘Hydrology of Soil Types’ classification (HOST))
 environmental planning (e.g. to investigate the impact of urban sprawl to soils)
 management of soil resources (e.g. to develop and apply agricultural land classification)
Published maps 1 : 25,000 and 1 : 50,000 can be identified based on an overview presenting the
map coverage. The digital data comprise the following products, which can be purchased from the
National Soil Resources Institute, located at Cranfield University.
1) The National Soil Inventory of Soil Quality Monitoring Data: NSI
2) Tabular SOILSERIES and HORIZON data products (in conjunction with the NATMAP geometries)
3) National Soil Map (NATMAP)
NATMAP vector:
NATMAP soilscapes:
NATMAP 1000, 2000 & 5000:

soil associations at scale: 1 : 250,000
soilscape units at scale: 1 : 250,000
gridded vector versions of the National Soil Map, where the squares represent 1 km,
2 km and 5 km, respectively

NATMAP vector is the flagship product of NSRI. SOILSERIES and HORIZON data represent multiple attribute datasets. Methods e.g. to model the capability or vulnerability of land are building on
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this information. The National Soil Inventory (NSI) consists of a dataset with 6,127 points, located
in a 5 km grid across England and Wales. The original sampling was conducted around 1980, with
partial re-samplings in the mid-1990s. The NSI site also offers auxiliary data such as on land-use
and lithological information.
There are four interactive web-based ways through which the soil data are accessible to the user:
1) Soils Site Reporter: allows to download site specific soil reports for specific local areas
(http://www.landis.org.uk/reports)
2) GIS Soil Datasets: provides access to a vast collection of digital soil maps and associated soil
properties for England and Wales
3) Interactive Soilscapes Viewer: provides access to free online interactive simplified soil map
for England and Wales (http://www.landis.org.uk/soilscapes) (Figure 9)
4) Soils Education at www.soil-net.com: to interactively learn about soil for school children

Figure 9: Interactive Soilscapes Viewer of the LandIS

3.2.7

ASRIS (Australian Soil Resource Information System)
(http://www.asris.csiro.au/)

As a prominent example from outside Europe, the Australian Soil Resource Information System
(ASRIS) may be addressed because of its ambitious concept. ASRIS aims to provide the best
available soil data to government, industry and local communities with the aim to support decision
making in land management. Data is presented on seven scales (‘levels’), ranging from continental-wide overviews (3, 10, 30 km) to landscape facets (1 km) and even single profiles (30 m and
300 m). To date, more than 10,000 soil profiles are available; MCKENZIE et al. 2005). Usergenerated maps are not yet available, but regarded as a logical future development to enhance the
capability of the system.
A consistent set of land qualities or attributes is described for land-unit tracts at different levels of
detail depending on the survey coverage in each region. It can be considered a hierarchy of mapping units where information from the lowest level unit feeds into summaries at higher levels.
Existing soil data and information systems
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These are displayed in online maps as area-weighted means. The land qualities relate to the intrinsic capability of land to support various land-uses – the land qualities relate to soil thickness,
water storage, permeability, fertility, salinity, and erodibility.

Figure 10:

Interactive Soil Data Viewer of the ASRIS
(data availability level 3)

3.3

Conclusions

Most of the web-visited information systems consist of a composition of individual databases and
products. Services provided are either targeted to coordinate soil mapping and to facilitate data
transport into the central database, and/or offer interactive map views and downloads of product
descriptions and manuals. Systematic, easy-to-find meta-data presentations are still the exception;
the user needs to compile that information from available summaries and project reports. In some
cases, WMS services are provided. Access to legends and processing of map data via web
feature services (WFS) is still the exception. Conceptual schemata presenting the underlying data
models are not available, so that the products offered cannot enter harmonisation processes.
Important web links to national and regional soil databases are listed in the ESDAC data section
(http://eusoils.jrc.ec.europa.eu/data.html). The implementation of INSPIRE and the participation in
future cross-border observation networks will require a methodical framework, so that these systems can communicate their data in an interoperable and seamless manner. A European data
centre as a focal point of coordination and advice will help developing and implementing the
needed data and network specifications.
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4. DATA MODELS AND DATABASE DESIGN
4.1

Analysis of existing soil databases

Established national (or regional) sampling, analytical and database design strategies often follow
own criteria, thus, the diversity of data collection programmes in Europe is large (HUBER et a.
2001a and 2001b, EEA/ETC TE 2003, VAN-CAMP et al. 2004, BARITZ 2005). This strongly effects
the availability of harmonised and comparable information. For example, different nomenclatures
are used in Europe, often national ones, sometimes international standards, or derivatives. These
conditions lead to heterogeneous data, both by content and structure.
Referring to soil monitoring in particular, two basic data requirements need to be met:
 representative information is needed from repeated assessments in order to assess trend
 the current soil condition, or actual state of soils, requires updated most recent data.
The data or table structure of several soil profile, analytical and map databases used in Europe
were analysed with the aim to elaborate how the various designs
 are capable of storing data of re-descriptions, repeated analyses and meta-data (in the wide
sense as data on data, including method information for sampling and analysis)
 link profile and analytical data with mapping units
 could manage a huge variety of parameters coded according to various soil survey or mapping
guidelines, classifications, etc.
 are connected to GIS and automated data evaluation
 and the technical platforms in which the designs are implemented.
Some focus was also put on recording of derived values (in addition to or instead of the values on
which the derived values are based). Most descriptions base on questionnaire information given by
the maintaining institutions, others draw on published manuals or descriptions.

4.1.1

EUSIS related databases

4.1.1.1 Georeferenced Soil Database for Europe, 1 : 250,000
The Georeferenced Soil Database for Europe (GSDBE), current version 1.1, is a traditional map
database, i.e. soils are not features of interest of own value but attributes for map units. The database design is oriented on a hierarchical model of spatial and non-spatial objects and their interrelations.
The map unit hierarchy (Figure 11, left) consists in the first approach of the soil region at the highest level which is mapped at a scale of 1 : 5,000,000. Soil bodies and soilscapes both are subunits
of the soil region entities: soilscapes are the mapping unit with geographically explicit boundaries
and are nested within the soil regions, i.e. boundaries of soil regions are also boundaries of the
soilscapes.

Figure 11:

Model of spatial entities

Data models and database design
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Soil bodies, in the original sense (GSDBE Version 1.1, FINKE et al. 2001), are spatially extended
areas with similar soils (according to some rules defining similarity), but they are spatially nonexplicit in their boundaries. In this respect, they are subunits of the soilscapes.
Although it is not explicitly stated, but can be inferred from the fact that a particular soil body can
be part of several soilscapes of a soil region, the maximum spatial extent of a soil body is limited
by its soil region’s boundary as well. This means that soil region – soilscape – soil body is not a
nested hierarchy of organisational levels, but a twofold hierarchy differentiating between geometry
and content. The soil bodies make the legend units of their soil region, and in this respect they are
direct subunits of the soil region.
In the Po valley pilot area (one of the pilot areas where the GSDBE Manual of Procedures was
tested), a modified structure was adopted (Figure 11; FINKE et al. 2001). Soil regions were subdivided into soil subregions (displayable at a scale of 1 : 1,000,000), and from this intermediate level,
so-called great soilscapes at 1 : 250,000 scale were mapped as a basis for soil body definitions.
The delineations of the great soilscapes were refined using existing 1 : 50,000 soil maps to result
in the soilscapes. Soil subregions information was then combined from the soilscape level.
From the basic concept of soil bodies several problems arise. Maybe the most severe is that soil
body properties (to which the main soil map properties refer to) build on soil profiles with a specific
sequence of horizons and properties. Each profile represents the properties of a dominant soil type
at a typical (unknown) location. The area represented by such “typical“ soil profiles is rather large
considering the coarser mapping scale. For example, typical vertical horizon sequences should be
additionally provided in order to describe depth changes of horizons within the spatial range of a
soil body. Insofar, it is not really soil profile information. As a result, real profile information (which
is, from a mapping point of view, point information) cannot directly be connected to a soil body.
However, real profile information, in turn, is needed for soil monitoring. The fact that soil bodies are
not spatially nested into soilscapes may affect the precision with which soil information can be
allocated.
As far as known to the authors, the full GSDBE database design has not yet been fully followed by
any of the national or regional mapping services in Europe – maybe because of the difficulties
mentioned above.
4.1.1.2 Soil Profile and Analytical Database for Europe (SPADE-1) and SPADE/M
SPADE-1 (MADSEN and JONES, 1995) follows the spreadsheet database approach and holds
'measured' (real) and 'estimated' (virtual profiles and related data produced with expert judgement)
information on texture (by particle sizes), organic matter content (C, N), structure, total nitrogen
content, pH, ESP or SAR, calcium carbonate content, calcium sulphate content, electric conductivity, CEC and exchangeable base cations, soil water retention, bulk density, rooting depth, groundwater level and parent material. The 'real' soil data have been transferred to a new database
SPADE/M (Figure 12), with partly changed field names (HIEDERER et al. 2006). The authors state
that the data were tested for consistency, and that they are harmonised. The checking and harmonisation procedures have seemingly not been formulated in a way that they could be easily
used for new datasets.
A link between profiles in the SPADE database and spatial entities was created using the Soil
Geographical Database of Europe 1 : 1,000,000. Only dominant soils were considered.
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Figure 12: SPADE/M database design
(HIEDERER et al. 2006, modified).

4.1.1.3 Soil Profile and Analytical Database for Europe (SPADE-2)
The main aim of the SPADE-2 project as reported by JRC (2007) is "to expand the 'estimated' soil
profile database to include 'primary soil properties' for all Soil Typological Units [of the SGDBE
1 : 1,000,000] and for both the designated dominant and secondary land-uses". Interestingly, in
contrast to SPADE-1, there has been a change in some data included into the SPADE-2 program.
While in SPADE-1, the grain size fractionation could be entered, data should be provided according defined grain sizes in SPADE-2 (unfortunately, the grain size fraction boundaries are not conform with those suggested by the FAO). Instead of organic matter content, SPADE-2 requires the
organic carbon content. N content, CaCO3 content, gypsum content, electrical conductivity, exchangeable base cations, base saturation, water content at various water tensions, rooting depth
and depth to obstructions were not included.
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4.1.2

MLURI Scottish Soils Database, Scotland

The soil database held at Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen, is basically operated on an ORACLE system mounted on UNIX servers, with MS Access front-ends for most of the users. Analytical data
are passed through with MS Excel workbooks to the database.
The database stores profile and horizon data (descriptive and analytical). The database structure
(Figure 13) has retained its original spreadsheet design from around 1980 (e.g. the separate tables
for organic and mineral horizons) and is currently being re-designed to enhance the capabilities of
the database. For example, with the current version it is not possible to record data from the reanalysis of already existing samples. After the re-design, also direct links to ArcGIS 9.1 for spatial
data management are intended. No re-usable data evaluation procedures are currently embedded
in the database or GIS. The database is not publicly accessible. However, a soil knowledge system for non-pedologists is being developed in which the soil data will be integrated (Scottish Soils
Knowledge and Information Base; SSKIB).

Figure 13: MLURI database design
4.1.3

PROPSOLO, Portugal

The Portuguese soil database PROPSOLO (RAMOS et al. 2007) has been designed only recently
at INIAP/Lisbon. It runs on a MySQL 5 management system. Soil profile information is restricted to
georeference, localisation, and taxonomy (both national and according to FAO/WRB 2006). Hori-
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zon properties are stored in two spreadsheet tables (soil physics and soil chemistry). Furthermore,
the factors of the van-Genuchten-Mualem model are recorded. Soil data are very homogeneous as
regards their methodology that is published in accompanying explanations, so that methodological
information has only been included for some parameters. Some information is redundant (e.g., the
horizons table contains fields for upper and lower boundary, a combination of both, and the thickness). Furthermore, some parameters that could be calculated from others are included (e.g. sodium absorption ratio).
Currently, the database is not capable of holding data of re-analyses or re-descriptions without
difficulty (1 : 1 relations between horizon and property tables; Figure 14). A direct link to a GIS
(ArcGIS 9.x) is intended. PROPSOLO is an internal database not publicly accessible via internet.

Figure 14: Table structure of the Portuguese soil information database PROPSOLO

4.1.4

Kreybig Soil Profile Database Server (KSPDBS), Hungary

The database, held by RISSAC, stores the data of the 1950s Kreybig soil inventory (for land suitability assessment) and current re-description and re-analyses data of Hungary (Figure 15). Originally planned as a soil inventory, the database has been accommodated to monitoring requirements by introducing profile groups.
A group combines all profiles that are only a small distance apart and that can statistically be addressed as one profile over time. This is because not all original profiles of the Kreybig inventory
could be relocated. In contrast to most other analysed database designs, samples and sampling is
considered in a separate table. Data tables follow the spreadsheet design.
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Figure 15: Structure of the Hungarian Kreybig Soil Profile Database

4.1.5 Central Service for Plant Protection and Soil Conservation (CSPPSC), Hungary
The CSPPSC database using Firebird 2.0 as management system runs on a Windows XP platform. The database table structure (Figure 16) shows an interesting combination of the spreadsheet and the list design principles (Figure 21). Site, profile and soil morphological data are stored
in spreadsheet tables for sites/profiles and layers (horizons), whereas analytical results are basically stored in a list table that links to a parameter table. The code lists for site and morphological
horizon parameters are stored in many small code-list tables.
The structure allows to store data from re-analyses, but not from re-descriptions of soil profile and
horizon properties. Laboratory specifications are linked to the site location, but not to the analysis
or analytical result; this may cause problems if new or additional laboratories become involved.
Analytical results are also not directly connected to the samples from which they have been obtained, but only through the relation to the same layer. The database in its current structure is not
capable of recording full WRB soil classification details.
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This is because only one qualifier can be assigned to a profile, and similar problems arise for multicoloured soil materials etc. Because parent material is stored with the profile, soils which have
developed in several (sediment) layers cannot be addressed without further effort.

Figure 16: CSPPSC database table structure

4.1.6 Soil monitoring database, SSCRI, Slovakia
The Slovakian soil monitoring database (Figure 17) runs on Windows XP/MS Access environment.
It is linked to ArcGIS 9.2, and reporting to the government is partly done with implemented report
templates.
It has a central sites/localities table linked to several property tables of the spreadsheet type. Horizonation details are stored in a table together with soil classification specifications; analytical results for individual horizons are not linked to the horizon dataset in the horizonation table. Resampling and re-analysis is done for three depth classes. The analytical results are stored in one
dataset within each property table in different, but numbered fields for each parameter.
The method information is coded with the parameter name (e.g. table Macro-elements, phosphorus content according to EGNER for the first horizon is stored in field P_EGNER1). Monitoring data
can be handled for analytical results with ‘date of sampling’ as a secondary key field together with
the site identifier; in addition, a field CYKLUS records the repetition cycle of the monitoring program. Because the table Horizonation/Classification lacks date and cycle fields, a re-description of
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soil morphology cannot be stored for a locality or site. The soil data tables are completed by a
table recording risk trace element contents in plants grown on the site.

Figure 17: Table structure of the soil monitoring database of Slovakia

4.1.7

Pedon database, Czech University of Agriculture, Prague, Czech Republic

The data of the pedon database of the Czech University of Agriculture in Prague are recorded in
MS Excel sheets and are partly processed in MS Access (Figure 18). The table design is site or
profile centred. Three spreadsheet tables hold coordinates, climate and relief parameters as well
as classification of the profile in several soil taxonomies (CZ, WRB 1998, WRB 2006). Horizon
designation, description and analytical results for the horizons are kept in four additional spreadsheet tables. For each parameter, up to seven fields exist (one for each horizon). The database is
used for internal data management only.
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Figure 18: Pedon database of the University of Agriculture in Prague, Czech Republic

4.1.8

FISBo BGR Databases, Germany

The Fachinformationssystem Bodenkunde BGR basically consists of several databases, a profile
and analytical database (Figure 19) and several map databases for various soil maps at scales of
1 : 1,000,000 and 1 : 200,000 (Figure 20). The profile and analytical database runs on MS SQL
Server with a MS Access front-end. The map databases operate on MS Access, connected to an
ArcGIS 9.x environment for geometry data handling.
The profile and analytical database holds analytical data with and without connection to profile
descriptions as well as profile descriptions without analytical data. Due to the large number of data
sources (institutions of all German federal states, other federal institutions and data produced at
BGR), meta-information, e.g. for analytical methods, is important to be stored with the data. Methods are encoded in a 25-digit number holding information on sampling, sample preparation, analytical method, etc. Tables for profile and horizon descriptions are spreadsheet tables, while analytical results are stored with the parameter as one of the key fields in a simple list. The profile and
analytical database is not directly connected with the various map databases.
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Figure 19: Profile and analytical database of FISBo BGR
Some relations are not displayed: Each table connects to the table Series (field Series number). Each horizon and profile parameter with classified values links to a table with the respective encodings (see examples for horizon parameters). If there is no profile data for a sample
(e. g. from interlaboratory tests), the table Samples can directly link to table Locations for georeference.

Several map databases exist: Soil map of Germany 1 : 1,000,000 with and without stratification
according to main land cover types (BÜK 1000 and BÜK 1000N, respectively), and the soil map
1 : 200,000 (BÜK 200; 55 sheets). The structure of the BÜK 200 map profile database (Figure 20)
shows that spatial map entities are strictly hierarchically structured in a nested design from bottom
(horizon or fixed depth) to top (soil region). This mirrors the structure of the map unit organisation
in the map legend. The legend information for the individual map sheets has been considered
separately because the kind and number of map units of the whole map series was not determined
when the ongoing work on the map series started.
After finishing the last map sheets (possibly in 2009), an overall general legend will be compiled.
The respective aggregation principles are already available. The attribute part of the database
focuses on the Bodenform as a correlate of a soil typological unit. A Bodenform is a combination of
a genetically based taxonomical soil (sub-) type and a parent material type which includes rock
type(s), coarse fragment size and content, generalised soil texture class and geo-genesis of the
parent material. According to parent material layer depths, up to three parent material types are
considered in a Bodenform unit.
Soil-related information is compiled from real profiles and gives mean (or minimum and maximum)
values for all parameters. The compilation is done by the individual federal states with the help of
their databases; soil profile information in the FISBo BGR soil profile database originates, however, from the same data. Value lists of parameters are stored in several tables.
The system of databases behind the Land Information System of England and Wales (maintained
by the National Soil Resources Centre, Cranfield University) is in most of its principles very similar
to the FISBo BGR database concept.
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Figure 20: Map database 1 : 200,000 of FISBo BGR
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4.2

Conclusions

Almost all analysed soil database designs are similar in that they use spreadsheet designs for data
tables (Figure 21). To avoid many empty fields for analytical results that are available only for a
small number of profiles or horizons, often several data tables for analytical results exist (e.g.
MLURI database of Scotland, Figure 13). As an alternative to spreadsheet table designs, a list
design can be used that stores for each value the parameter to which it relates. Such list table
designs are only used by the LandIS profile and analytical database for results of rare analyses, by
the CSPPSC database (Figure 16) and by FISBo BGR (Figure 19) for all analytical results. In
many cases, the data table design considers the fundamental distinction between physical and
chemical parameters (e.g. the Portuguese PROPSOLO, Figure 14), even if there is no structural
difference between the respective data types.

Figure 21: Spreadsheet and list design of database tables.
In the spreadsheet design, parameters populate columns, the values populate the rows of
the table. In the list design, for each value in a row the parameter to which it relates has to
be stated. The advantage of the latter is that new parameters can be added without changing the table structure, missing values do not occupy disc space, values of re-analyses or
replicates can be stored without much effort, and queries can simply be adapted only by
changing the query criteria, but not query fields. The spreadsheet design is more intuitive
and needs less effort when several parameters are queried.

Storing monitoring data seems to be a challenge for many systems designed some time ago; even
some recent designs (e.g. PROPSOLO of Portugal) do not facilitate comfortable monitoring data
storage. Systems that do not allow storage of re-analyses or re-determinations of the soil state (or
only with laborious work-arounds) can be referred to as static.
In none of the databases direct relations between map and profile/analytical databases exist. The
link between both is done by creating a separate map database by expert evaluation of the soil
profile and analytical data. This step is connected with a de-coupling of soil profile data (in the map
database) from the profile database.
At the European level, soil databases are static map databases which were filled up to a specific
date. The data are then disconnected from the data-producing institution. Only upon additional
request, the data could be completed or extended. Usually, data are harmonised before they are
delivered (following the requirements of the user, e.g. a central database), or by a common procedure applied to all data received by the user during data import. Both approaches have severe
disadvantages. The data delivered from the different sources are harmonised without stating how
much of the information is lost by the harmonisation process.
Furthermore, harmonisation needs and procedures may change over time, for example, after new
standards, classification or survey guidelines become introduced. To re-harmonise such data
(which were harmonised before data are being made available) is prone to even more severe loss
of information and error. If data shall be used further in a way that has not been accounted for
during data acquisition, the initial harmonisation procedure may have even extracted information
needed to address the new problem. Consequently, storage of the original data together with the
respective meta-information might be reasonable. However, best harmonisation results can only
be expected if the original data are used.
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Map databases contain information from typical soil profiles, with properties coming from the initial
inventory in the field. With increasing profiles and/or analyses available, updating of information in
a map database becomes necessary. Furthermore, with increasing size of the data basis, statistical measures for uncertainty assessment can be derived, such as medians and quartiles. Such
information is needed to assess trend in monitoring. In several map databases, statistical values
that require specific value distributions, e.g. standard deviations, are stored (e.g. SPADE), even if
the original spatial sampling design or sample size probably does not meet these requirements.
These values are usually derived from database extracts; it is complicated to repeat evaluations
based on different database extracts. In a dynamic system, offering direct connectivity between
soil profiles and map units, the statistical requirements for data evaluation could be checked by the
user or by the processes that are triggered by user requests.
A dynamic connection between attribute and geometric data would allow
- to keep map databases always up-to-date
- to simplify the construction of new map legends from existing map data
- to simplify production of up-to-date soil information for stakeholders.
A map database capable of holding data for several map series would furthermore reduce laborious data compilation when new map series are to be made (e.g. the Georeferenced Soil Database
for Europe 1 : 250,000).
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5. TOWARDS A WEB SOIL SERVICE (WSS)
5.1

Requirements to future soil data processing

Future soil data processing should meet the following conceptual requirements:
 Most recent soil data should be available for data evaluations (but also older data for time series).
 Harmonisation of data is allowed for by providing options for storing all necessary meta-data; as
already stressed, data harmonisation is a crucial operation to generate meaningful and homogeneous soil information.
 Soil data can be evaluated independently from data holding institutions or countries (distributed system).
 The system has to ensure that data copyrights are not violated.
 The needed soil data can be easily retrieved by the data user.
 Soil data processing can be more transparent and repeatable by avoiding duplicate work on the
same evaluation procedure.
 Soil information systems must be more demand-oriented in that soil experts offer data and
methodologies for data evaluation. Instead of choosing between readily arranged, complete and,
thus, static products, a user requesting soil information must be able to choose: merging datasets from various data holders only by selecting a respective geographical target area, or evaluating them with own or elsewhere offered procedures in order to meet his information requirements. This includes providing data for modelling and simulations to tackle increasingly complex
environmental problems.
Current systems and their connection to other systems - central or off-line local databases, or simple web mapping services presenting pre-fabricated products, with every institution using different
auxiliary data of differing precision, age, etc. – are not capable of offering this necessary more
dynamic way of data use and data accessibility.
Consequently, and by considering legal obligations as resulting from INSPIRE, at least data storage remains a local rather than centralised responsibility; but data have to be made accessible
(on-line). If information, which thus becomes available in a distributed network of information systems and databases, is supposed to be comparable, irrespective of national (or even sub-national)
boundaries, harmonisation and evaluation procedures must be developed and made available
through specific services (local or web).
The advantages of such a distributed system are obvious:
1. Data are maintained, completed and supplemented by the most appropriate institution.
2. Data property rights can be considered; even charging a user for the use of the data is possible.
3. Developing data evaluation tools becomes more efficient, while harmonisation of procedures
becomes a minor problem.
The requirements as stated above imply on a more technical level, that
 data, databases and data processing systems are interoperable;
 database structures have to be enhanced to hold meta-data which is now often not explicitly
stored (but known to the database operator);
 database structures are to hold monitoring data;
 data transfer has to be standardised.
Internet-based services have to be developed that ensure data gathering, harmonisation and
evaluation, and last but not least presentation of the resulting information. Such systems (STOLZ et
al. 2005) may be called Web Soil Services.

5.2

Web Service architecture

A Web Soil Service (WSS) is an internet-based service that calculates or infers soil information
from soil data located at various servers in the internet and presents them in the form of tables,
diagrams, and maps. It functions as a platform for data sharing, and provides tools for the harmonisation of datasets, for the calculation of indexes and for displaying the results. The user may
use only parts of the functionality, e.g. by applying WSS methods on his own data, or by calculatTowards a Web Soil Service
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ing algorithms as defined by the user with data received from other sources, conveyed by the
WSS. The concept has been introduced by STOLZ et al. (2005).
In a system with distributed data (Figure 22, left side) and services, the user specifies, in the most
advanced case, an evaluation procedure and possibly geographic extent and time range in the
WSS environment via his internet browser. The WSS (Figure 22, right side) defines/recognises
data needs (parameters and geographic extent) according to implemented methods (evaluation
procedures, which can be provided as services as well - such as the data themselves) and gathers
the necessary information or data from local and remote data sources known to the system. In a
next step, the WSS may harmonise the data using its local or remotely accessible harmonisation
procedures (see 2.5.3 Data harmonisation). Then, the evaluation method is applied (harmonisation
and evaluation belong to the methods, Figure 22, middle).

Figure 22: Distributed web-based soil information system
With various databases on remote servers, and the web soil service (WSS) steering
system with locally or remotely accessible data evaluation procedures (from STOLZ
et al. 2005)

In its core, the WSS is a steering system that organises all data flows: it offers available procedures, semantic and map data to the user, it retrieves the databases and map data sources according to the user's request, controls the data processing by launching a local or remote harmonisation or evaluation tool, and presents the results as map, table, etc. to the user. It is obvious that
the WSS functionality exceeds that of a simple web mapping service: depending on the procedures available to the WSS, it can become a fully operational web-based soil information system.
In particular, it forms the link between soil input data, auxiliary data and data evaluation procedures. It contains programmed methods or links to methods and/or data provided through other
(soil) services available in the web. Methods refer to e.g. a soil profile data editor, a map viewers,
upload/selection or calculation modules.
Profile data (“map profiles” or plot profiles) can get downloaded and stored or uploaded for calculation purposes (via XML). Maps can get downloaded or uploaded by a map viewer (giving the opportunity e.g. to modify input data in order to run simulations).
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Architectural components of a WSS:
 web server (reachable through http or https; e.g. freeware Apache/PHP interprets the text
and creates html, visible through standard browser)
 web mapping system (map server software, also partly freeware, e.g. Univ. of Minnesota
MapServer)
 data storage (e.g. SDE), connected to the web server; or maps stored in ESRI float grid
 plot and soil map data with soil typological information (WRB soil types, or national nomenclature, soil profile descriptions, analytical data)
 XML data scheme
The system could be extended to web coverage service (WCS), which would enable further analysis involving evaluation/manipulation/combination of multiple coverages to answer specific questions.
It is fundamental to each information system like WSS that all remote data can be queried via the
internet at any time. Otherwise data have to be kept twice: either in the original, non-queriable
database and a file or database on the internet server; or – in case there is no reliable internet
connection to the data holding client – on the WSS server or elsewhere. Both alternatives complicate data maintenance, though.

5.3

ENVASSO Data Viewer

An ENVASSO testing data portal has been derived from the FISBo BGR web soil service. Figure
23 presents the current appearance. The portal has mainly served the purpose of testing the link of
data in pilot areas to those provided by regional services (see Chapter 7.1). Unfortunately, the
availability of such services is limited to few examples, and only as web mapping services.

Figure 23: ENVASSO testing data viewer
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5.4

Auxiliary information and preparatory data processing to be provided by the
data providers

Before data can be incorporated, processed and presented through a web soil service, several
frame conditions and requirements have to be considered.
5.4.1 Information quality
Information as regards content itself is valueless without information on its quality. It is to aspire to
have meta-data sent together with each data package such as information about the number of
profiles supporting the map content, pedotransfer functions applied, an assessment of accuracy if
available for the methods used, code version, etc.
5.4.2 Data communication procedures
Several technical requirements are to be matched by the pan-European land information system to
be developed as well as by the data contributing systems of the national and supranational partner
organizations and administrations involved. According to INSPIRE, information on soils has to be
generated, gathered and stored on the lowest administrative level possible, but soil information
has to be available on all administrative levels for internal and public use. Therefore, on the one
hand a soil information system has to deal with distributed databases, on the other hand all data
have to be stored on remotely accessible servers in database management systems which allow
remote querying. This includes the definition of a data communication procedure.
For data communication, an agreed procedure is needed with which presumably all database
management systems engaged in storing soil data in European countries are able to communicate
data to remote users. There are ongoing activities within ISO TC 190 (Soil Quality), SC 1 (Evaluation Criteria, Terminology and Codification), WG 3 (Data codification and management). Work Item
N 12 deals with the “Recording and exchange of soil related data”.
5.4.3

Data processing: harmonisation and data evaluation

Data processing basically consists of two levels: data harmonisation and data analysis.
Data harmonisation
Throughout Europe, soil information is obtained using a large variety of survey guidelines and
sampling schemes. A large variety of analytical methods and local variants is applied. The data are
then stored in a great variety of databases. To obtain comparable results, data have to be harmonised to form a basis for further evaluation, which is as homogeneous as possible. Harmonisation
includes affiliation of soil profiles and classification to a common nomenclature: the WRB soil reference groups (second level). Hence, it is suggested that all harmonisation procedures should be
applied following a standardised data export step for each data package (see also 5.3.2). Harmonisation would then be an obligation of the data provider. The advantages are:
1. The data provider is the most capable to ensure a qualitatively sufficient transfer from local
classification to WRB.
2. Raw data would not have to be communicated, which is possibly important where strict
copyright or license matters are concerned.
3. Any central database server would be released from harmonisation tasks, which possibly
improves the system’s overall performance.
On the other hand, some post-harmonization is possible given the availability of extensive metadata. Data harmonisation is likely to be a task which becomes just as demanding (but maybe even
more laborious) as data analysis and evaluation.
Two levels of harmonisation can be distinguished:
1. Harmonisation between different methods for individual parameters (e.g. determination of
carbon content) by conversion with mathematical models (e.g. regression models), or
2. Harmonisation by categorisation with the same classes, but method-dependent affiliation
rules, with possibly some loss of information.
Both alternatives can be used in an evaluation for different parameters. For each parameter the
harmonisation method should be documented as meta-data.
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Data analysis and evaluation
There are no evaluation methods (or pedotransfer rules) based on WRB classification so far. Since
thematic soil maps are generated and offered through various information systems, methods at the
national level must exist. Unfortunately, the underlying methods are difficult to access. In the
FISBo BGR, the methods stored and applied are adapted to the specifications according to the
th
German Soil Survey Guideline 4 ed. (KA4) (AD-HOC-AG BODEN 2000). Based on so-called link
rules, integrated soil physical and ecological parameters can be derived. These methods provide
data which are fundamental to further evaluations and spatial modelling from a comparatively
small number of input parameters. The FISBo BGR includes some additional 25 algorithms designed for varying output scales for modelling threat-related indicators (e.g. susceptibility to compaction and heavy metal leaching, wind and water erodibility). These indicators, however, rather
differ from those selected in the ENVASSO project (see also HUBER et al. 2007). Conversely, several ENVASSO indicators are not covered by the FISBo algorithms, particularly where spatially
non-explicit data are concerned (e.g. land-use).
5.4.4 Quality control/quality assessment
Quality control can be applied at almost any level of data processing, from basic input data validity
checks to assessments of calculation errors for the whole product. In order to allow the expert user
of an information system to assess output data quality, at least log files including specifications on
methods and parameters used for calculation, number of profiles, input maps of auxiliary data, etc.
should be provided for traceability and transparency of the whole process of result generation.
Input data should be checked with respect to completeness and validity (e.g. semantic integrity with ranges of expected values – and logical integrity) during the incorporation procedure into the
database (through input or import). Geographic input data should additionally be tested for spatial
accuracy when incorporated into the information system.
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6. Proposal for a Data Model
6.1

Database structure

Starting from the idea of a distributed data holding system (INSPIRE), database structures (or data
models) are of second importance after data communication rules and procedures. The variety of
database management systems and the variety of hardware platforms used for managing soil data
in the EU member states in combination with the referring local technical know-how makes it
unlikely to find an agreed data model. It is by far more reasonable and realistic to design data
communication rules and procedures that can be used to transfer data from system to system
without loss of information. For each system, only an interface for data communication is needed.
How incoming data is handled is an internal problem.
For all pilot areas where a data structure for monitoring purposes is not yet implemented, a data
model has been designed, programmed in MS Access and tested in several pilot areas.
The model meets all requirements and ideas mentioned in chapter 4.2 and 6.2.1. It offers the user
a complete soil analytical and profile database for monitoring purposes with the possibility to act as
a complete map database for several map sheets or even whole map series. It has a data communication structure (Import/Export) to function as a distributed database in a system of weblinked databases and services on the basis of XML; the XML structures are preliminary, but can
easily be adapted to oncoming international standards. Apart from XML-based import, a sophisticated table-based data import feature allows the user to fill the database from other digital sources
very quickly. The database tables for properties of all entities follow the list design that can easily
be queried with a few basic SQL statements in which only criteria have to be changed, i.e. the SQL
statements can also be produced by relatively simple code. This the more simplifies remote data
retrieval and transfer.

6.2

Data model

6.2.1 Basic ideas
Considering the extreme heterogeneity of data assessment in Europe, and the requirements to
build information systems as effective tools to support soil protection policy, the following basic
design principles for producing real up-to-date information (tables, maps) has to be considered:
1. Data are stored where they were produced.
2. Data are stored how they were produced.
3. Databases should only contain real values, and no values derived from existing real data.
4. Meta-data has to be stored for any piece of data.
5. Data storage is clearly separated from data harmonisation and from data evaluation.
6. Agreed data transfer rules are crucial prerequisites for sound cross-boundary data evaluation, not harmonised data structures
7. A dynamic link between soil analytical/soil profile data and soil maps is important for many
data evaluations
These principles are explained in the following:
1. Data are stored where they were produced. Central databases at other institutions which hold
the same data as a snapshot will not profit from further data maintenance and correction. Furthermore, only data producers are able to describe the quality of the data, and to recommend
their appropriate use. Only the producer’s judgement explains reliably why a value is possibly
erroneous and has to be corrected.
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2. Data are stored how they were produced. Additional operations with the data usually follow
later in the context of specific evaluations. At that point, data preparation and harmonisation is
done before methods can be successfully applied. This leaves the selection of harmonisation
procedures fully to the evaluator. Furthermore, it has to be considered that more advanced
and sophisticated statistical procedures and models for data harmonisation will be available in
the future. Data storage and data harmonisation should be handled strictly separately.
3. Databases should only contain real values, and no deduced values from existing real data.
Otherwise, redundant data are stored. Redundancies are always sources of error, because
corrections of the basic values are normally not automatically passed to deduced fields. Calculation of a (derived) parameter from a set of basic data should be done when the information of
the parameter is needed. Instead of storing deduced data, conversion procedures should be
formulated and implemented. If data lacks remain, e.g. in map databases, it must be possible
to continuously update the databases as more information becomes available. However, for
some purposes, like map databases for areas without proper real data, profile data can be
produced by expert knowledge (but have to be labelled as such). In this case, extreme or
mean values of parameters should be allocated to (possibly several) virtual profiles, so that
data evaluation procedures access real and virtual data in the same manner. This simplifies
data evaluation.
4. To enable external data users to produce meaningful and correct deduced information using
the database, or services of the soil information system, all meta-information needed for a scientifically correct and reliable application should be made easily accessible together with the
data.
5. Data storage is clearly separated from data harmonisation and from data evaluation. Data
correction and decision on use or non-use of datasets for special purposes is applied when
data are evaluated. Data should not be corrected in the database each time some specialpurpose evaluations are done with them. Instead, it should be possible to block or filter certain
data from specific evaluation procedures, e.g. data from heavily contaminated sites should not
be eliminated or re-calculated, just because they may not be suitable for assessing background values. The procedure of calculating the background values has to consider data suitability (meta-)information.
6. It is not data storage that has to be standardised, but data communication. Only standardised
rules and procedures for data communication will ensure correct data interpretation by the
data receiving system. For Europe, an European soil data centre should organise data communication, meta-information flow and harmonisation of data harmonisation and evaluation.
Data holders have to warrant data accessibility.
7. To enable the user to evaluate up-to-date monitoring data in connection with spatial soil information from maps (or to produce up-to-date soil maps), a dynamic link between profile/analytical data and map entities is intended (see chapter 4.2).

6.2.2 SoDa data model
A data model has been designed that meets all the requirements stated above (chapters 4.2 and
6.2.1), i.e. it is capable of storing soil data from varying sources (different sampling and analytical
schemes/guidelines, different nomenclatures). For each soil profile and each parameter, repeated
assessments of the soil status can be stored. All meta-information that is needed for data interpretation or quality assessment can be related to each parameter value. Parameters (and code lists
with possible values, i.e. classes, if necessary) can be introduced by the user without the need for
changing or adding database tables. A more elaborate description of the database structure can
be found in the first chapters of the SoDa database manual (Appendix III).
The model integrates soil description and analytical data, map unit information and the link between both entity groups (Figure 24; Figure 25 presents the overall data structure.). Soil data and
spatial entities are linked only between the site/profile and the respective map legend information
holding table via 'memberships'.
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A site/profile can be member of a STU, map polygon or a measuring grid. In order to become independent of a particular mapping project and scale, the map and spatial entities part of the database deviates largely from the Geo-referenced database for Europe 1 : 250,000 Manual of Procedures approach (FINKE et al. 1998).

Figure 24: Simplified SoDa data model

Figure 25: SoDa data model
(two tables, marked grey, are additionally proposed if the data model shall be extended in order to conveniently include detailed soil biodiversity data and to reduce redundancy of meta-data stored for analytical values)

The soil information part of the database is designed as follows: Data can be related to the whole
profile (including site information), or to a part of the profile. A profile part may be a horizon or a
fixed depth (which e.g. has been sampled for lab analyses).
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To a horizon, descriptive data may be linked, or analytical values obtained from laboratory analyses (for fixed depths it is assumed that they are not described but only sampled). Profile or horizon
describing parameters can have free values (e. g. upper and lower depth) or classified values,
where the surveyor has to select one value from a pre-defined code list. Hence, a two-fold structure for storing these data is provided (as well as for meta-parameters). The structure for storing
analytical results is somewhat complex. This is necessary to integrate a lot of information which is
needed to interpret the data and to enable the data user to comprehend data quality.
Sampling can be done repeatedly (which is necessary when real monitoring is concerned) and
may include the whole horizon or only parts of it, so that there is some information related to an
individual sample. The sample may be divided in order to analyse it in different laboratories, so
that a “lab sample” level has been implemented here and laboratory information can be linked to
the results. For each datum, may it relate to a profile, horizon or consist of an analytical result,
meta-information has to be stored, e. g. the unit of a number or quality information. Another kind of
meta-information is the specification of sampling, sample processing and analytical methods. Because this kind of information is structurally different from the other meta-data, an independent
table structure has been designed for methodical information.
Soil information can be attributed to spatial or map units along several lines. Spatial and map objects that can be attributed with information and which can be linked to each other are Soil Typological Units (STU), Map Polygons, Soil Mapping Units (SMU), Map Sheets, Map Series and
Measuring grids. Each link between one object to another is called membership here. As a rule,
memberships are also objects that can receive attribute information (two exceptions exist, see
below).
Memberships can relate profiles/sites with measuring grids, with STUs or map polygons. STUs as
well as map polygons can be linked to SMUs, and SMUs to individual map sheets or to map series. Map sheets can be connected to map series. SMUs can also be linked to SMUs of a higher
spatial scale (e. g., a soilscape to a soil region, in the sense of the Manual of procedures of the
Georeferenced Soil Database for Europe 1 : 250,000). The connections between map polygons
and SMUs, between two SMUs of various scales, and between map sheets and map series seem
not to ask for information directly attributed to the membership.
All parameters are stored in one table, and a second table holds the code lists of classified parameter values (a similar structure is implemented for meta-parameters). Parameters and metaparameters might be related to a guideline for soil survey or classification. To complete guideline
and methodical information, a literature reference can be put into a references table.
The model has been implemented as a MS Access based database called SoDa (SOil DAtabase)
(see Appendix III). To date, parameters for profile descriptions and soil classification according to
th
WRB 1998, WRB 2006/FAO 2006, FAO 1990, SOTER, German Soil Mapping Guidelines 4 and
th
5 edition and parameter specifications of the Slovenian Soil Information System are implemented.
In addition, many analytical parameters have been included.
The data specifications of other national nomenclatures (parameters, codes, categories or classes)
can be added as well. Because most users will already have digitally stored data, more stress is
laid on data import into this structure than on manual data entry.

6.3

Data communication rules and procedures

Data communication is based on the extended mark-up language (XML). Basically, XML codes
data by mark-ups (called tags) in simple text files. The tags allow the receiving system to recognise the structure of the incoming data. Both text file and tags, can easily be created by the delivering database, and can be imported into each database with an interface (or filter). XML name definitions for some basic entities are given in the SoDa manual (Appendix III). All XML names designating parameter values do not have to be predefined, although this would reduce the extent of the
files remarkably. Until there is an agreed standard on soil data communication, any data file is
accompanied by a definition file that specifies XML namespaces, XML names, parameter names
and parameter value lists (code lists).
Data communication is a risky operation in that the receiver might misinterpret the data. The possibility to interpret something that is similar as unlike, and to treat things that are not alike as alike,
may both cause severe problems.
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XML reduces communication risks because the receiver can de-code the data according to the
rules the sender has encoded them, if the code is communicated as well. It seems that it reliably
avoids equating dissimilar information (e.g. if CaCO3 content is classified according to two guidelines into classes with the same class identifiers, e.g. c1 to c5, with differing boundary values of
carbonate content). The other way round, identifying information which seems similar as being in
fact similar is more complicated (e.g. two data suppliers send carbonate content data classified
according to the FAO Guidelines for Profile Description, version 4 (FAO, 2006), but one codes the
data as ‘international’, the other as ‘FAO 2006’. The receiving system analyses the complete class
definitions of both suppliers to state that the data are comparable). The latter case may illustrate
the urgent need for standardisation. Standards would have to state how parameters and metainformation are coded and how parameter catalogues (like mapping or survey guidelines) and their
classification schemes for each parameter are to be supplied when data are communicated.
XML names for general pedological and analytical parameters and the name of the respective
namespaces, coding of meta-information (e. g. units, methods) should be defined by an international standard. Until this standard is effective, a standard should be defined by the ESBN. Currently, the SoDa XML specifications (Appendix III) are being discussed and proposed to enter a
current work item N 12, Recording and exchange of soil related data. The item represents a new
activity of the ISO TC 190 (Soil Quality) (SC 1 (Evaluation Criteria, Terminology and Codification),
WG 3 (Data codification and management).
For each national (and international) soil survey or mapping guideline, a special namespace is
defined (see also Annex 2 in Appendix III). The parameters and meta-parameters holding data
classified according to these guidelines should get similar XML tags than e. g. the analytical parameter. The list of namespace names should be maintained by the ESBN or another international
organisation. The definition of XML names within the namespaces should be done by the national
responsible services. All definitions should be available online at any time.
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7. Testing and application in pilot areas
7.1

Web Soil Service

Both, the web portal and the database software were made available in time for testing and application in the ENVASSO pilot projects. It is the idea of a web soil service that the required data for
assessing soil indicators are provided via web mapping services, the data are harmonised, and
thus able to communicate with an agreed and programmed method (provided by the steering system of a central soil centre or any other web soil service; see also Figure 22). With the exception of
the CZ-German pilot area, no other data are presented in the ENVASSO Web Portal so far.
Figure 26 presents the CZ-German pilot area 1 : 250,000 Sheet Chemnitz, where indicators for
water erosion, sealing and diffuse contamination were tested. At an early stage of pilot area work,
the regional soil map 1 : 400,000 for Saxony has been implemented using the regional web mapping service. The 1 : 250,000 cross-border map sheet is provided by the ENVASSO portal host
system, a FISBo BGR data server.

4x4 km regional
soil monitoring
Map data
base
1:250,000

Profile and
analytical data
base SODA

+ Auxiliary data
(climate, toppgraphy)

+ Indicator
method

Soil threat assessment

Figure 26: Example for pilot area web mapping service using the ENVASSO web portal

7.2

Testing of the database design and software SoDa

The concept and design of the data model and software implementation of the ENVASSO soil
database (SoDa) were presented to all project partners during several project workshops (Sofia,
Athens, Lisbon, Clusj, Ljubljana and Miskolç). Furthermore, SoDa has been demonstrated and
applied for local data management by several partners, which received instructions during specific
meetings (Budapest, Ljubljana, Aberdeen and Hannover). As a result, the software was used in
pilot area data management by partners from Bulgaria, Catalonia (Spain), France, Hungary, Ireland, Portugal, Romania, Saxony (Germany), Scotland (Great Britain) and Slovenia. Copies of
SoDa were also requested by partners from Slovakia and Greece.
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7.2.1

Feedback to SoDa design principles

Box 2: Feedback from testing the SoDa design principles:
 Data storage is clearly separated from data harmonisation/evaluation: data
are coded and stored together with meta-data, and are easily retrievable.
Thus, harmonisation before data entry is not required, and can be achieved
on the basis of the data stored in SoDa.
 SoDa can serve as both a global and a local database solution, which has
been designed to provide consistent soil information within a distributed
soil database system connected via internet.
 New parameters can be introduced without increasing the number of tables
(together with code lists for classified parameters).
 Meta-data can be stored at each level of data storage in the database.
 Profile data can be dynamically connected to map data/spatial units; thus
SoDa can act as a map, profile and soil analytical database simultaneously, even for various map scales.
 It is possible to store data obtained from various monitoring projects such
as data received from subsamples (satellite samples or sub-sites), or from
repeated sampling and analysis.
A subset of these design principles can often be found in already existing databases. All of
these principles are considered in SoDa and were implemented in a user-friendly environment.
However, the testing has revealed that some partners would prefer a less flexible, but possibly
better performing database design (for their own tasks) which would be in fact very closely
adjusted to the structure received from a very specific soil survey or monitoring project. On the
other hand, as soon as data from different inventories must be managed, a higher level of
flexibility is needed. The current SoDa version successfully demonstrates that such flexibility
can be realised without risking consistent data storage.
7.2.2 Method documentation
Method documentation could not be tested regarding the usefulness of the current approach for
automated processing. However, the input area for the documentation of methods could be easily
expanded, for example in order to consider lab- or country-specific modifications of a method
which deviates from ISO or other standards. Particularly for analytical methods, this may be beneficial in the long run because it would facilitate the application of partially-automated harmonisation
procedures (e.g. calculations).
Instead of separately stating and coding sampling, sample processing, determination or recalculation methods at different locations in the database, it would also be possible to encode each
step from sampling to analytical date as a multi-digit number, in which each step (with possibly
necessary additional information) is coded as a single digit or a couple of digits. Such an encoding
would need international standardisation, but might be advantageous for automated evaluation,
e.g. when two or more analytical values are checked for homogeneity. Tests for the need of harmonisation would follow along this procedural chain of method documentation.
7.2.3 Table design
Most minor problems (technical bugs, extension of the field width for free-text parameter values)
were solved during the testing of SoDa. More severe problems arose from the integration of biodiversity data, which are structurally different from traditional soil profile, soil horizon and analytical
data. Where only mean values for each site are available, the current SoDa version is capable of
managing the biodiversity data. However, if subplot data and 'raw' data of, e.g., earthworm species
abundance are to be stored, the SoDa design could be extended with an additional database table
(a subplot level between site/profile and horizon/fixed depth level, Figure 25).
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This extension is proposed in the SoDa design (grey tables), Figure 25, but has not been implemented yet. The same applies to a possible extension which reduces meta-data redundancy for
groups of parameters with the same meta-information, e.g. method and unit information for
sand/silt/clay content.
7.2.4 Data import/export
The data import/export structure (see Annex II of the SoDa Manual) has not extensively been
tested with pilot area data, but the need for a platform-independent data exchange procedure has
become obvious during the testing. So far, the export features provide draft XML-data specifications for all implemented guidelines and specifications, including WRB and the German guideline.
That means that even if specialised local databases are available, SoDa offers additional functionalities which can be efficiently used:


export of data for use in central databases and evaluations (e.g. supply of profile data for global
observing systems, or of soil data for national or European environmental conditions assessments)



data exchange for cross-border harmonisation efforts



export of data into adapted codification in order to use services provided by other soil information
systems (such as evaluation procedures, or specific auxiliary data) (distributed systems)

In this context, SoDa can be additionally used as an export filter which first helps to check the
completeness of data for theme-specific reporting schemes, and secondly has adopted the specifications and codification of international soil information exchange.
Technically, it turned out that XML export and import features function well, but their performance
as regards computing time is somewhat poor. This is due to the fact that the implemented data
queries require enormous computing time. A second reason is that the proposed data communication model differs in some important detail from the MS Access features for handling of XML files,
i.e. the introduction of namespaces (see Annex 2 of the SoDa Manual). The MS Access XML
handling is too simple to reflect the complex data model that is needed to manage soil data and
their meta-information. Both the XML data communication model and its technical implementation
need further development. XML export is an important feature as it provides a working interface to
web-based evaluation models and methods of Web Soil Services.
7.2.5 Parameter handling
The possibility to introduce parameters of almost any soil survey has on the one hand been necessary because no complete list of soil survey manuals etc. exists. On the other hand, introducing
new parameters is so easy that some users preferred to make new parameters even if there were
parameters with the same meaning, but maybe deviating names. Because in a distributed system
these double definitions do not become apparent in a central database, this would in the long run
require a huge effort in harmonisation of all similar parameters when data are to be connected in
order to answer a specific request. The same applies to the methodological meta-information. Provided that a European Soil Data Centre would work with distributed databases, parameter, metaparameter and method lists should be kept and maintained centrally and extended on request by
member institutions. The centre also had to define XML name specifications for new survey manuals or parameters unless the ISO standard on soil data communication (currently in process) becomes effective. This would ensure that there is no inflation of parameters and, as a consequence,
need for harmonisation.
7.2.6 Data linkage to web services (e.g. evaluation procedures)
In the case of the German FISBo BGR, some web-based evaluation models (pedotransfer functions and pedotransfer rules according to the FISBo method base; AD-HOC-AG BODEN 2000) are
available as services through the FISBo web viewer (only few selected services are public;
www.bgr.bund.de). The data specifications follow the German soil survey manual (Kartieranleitung,
4. ed.). That means that (unless methods become tested for WRB codification), project partners
have to first harmonise their parameter classes for some basic parameters.
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For ENVASSO testing, the approach to assess wind erosion susceptibility became modified for
data coded according to FAO Profile description guidelines (FAO 2006). These data evaluations
can currently be carried out via any internet browser with XML data upload on a secure channel.
7.2.7 Software
The testing confirmed that the user interface of SoDa is self-explanatory, and that the manual offers sufficient information to avoid errors in the SoDa set-up. The programmed interface for data
entry using input tables that allow the user to import data from other digital sources has proved to
be useful. If the source data are well-organised, data of several hundreds of profiles (described
according to a national soil survey manual) can be imported and provided with the necessary
meta-information within a few workdays. The importance of meta-information accompanying data
delivery cannot be emphasised enough, in order to allow further data processing and uncertainty
assessments. It appeared that some initial exercises are helpful before larger data sets become
imported.
A technical problem which appeared is that SoDa currently only runs on MS Access 2003; neither
MS Access 2000 (which should operate SoDa, but fails with several operations without any obvious reason) nor 2007 can be used. A work-around could be to make a run-time version of SoDa,
but, as a consequence, there would be no possibility for users to edit, change or extend the table
structures or code. Implementation of the SoDa design in another, maybe open source, relational
database management system would possibly be reasonable if it were to be developed further with
higher requirements for multi-user access, data security, etc., or to avoid that any user had to licence the DBMS MS Access.
7.2.8 Performance
The main focus of the SoDa testing in ENVASSO was on data entry functionality. Data retrieval is
much more important for the database performance. Querying the data is a relatively complex
procedure which is, however, of minor relevance because SoDa's internal structure stores each
piece of data for each entity (site/profile, horizon/fixed depth, analytical data on the one hand
and map series, map sheets, soil mapping units, soil typological units, map polygons and measuring grids on the other) in an identical form. This means that only a very limited number of basic
query designs (SQL statements) are needed to extract data from the database. Initial work has
been undertaken for the trans-national CZ-German pilot area sheet Chemnitz (1 : 250,000), in
particular to test the assessment of the ENVASSO indicator CO01 (Heavy metal content of topsoils). The data were first implemented in SoDa (profiles from the 4x4 km plot inventory in Saxony,
stratified plots in CZ; and soil map profiles for the 1 : 250,000 legend). Next, heavy metal concentrations in the top horizon (Saxony) and depth classes (CZ) were extracted in order to calculate
typical concentrations for a soil block 0-30 cm. Regarding the SoDa performance, the tests have
shown that it would be possible to automate the construction of SQL statements for many needs.
This is important if a database should be able to respond to automatically devised data requests
of, for example, a web soil service via internet, if these data requests are not formulated as SQL
statements, but only as a list of required locations/areas and parameters.
7.2.9 SoDa Manual
The SoDa manual has proved to be useful (some missing issues have been worked out on request
during the test phase). However, most users of the SoDa software benefited from an additional
half-day personal instruction and some data import tests. For further and more extensive use some
training on the basic principles of the SoDa design and data model on the one hand and the logical
and practical consequences on the other seem reasonable - e.g., how to structure data in parameters and meta-parameters, finding the right entity to which the data should be related, imposing
restrictions on the use of individual datasets for some evaluation methods, etc.
Another problem arises from the simplicity of the procedures used to introduce new parameters,
meta-parameters etc., that may encourage unnecessary extensions of the parameter set. Each
user should be aware that data are not only to be stored, but also to be extracted or evaluated.
Increasing the number of parameters is in some cases less useful than linking new content/data to
an existing parameter, by adding some meaningful and evaluable meta-information on the specific
parameter value.
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7.2.10 Maintenance
SoDa can be modified by anyone; table and query definitions as well as the VBA source codes are
accessible. The database developer (Einar.Eberhardt@bgr.de) can always be contacted for advice. It
is envisaged that ESDAC adopts SoDa and continues the maintenance. In the upcoming FP7 project eSOTER, SoDa will be used to store profile data for the European SOTER.
It has also been considered to implement SoDa in a freeware RDBMS to become independent
from commercial software and particularly from the constraints set by changes in the MS Access
software, i.e. when new versions are released. However, no action has been taken so far.
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8. Conclusions
Soil-related databases used in Europe
a. Soil profile and analytical databases are often not directly linked to a GIS. This hampers quick
re-calculation of indicators and other data evaluation with new data or for new information
needs.
b. Most soil profile and analytical databases are designed to record a defined set of parameters
in spreadsheet tables. Extension of the parameter set not only facilitates the expansion of data
tables, but also creates the necessity to change or expand SQL statements etc.
c.

Current pan-European soil databases do not handle original data, but harmonised derivatives.
Emerging needs for harmonisation, e.g. adaption to new soil classifications, might lead to loss
of information due to class overlaps between old and new classifications.

d. Data evaluation procedures, e. g. for regular reporting to the government or EU, generally are
not implemented in the databases as query or report templates or as automated GIS procedures.
e. Most soil data or products of evaluated soil data are not directly available through the internet.
f.

Data transfer between institutions and their systems is a critical operation that demands high
coordination effort; already transferred data are de-coupled from their source. Data correction
or other maintenance does not reach these data. Inconsistent data evaluations might be a
consequence.

SoDa
a. SoDa is a useful tool for integrated data management (regarding soil profile, analytical and
map data). To widen the scope for differently structured data (e. g. soil biodiversity monitoring),
some changes in the table structure seem necessary, but can be made without changing the
whole database design philosophy.
b. The possibility to expand the lists of parameters, meta-parameters, methods, etc. are functional, but are prone to multi-definitions. This can only be overcome by international standardisation.
c.

SoDa's approach to ask for meta-information of any kind and for any entity seems to be odd to
many users, but is the only chance to evaluate data without doubt about the data's appropriateness for mathematical models and other evaluation methods, and it is the only way to enable any user to make scientifically justified use of the data. The current procedure of asking
for data matching a rigid structural frame (e.g. SPADE) leave harmonisation with the data delivering institution, where harmonisation procedures are possibly not documented and therefore not comprehensible (at least after a couple of years). It seems more reasonable to apply
harmonisation explicitly at a time when data are actually used, after up-to-date rules and data
processing procedures are developed.

SoDa offers a full soil analytical, profile and map database capable of holding monitoring and maping data. It also holds the possibility to transfer data to other systems (databases and applications).
Locally maintained data can be fed into a system of distributed databases, and be combined with
evaluation and presentation tools. Its table design is particularly suited to be queried with automatically generated SQL statements.

Further conclusions from ENVASSO
a) The huge variety of manuals and methods used all over Europe necessitate high efforts in
formulating harmonisation rules and procedures and their technical implementation. Harmonisation includes recalculation (e.g. for conversion between different physical units, or SOC to
SOM) and translation (e.g. from national soil classification to WRB).
b) Similar reporting requirements for all member states make it reasonable to offer uniform
evaluation procedures by a central data centre such as ESDAC. Member states could connect
their data to the ESDAC data harmonisation and evaluation procedures. This would enhance a
Europe-wide coordinated and comprehensive calculation of soil protection indicators, and
would help to avoid duplication of work with all its disadvantages (costs, sources of error).
Conclusions
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Appendix I: Glossary for Soil Information Management
Databases management
system (DBMS)

A DBMS coordinates data entry, storage and retrieval of data from a
database. By realizing this, it must consider specific criteria such as
those related to data integrity (accuracy, correctness, validity)

Data model

Abstract model that describes how data is represented (structured) and
used (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_model). A database model is a
specification which describes how a database is structured and used.
Common models for example are the relational model or the object
model.
The term may also be used for the design of a specific database (using
one of the abstract models) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_modeling).
A data model in this sense shows how data are stored in different tables,
how tables are linked, etc.

Distributed system

A system of distributed databases is a collection of multiple, logically
interrelated databases distributed over a computer network.
This network of communicating databases and data processing services
(e.g. organised in information systems) hold and provide data or procedures of similar type (e.g. soil profile data). The units of the distributed
system can be maintained by different institutions and can operate on a
variety of technical platforms. In order to allow data communication (interoperability) between these units, data are transferred to other units of
the system in a standardised way (e.g. WMS).
 communication of (harmonised) data between infrastructures (different
web mapping services) based on ‘GetCapabilities’ or similar standardised procedures (interoperability)

Environmental information
system

Overarching information system which links sectoral and disciplinary
information (e.g. climate, soil water, geology, etc.)

eXtensible Mark up Language (XML)

Standard for generating documents readable to machines and humans in
the form of a document tree defined by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C). XML defines the rules for the structure of such documents.
XML application: defines structural elements and their arrangement
within the document tree
XML-enabled: accepting XML as input and rendering XML as output.

GEO

Intergovernmental Group on Earth Observations (GEO):
 leads a worldwide effort to build a Global Earth Observation System of
Systems (GEOSS) over the next 10 years
http://www.earthobservations.org/index.html

Geographic Mark up Language (GML)

To express positions of map data annotations in geographic or pixel coordinates; GML is a XML standard for encoding of spatial data, developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). It handles the spatial
elements of thematic objects

GeoScience Markup Language (GeoSciML)

Discipline-/theme-specific XML (Geology):
means to interchange digital geo-scientific data (ongoing project of the
IUGS Commission for the Management and Application of Geoscience
Information CGI); GeoSciML is expected to develop as the XML implementation (interchange format) for geosciences
[another example of a theme-specific XML is XMML: eXploration and Mining
Markup Language; it contains elements, such as those for boreholes]

Glossary for soil Information Management
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GEOSS

Global Earth Observation System of Systems
GEOSS will work with and build upon existing national, regional, and
international systems to provide comprehensive, coordinated earth observations from thousands of instruments worldwide, transforming the
data they collect into vital information for society.

Harmonisation (INSPIRE)

„providing access to data through network services in a representation
that allows for combining it with other spatial data in a coherent way”
[coherence: known coordinate reference systems, known geometry types, etc.]

This can be achieved by developing and applying a common data model
and data level harmonisation (e.g. edge matching in border areas); to be
pragmatic: „harmonisation“ can be achieved through interoperability in
service-based architectures (e.g. raster maps in a web mapping service
using common geoeferencing ) rather than (full) harmonisation of the
underlying data models
Data harmonisation within the European spatial data infrastructure
(ESDI) means that all countries use a common set of coordinate reference systems, data model, classification system, etc.
Harmonisation (Soil data)

Any procedure that results in a direct comparability of soil attributes. This
can be done by re-classification of values into standardised classes, by
re-allocating already classified information into standardised classes
(with possibly loosing information or accuracy), or by re-calculation to
standardise numbers to a standard measuring unit.

Interoperability (INSPIRE)

Interoperability within the European spatial data infrastructure (ESDI)
means that each country maintains its own infrastructure, but adopts a
framework that enables existing datasets to be linked up from one country to another (e.g. via transformation or translation); interoperability is
the ability of two or more autonomous entities to communicate and cooperate among themselves in a meaningful way despite differences in
language, context or content (INSPIRE D2.6 Methodologies to develop
data specifications for data themes).

Manual of Procedures

Mapping manual with database description in order to facilitate soil mapping 1 : 250,000 (FINKE et al. 1998)

NASIS

USA NATIONAL SOIL INFORMATION SYSTEM – NASIS IS THE CORE COMPONENT OF A
VISION WHICH SHIFTS THE FOCUS OF THE NATIONAL COOPERATIVE SOIL SURVEY FROM
THE PRODUCTION OF STATIC PRINTED SOIL SURVEY REPORTS TO PROVIDING A DYNAMIC
RESOURCE OF SOILS INFORMATION FOR A WIDE RANGE OF NEEDS. IT IS DESIGNED TO
MANAGE AND MAINTAIN SOIL DATA FROM COLLECTION TO DISSEMINATION.
(HTTP://WWW .IA.NRCS.USDA.GOV/ABOUT/IOWAGLOSSARY.HTML)

Open Geospatial Consortium http://
www.opengeospatial.org/

The Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC) is a member-driven, nonprofit international trade association that is leading the development of
geoprocessing interoperability computing standards. OGC works with
government, private industry, and academia to create open and extensible software application programming interfaces for geographic information systems (GIS) and other mainstream technologies (cited from
http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/systems/online_maps.html)

Open Geospatial Web
Services

Online services that allow others to access data and maps hosted by
another group using interoperable technology. The specifications for
serving these services are defined by the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC).
There are several types of services and documents defined by OGC.
Examples:
- Web Map Service (WMS)
- Web Feature Service (WFS)
- Web Map Context Documents a
WMS Services are more commonly used to serve maps and map layers,
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and perform basic queries about these layers. WFS allows for data features (as GML) to be accessed directly. Web Context Documents are
standard documents that describe a particular map derived from WMS
Layers.
The services listed above can be used by any WMS/WFS enabled client
application.
(cited from: http://sis.agr.gc.ca/cansis/systems/online_maps.html)
Parser

Software that reads, interprets and – if needed – validates XML data.

PostgreSQL

Object-relational database management system (ORDBMS); opensource-software http://www.postgresql.org

Relational data model

Criteria which must be fulfilled:
 all information is stored in tables
 each observation must be logically found through a combined key (table name, primary key, attribute name)
 all tables and its structure is stored in a catalogue
 the information must be queryable
 integrity between (primary and secondary) keys of different tables
 physical and logical independence (internal structural changes do not
conflict with a stable user access)

Soil information system

IT (information technology)-based system which is designed to generate,
store and process soil information

Web Feature Service
(WFS)

OGC standard for the interchange of spatial data:
describes data manipulation operations (”methods”) and requires description of the query and data transformation operations; thus, it supports access to and the dynamic exploitation of feature data and associated attributes
WFS exchanges data in GML format (e.g. as GeoSciML)

Web Mapping Service
(WMS)

OGC standard for the interchange of spatial data:
set of interface specifications to provide uniform access by Web clients to
maps, allows basic queries (about map content), and informs other programmes about the maps produced. Hence, in the first instance it delivers a picture.
ISO 19128 Web Map Server Interface/OpenGIS Web Map Server (WMS)
specifications: enables visual overlay of complex and distributed information (maps) simultaneously, over the Internet; more about viewing the
delivered data

Web Mapping

portraying spatial information quickly and easily to users via the internet

Web Soil Service (WSS)

Web-based soil information system (STOLZ et al. 2005; BARITZ et al. 2007)

World Reference Base for
Soil Resources (WRB)

Framework for international classification, correlation and communication
of soils and soil-related information, through which ongoing soil classification could be harmonised (IUSS Working Group WRB. 2006
ftp://ftp.fao.org/agl/agll/docs/wsrr103e.pdf). WRB represents international
agreement on the major soil groups to be recognised at the global scale
as well as on the criteria and methodology to be applied for defining and
separating them (http://www.fao.org/ag/agl/agll/wrb/)

Glossary for soil Information Management
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Appendix II:

Existing EU and UN policy measures
addressing soil information
(source: Maljean et al. 2004, condensed)

Binding policy measures
- Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNCCC 1992) / Kyoto Protocol (1997) /
- European Commission communication on EU policies and measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (“Towards a European Climate Change Programme” – ECCP) (2000)
- Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD 2002) / the European Community Strategy (COM (1998) 42)
- Convention to Combat Desertification (CCD 1994)
- EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP – First Pillar, Regulation n° 1259/99).
- EU Agri-Environmental Regulation (N° 2078/92) / EU Rural Development Regulation (RER - N°
1257/99).
- Directive 75/442/EEC on waste
- Directive 80/68/EEC on the protection of groundwater against pollution caused by certain dangerous
substances
- Directive 86/278/EEC on the protection of the environment, and in particular of the soil, when sewage
sludge is used in agriculture
- Directive 91/676/EEC concerning the protection of water against pollution caused by nitrates from agricultural sources
- Directive 79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds / Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of
natural habitats and of wild flora and fauna (Natura 2000)
- The Landfill Directive (Directive 1999/31/EC)
- The Urban Wastewater Directive (Directive 91/271/EEC)
- The Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control Directive (Directive 96/61/EC)
- The Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive (Directive 2001/42/EC)
- The Environmental Impact Assessment Directive (Directive 97/11/EC)
- Directive 2000/60EC (Water Framework Directive)
- Council Directives 96/92/EC, 1999/30/EC and 2000/69/EC (Air Quality Framework and daughter Directives)
- Directive 2007/2/EC establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community
(INSPIRE)
Non-binding policy measures
- EC Communication on soil thematic strategy
- Council of Europe’s Soil Charter (1972)
- World Soil Charter (FAO, 1982)
- World Soil Policy (UNEP, 1982)
- Bonn Memorandum on Soil Protection Policies in Europe (1998)
- EC thematic strategy for air quality, CAFE (Clean Air for Europe)
- EC communication on “Planning and Environment – the territorial dimension”
- European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP)
- EC White Paper on a Common Transport Policy
th
- 6 Environment Action Programme
- European Research Framework Programmes
- GEOSS: Global Earth Oberservation System of the Systems

Policy measures for soil information
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1 Introduction
1.1 The SoDa structure
The database structure provides a reliable, normalized and flexible structure which can
hold various kinds of data (e.g. according to SPADE2, PROFORMAII and MANUAL OF
PROCEDURES OF THE GEOREFERENCED SOIL DATABASE FOR EUROPE 1:250,000 data
specifications), but also allows the user to introduce national soil survey guidelines and
analytical data, determined on samples representing a fixed volume (depth) or a
horizon, etc.
Introducing new parameters, classifications etc. does not require changes in the
table structure.
In the centre of the database is the monitoring site, which is connected to a soil profile.
A soil profile can be linked to various spatial or map entities. The concepts of the map
or spatial unit part of the database are to allow the user to introduce various kinds of
map data relations. It is strived for building a general map database which can hold data
of maps or map series of various scales.
Note: Names of database objects (tables, queries, fields when occurring in the text, etc.)
are printed in italics, field names as a heading bold, and references in ITALICISED SMALL
CAPITALS. Important text passages are underlined, button labels of forms are doubleunderlined.
marks advantages.
warns, e.g. if actions may have unintended or adverse effects.

Please note that BGR does not warrant the error-free functioning of the
SoDa database software. Users should test whether all functions work
properly with their data and particularly should back-up these data
regularly to minimise the risk of data loss.

Please be aware that changing or deleting data in a database cannot
be cancelled. Data lost due to unintended change or deletion can only be
recovered from a back-up. SoDa gives the opportunity to archive (longterm) and to back-up (short-term) users data (see chapter 2.1.9). Back-up
or archive data regularly to minimise the risk of data loss.
SoDa is open source. Table structure and SoDa Visual Basic source codes can be
modified by any user. The author can always be contacted for advice. An
implementation of the SoDa structure and functions on an open source platform has
been considered by the author, but not yet realised.
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1.1.1 Database table structure

Figure 1: Table structure.
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Figure 2: Explanations to the tables.

1.1.2 Comments on the table structure
Herewith follows a short explanation of the table
structure for database development. To continue working
with the database without theoretical information,
proceed to section entitled ‘Work with SoDa’ (page - 7 -).
In the content part of the database, attribute values can be
stored for sites and profiles (tblProfiles) and parts of
profiles,
whether
horizons
or
fixed
depths
(tblProfilePart). No distinction between sites and profiles
has been made, because profile and site data are
combined in tblProfiles. If there exist several profiles per
site, site information is to be entered for each profile
again.

Entity
The term "entity" is used in this
manual for any object that has (or at
least may have) properties in its own
right, i.e. if the object would be
divided into its parts, the property
information would become
meaningless or unreasonable. E.g. a
map sheet can have the property
"year of edition", which makes
sense for the map sheet only, but not
for the map body or the map legend,
which are parts of the map sheet.

Each property of the entities mentioned above is a value of a parameter. The relations
between property values and parameter list are shown in Figure 3. All Parameters, freetext (alphanumerical and numbers) and parameters with a codelist of permissible
values, are stored in tblParam; if the parameter or its codelist are linked to a specific
guideline, e.g. survey manuals, classifications, etc., a relation to tblGuides can be
established. The codelists of all respective parameters are stored in tblParamValues.
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Figure 3: How property values are stored
For each entity (profiles and horizons) two poperty
tables exist, one for coded values and one for freetext values (for the latter, table names end with
...Arb). The value table contains the value itself and
a link to the parameter table tblParam. For coded
values, the value table links to the code list table
(tblParamValues), and this links to the parameter
table (tblParam). All spatial and map entities have
only one pair of property value tables that has a
field for which entity a property value is stored
(tblMapEntityProperties and
tblMapEntityPropertiesArb).

For each profile and horizon description there are two tables that contain free-text and
non-free (i.e. with codelists containing all permissible values) parameter values
(tblProfDescr and tblProfDescrArb / tblHorizonDescr and tblHorizonDescrArb; Figure
3). Meta-information is stored for horizons, profiles and analytical values in the tables
tblMetaInfo for meta-parameters with codelists and tblMetaArbInfo for free-text metaparameter values.
Figure 4: How meta-data are
stored
The meta-data structure is similar to
the parameter structure. Two tables
record all meta-data, tblMetaInfo
holds coded meta-parameter values
and links to the respective parameter
value table (tbl...Descr and
tbl...DescrArb), to the codelist table
tblMetaParamValues and the latter to
the meta-parameter table
tblMetaParam. tblMetaArbInfo stores
free-text meta-data and links to the
property value and to the metaparameter table. Meta-data on metadata cannot be stored.

The structure for storing analytical results is more complicated: they can relate to
horizons as well as fixed depths, and horizons can be subdivided for sampling.
Furthermore, all methodical and laboratory meta-information could not be stored in the
simple parameter / meta-parameter structure design presented above. Data obtained
from re-sampling and repeated analysis (which is the idea of soil monitoring) have to be
stored. To meet all these requirements, information for samples is divided into the
sample as taken in the field (tblSamples) and laboratory samples (tblLabSample) in
which the field samples may be subdivided, e.g. when analysed in several laboratories.
The LabSampleID can unambiguously be linked to a laboratory (tblLabs), as one kind
of quality information, and to all analytical results produced with it. Analytical results
are stored in tblAnaRes, and simple meta-information for each analytical result in the
meta-information tables tblMetaInfo and tblMetaArbInfo. Meta-information on methods
is stored in tblMethodInfo, and can be connected to profile describing, horizon
describing and analytical parameter values (the latter also concerning sampling); the
methods are stored in tblMethods.
-4-
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For internal use, methods are divided into groups, which is advantageous e.g. for
querying (tblMethodTypes). Methods can be linked to publications in tblReferences as a
short, but clear specification.
The profile tables are connected to the spatial units between tblProfiles and tblSTU,
tblMapPolygons and tblMeasuringGridMembers. One profile can be part of several soil
typolgical units, map polygons or measuring grids.

Figure 5: Link between sampled profile part, sample, analytical result and meta-data
(including method information)
The analytical result (tblAnaRes) is linked to a parameter in the parameter list (tblParam). The
link to the sampled horizon or layer is via the laboratory sample (tblLabSample) that is part of
the (field) sample (tblSamples), which is taken from a profile part (tblProfilePart). All method
information is stored in tblMethodInfo, that links to samples (sampling method) or analytical
results (tblAnaRes, for sample processing and determination method). Each analytical result can
receive further meta-data stored in the same meta-data tables as described in Figure 4.
Laboratory information (tblLabs) is linked to the laboratory sample entity.

1.1.3 Spatial and map objects (entities) in the database structure
The map and spatial object related tables were completely re-designed compared with
the GSDBE 1.1 MANUAL OF PROCEDURES. The structure of the latter does not seem to
be reasonable, especially because even the GSDBE pilots 1 used deviating data
structures. Furthermore, the concept of the soil body has recently been discarded in
favour of the term soil typological unit (STU) as used in the European Soil Database 1 :
1,000,000. The term (soil) mapping unit (SMU) is a more general term than the term
soilscape, which has the connotation of being a spatial unit that can be displayed at a
scale of 1:250,000 or 1:1,000,000. Although mapping units are, in traditional
cartography, not spatially explicitly displayed entities but aggregations of spatially
explicit entities with similar information content, they can, in an environment of various
scale levels, be spatially explicitly displayed if only the scale is large enough. Because
the SoDa approach aims at providing a database structure that is not linked to a specific
scale level, it seems necessary to re-define the concept of mapping unit in a dynamical
way.
1

Soil map of the Po valley, see FINKE, P. ; HARTWICH, R.; DUDAL, R.; IBÁÑEZ, J. J.; JAMAGNE, M.; KING,
D. et al. (2001): Georeferenced soil database for Europe. Manual of procedures, version 1.1 (EUR 18092
EN), p. 31.
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Soil
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Figure 6: Possible links between soil profiles and spatial or map-related entities.
Note that each soil profile may be member of several measuring grids, typological units and/or
map polygons (for the latter, this seems only reasonable for polygons of different maps, however)

The structure presented here allows the user to store data for maps of various scales
with several possibilities to connect profile data to map or spatial entities (Figure 6).
One or several profiles (real and virtual ones) can be put together to form soil
typological units (STU) (Figure 7). One or several STUs describe soil mapping units
(SMU). Both individual profiles and STUs can be part of several STUs or SMUs,
respectively.

Figure 7: Profiles may link to soil typological units (STU)
and STUs to soil mapping units (SMU)
Because one profile can be member of several STUs and one STU of several SMUs (for the
same and different maps or map series, respectively), n : m relations are realised using
membership tables. Further, a SMU may be linked to one higher rank SMU (1 : 1 relation)

The following cases can be differentiated when linking soil profile (and analytical) data
to mapping units:
1. Distinct soil profiles exist which can be directly linked to soil mapping units. A
table stores the information on the importance or weight of each soil profile and the
area percentage it represents within the mapping unit.
2. A soil profile representing an important soil of a SMU does not exist, but a profile
from a polygon nearby can be selected. This is part of the input procedure and has to
be done by the local or regional expert.
3. No profile information for a SMU is available, but a STU information. This may be
a virtual profile applicable for all SMUs of the respective region, or a weighted
combination of real profiles of some of the SMUs in the soil region.
-6-
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4. No profile and STU information available for a SMU. This results in ‘No data’
values in maps produced with this data.
For numbers 1 to 3, the same structure (Figure 7) is used, with real or virtual profiles
that form alone or together with others STUs, which in turn are weighted when linked
to the SMU.
Profiles can also be linked to measuring programs (Figure 8). This enables the user to
use all current data directly for updates of soil and soil function maps.

Figure 8: Link between soil profiles and measuring grids
Because one profile may be part of several measuring grids,
a n : m relation is implemented with a intermediary membership table

2 How to use SoDa
The table structure has been implemented in MS Access 2003, because of its
accessibility to presumably all ENVASSO partners. It may function as a front-end for
MS SQL Server or other database management systems. The following explanations
relate to the software implementation of the structure but not to the structure itself.
Although the user may introduce new parameters, a large number of parameters is
already included, in particular those of the GSDBE11, FAO GUIDELINES FOR SOIL
PROFILE DESCRIPTION 2006, WORLD REFERENCE FOR SOIL RESOURCES 1998 and 2006,
the German soil mapping guides KARTIERANLEITUNG 4th and 5th ed. The user should have
at least base-level knowledge of relational databases, SQL (Structured Query Language)
and MS Access. This manual does only describe special functions of SoDa, but not how
to operate databases or MS Access in general or how data can be queried using SQL.

2.1 Work with SoDa
SoDa consists of two MS Access databases. SoDa.mdb contains all queries and
functions (as the so-called front-end), whereas SoDa_be.mdb contains all data-holding
tables (back-end). To start work, open SoDa.mdb. The working menu starts
automatically. All tables of the back-end are routinely (re-)connected to the front-end. If
there should arise problems with starting SoDa or get its functions running for the first
time, please check the trouble-shooting chapter.
SoDa checks during its start the resolution of your monitor. For monitors with a
horizontal resolution of less than 1200 pixels or a vertical resolution of less than 1000
pixels, smaller forms are displayed. These smaller forms may have a deviating
arrangement of the features (textboxes, buttons, etc.) than those shown in this manual.
Because their arrangement of features follows the same basic design considerations, the
user will easily find all functions.
On the first start of SoDa, a special welcome form is presented with important
information for you. If you have ticked Don't show this message again in this form, it
will not be displayed any longer. Otherwise, the SoDa working menu opens.
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Figure 9: SoDa working menu (frmSoDaMenuSmall, same functionality
but larger as frmSoDaMenu).

You can also open forms or run procedures by clicking the buttons of the SoDa /
SoDaSmall toolbar:
Edit spatial and map entities and relations
Introduce Map Sheets
Introduce Map Series
Inspect Map Sheet Information
Inspect Map Series Information
Open contact form
Open help form
Back-end maintenance (compressing, back-up, archive,
connection to back-end, delete input tables and
parameter sets)
Select data and export them into XML file
Edit meta-parameters and their values
Create meta-parameters
Edit parameters and parameter values
Create parameters
Introduce new labs or edit lab specifications
Introduce methods or edit method specifications
Create input tables
Inspect imported site, profile, horizon/fixed depth and analytical data
Open import form
Open working menu
Figure 10: The icons of the SoDa (and SoDaSmall) toolbar

To show the SoDa toolbar, mark "SoDa" under View|Toolbars; if you work with a
smaller monitor or with a smaller resolution, you should mark the "SoDaSmall" toolbar
that opens the forms with reduced resolution.
-8-
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Figure 11: How to show the SoDa toolbar

If a new version of SoDa.mdb with new functionality is released, the user has only to
start the new version. The tables will automatically be connected to the new front-end.
You can also rename SoDa_be.mdb and re-connect the database to SoDa. Connection is
simple. Copy the back-end database (by default SoDa_be.mdb) into the same directory
as SoDa.mdb (or vice-versa; if not, a windows file-open dialogue starts where you can
locate the back-end database). Re-start SoDa, or start the connection procedure
manually from the form frmMaintenance that you can open by clicking Back-end
maintenance in the working menu or by clicking
on the SoDa toolbar.

Figure 12: frmMaintenance
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Click the Re-connect back-end button. All existing table connections are removed from
SoDa and the tables of the back-end database that has been in use are re-connected to
SoDa. If SoDa_be.mdb is not in the same directory as the back-end in use (or has been
renamed), SoDa searches in the directory in which it is located itself. If SoDa_be.mdb is
even not there, a file open dialogue opens. If you have several back-end databases, you
can find the name and path of the currently connected back-end and a possibility to
change the back-end in the same form frmMaintenance.

Figure 13: File open dialogue window

2.1.1 Data input
Two ways for data entry are provided:
1. Input tables, which represent the classical table view, for several contents (soil
physics, soil chemistry, etc.). The user is enabled to transfer data from existing
tables (Access, Excel, other databases) by simple copy and paste, or even entry
data by hand (chapter 2.1.3).
2. Import from XML-coded text files. The user has to produce XML-coded files
with his original database. The XML-files are opened by the input filter and the
data are included in the core database tables of SoDa (chapter 2.1.8).
Furthermore, the user can link to the different tables of the SoDa database from his
existing database and transfer the data with self-made SQL append queries.

2.1.2 Work with input forms
For some fundamental parts of information, i. e. information on laboratories and
methods (e.g. sampling, sample processing and determination methods), forms that
allow the user to browse already existing data sets and enter data manually can be used
(the names of these forms begin with “frmInput”).
Enter or correct method specifications
Open the method window with the Methods button in the working menu or by clicking
the

- 10 -

button in the SoDa toolbar.
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Figure 14: frmInputMethods

Choose a short and unique method name and give at least a short description to enable
all users a comfortable selection of methods when working on follow-up data inputs.
The type of method has to be chosen. The following types can be distinguished:
determination method (laboratory) and sample processing (both are related to analytical
data), sampling (part of analytical data, but stored with the sampling information),
determination method (field) as part of horizon describing data and conversion methods
(if horizon descriptive or analytical parameters were converted, e.g. when heavy metal
content data are recalculated to relate to absolute dry soil and not air-dry soil). One
should keep in mind that one of the basic ideas of SoDa is to store data as they
originally were produced, and to convert, translate or harmonise them only if and when
needed. It is therefore recommended to avoid storing data like this, but to store as
detailed as possible how the original data were produced and recorded.

2.1.3 Work with input tables
In order to simplify data input into the database structure, a tool called input tables is
implemented. These tables allow the user to enter data in a table that looks like a
classical database table with columns (fields) for values of a set of parameters.
However, these tables are NOT part of the database itself, and data that have entered
only in an input table and were not imported to SoDa from this input table, cannot be
queried from the SoDa tables and seen in the forms CrFormProfiles (for inspection of
profile data), MapFrmSeries (map series information) or MapFrmSheets (map sheet
information).
The advantage of tables over input forms is that data can be copied in or
appended by copy/paste from other applications, e.g. MS Excel, or can be used
as the target table for append queries within MS Access.
Those who like to enter data manually in a form, can produce a form based on the input
table with the MS Access wizard for design of forms.
SoDa Manual v 1.1.9
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To enter two or more values for the same parameter (e.g. Cd content in the topsoil
horizon for three points in time), the user prepares two (or more) rows for the same
horizon (or profile) and enters in each row date and Cd content of one measurement.
During the import procedure, all values will be attributed to the same entry in the
horizon (or profile) table.
It is highly recommended that each user creates input tables that hold columns for
exactly those parameters and meta-parameters that are needed in a specific pilot area
(how to design an input table is explained in the chapter “User defined input tables”,
page - 21 -).
As examples (which can be used, but which do not define kind of a minimum dataset),
the following input tables were prepared:
- InputTblSoilProfiles: all profile data with meta-information
- InputTblWRB2006: to enter soil classing data for a profile according to the WORLD
REFERENCE BASE FOR SOIL RESOURCES 2006
- InputTblHorizonDescr: site and profile description according to GSDBE 1.1
- InputTblHorizon: for horizon description and analytical parameters which may have
several values per horizon (at the moment, colour and texture information is
included here)
- InputTblAnaRes: all analytical results with meta-information etc.
The following import procedure should be followed:
Step 1 Site and profile data: e.g. InputTblSoilProfiles*

Step 2
Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
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Spatial and map-related data

Start import for one or both import tables by clicking the import
buttons in form frmImport

Fill in input tables for horizon or fixed depth information (e.g.
InputTblHorizon, InputTblHorizonDescr) and analytical data
(InputTblAnaRes) or self-defined input tables
Horizon data:
• Descriptive parameters with
one value per date and
horizon (e.g. soil structure
related parameters):
e.g. InputTblHorizonDescr*
• Analytical parameters with
one value per date and
horizon (e.g. heavy metal
contents):
e.g. InputTblAnaRes*
• Parameters with possibly
several values per date and
horizon (e.g. colour,
soil texture):
e.g. InputTblHorizon*

Affiliation to Soil Mapping Units
(SMUs), Soil Typological
Units (STUs), Map
Polygons:
directly in the tables
tblSMUMember,
tblSTUMember or
tblSoilPolygonMember

* or a user-defined table with
respective data

Start import for step 3 import tables by clicking the respective import
buttons in form frmImport
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Please note that profile data (at least profile or site name and country) has to be
imported before horizon or fixed depth information can be entered into userdefined
input
tables
or
InputTblHorizon,
InputTblHorizonDescr,
InputTblAnaRes, etc.
For all input tables, import routines have been programmed which fill the database
structure with the data entered by the user. All data that cannot properly be linked to
unique key fields or because they had to be connected to entities or parameters which
cannot be identified, will not be imported. The user may verify the results of the import
procedures (with regard to completeness and correctness by checking whether the input
data agree with data of the queries which names begin with “ResultQry…”, or using the
form CrFrmProfiles that can be opened by clicking Inspect profile, horizon or
analytical data in the working menu or by clicking the

button in the SoDa toolbar.

The import procedures will import each data provided in an input table only once, even
if the import procedure is started two or several times.
Please note that starting the import procedure will create new datasets in the
tables for all datasets of the input tables that were changed (corrections,
completions) after the first import. This may result in wrong duplicate entries
for a ‘corrected’ parameter.
Any necessary changes after import should be done using the delete buttons in form
CrFrmProfiles and re-import of the input table with corrected data; see page - 30 -).
For each field in the input tables, short explanations are given in the status bar.

Status bar
Figure 15: SoDa window with status bar

Input tables are only a means to simplify data input. Also those which seem to
contain a very special set of parameters (e.g. InputTblHorizon,
InputTblHorizonDescr) do not define which data are mandatory or which are
necessary. This depends on the indicators to be calculated from the data or which
inferences should be drawn. Therefore, the user can define own input tables.
SoDa Manual v 1.1.9
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InputTblSoilProfiles
By default, information mostly classified according to the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES of
the GEOREFERENCED SOIL DATABASE FOR EUROPE VERSION 1.1 (GSDBE11) can be
entered. Note that, for most purposes, it is more useful to enter not value classes but
original values as measured or estimated in the field or laboratory.
Because the import procedure for InputTblSoilProfiles is flexible, you can add or
delete data fields (columns). Because this table is originally part of the back-end
database, you only can change the table’s structure in the file SoDa_be.mdb. As
parameter field (or column) name you have to enter the XML name of the parameter
(XML names are defined in tblParam). Meta-information fields have to follow directly
to the right of the parameter column to which they belong; they are named “[parameter
XML name]__[meta-parameter XML name]” (note that two “_” characters have to be
used between both XML names!), e.g. a parameter column for Rootable depth
(according to FAO 2006) is named “RootableDepth”.

Figure 16: tblParam

If the unit for length is to be added, create a field “RootableDepth__UnitLength” (the
XML name for unit length you will find in tblMetaParam) directly to the right. The
properties of the table contains a connection to the respective table with the codelists
(tblParamValues or tblMetaParamValues); it has to be established with the
ParamValueID or MetaParamValueID as content of the field.

Figure 17: tblMetaParam

By default, the table consists of the following fields 2:
User Profile Identifier: a unique profile identifier as provided by the user. The data
given in this table may simplify data input in other input tables (see below).
Country Profile: select the ISO 3 digit country code of the country in which the profile
is situated. This field and the User Profile Identifier identify the profile in the
international context unambiguously (therefore, both these parameters are to be
given for each analytical or describing value in the other input tables to make
sure that the data are affiliated to the right profile).

2

The somewhat strange field names ("sbsm_...") relate to the parameters of the "Soil body measurement
table" of the Georeferenced Soil Database of Europe 1 : 250,000, FINKE, P. et al. (2001) [see footnote 1],
p. 41.

- 14 -
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ProfileVirtuality: virtual or real. Virtual profiles may be produced for mapping units
lacking real profile data. In the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES, a twin table structure
for “estimated” and “measured” values is proposed. This seems somewhat
inconvenient for data querying. The words “estimated” and “measured” are not
used here, because also many data obtained in the field are estimated ones. We
decided to introduce virtual profiles, in which the data can be obtained by expert
judgement or statistics on real profiles. This can be entered for each value or
parameter as meta-information.
date: Date of profile description.
These first four fields must not be removed when table is adapted by the user;
otherwise, the import procedure will not work (or not work properly).
sbsm_X: X coordinate (or easting) in decimal degrees or metres.
sbsm_Y: Y coordinate (or northing) in decimal degrees or metres.
EPSG_CRS: Code for the Coordinate Reference System according to the list of the
European Petrol Survey Group (www.epsg.org). The codes included here are
taken from the EPSG database version 6.11.1 (August 2006).
sbsm_alt: altitude in metres above sea level.
sbsm_slop_loc: Local slope in % (as defined in the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES as
sbsm_slope).
sbsm_drai: Drainage class, select from codelist (as defined in the MANUAL OF
PROCEDURES).
sbsm_infl: Infiltration rate class, select from codelist (as defined in the MANUAL OF
PROCEDURES).
sbsm_capr: Summer potential for capillary rise class, select from codelist (as defined in
the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES).
sbsm_whcp: Water holding capacity class, select from codelist (as defined in the
MANUAL OF PROCEDURES).
sbsm_rock: Surface rockiness (percentage of the surface with outcropping rock) class,
select from codelist (as defined in the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES).
sbsm_stone: Surface stoniness (percentage of the surface covered by stones) class,
select from codelist (as defined in the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES).
sbsm_erot: Erosion type, select from codelist (as defined in the MANUAL OF
PROCEDURES). It is possible to enter several types for the same profile location
(directly into the tblProfileDescr or by repeated input into the input table).
sbsm_eroa: meta-information on sbsm_erot: percentage of the area
All other fields of the table are used for the import procedure. Entries in these fields can
generally be made, but are needless and are ignored. In general, these fields are
therefore hidden, but can be made visible. Do not remove them from the table.
After finishing the collection of site and profile data, import can be started by clicking
the Import InputTblSoilProfiles button in the form frmImport.
InputTblWRB2006
Because the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB, edition 2006) allows for
the affiliation of several qualifiers to an individual profile, it is difficult to design an
input table which allows the user to enter all applying qualifiers in one table row. This
would at least become inconcise. Therefore, a simple input table for one qualifier per
row is presented here (please look at InputTblWRB2006_2 as an example for an user-
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created input with several fields for qualifiers per row, which can be imported like other
user-created input tables).
If you enter data by copy and paste, do not be irritated if in the drop-down list of the
field Profile a wrong country is shown for your User profile identifier. This is an
Access internal problem which is solved during the import process.
Profile: Select a profile (User profile identifier with Country Code) from the drop-down
list.
Date: Date of profile description (because it is possible that soil changes one time
demand for a new classing).
RSG: Select a Soil Reference Group from the drop-down list (has to be entered only
once for a profile); for a second or additional qualifiers, this field may be left
blank.
Qualifier: Select a qualifier from the drop-down list, if one applies (otherwise, left the
field blank)
Specifier: Select a qualifier from the drop-down list, if it applies to the qualifier
(otherwise, left the field blank)
QualPos: Qualifier may be prefix or suffix qualifiers; select one of the alternatives from
the drop-down menu.
All other fields are used only internally. No data should be entered here.
After finishing the combination of all applying RSG, qualifiers, specifiers and the
qualifier position, import can be started by clicking the InputWRB2006 button in the
form frmImport.
InputTblHorizon
In this table parameters, describing or analytical, which may have several values per
horizon, can be entered. At the moment, colour information and particle size analysis
results are included here. This input table cannot be adapted because the import
procedure works specifically. Note that colour and particle size data are somewhat
independently of each other.
User Profile Identifier: a unique profile identifier as provided by the user. The data
given in this table may simplify data input in other input tables (see below).
Country Profile: select the ISO 3 digit country code of the country in which the profile
is situated. This field and the User Profile Identifier identify the profile in the
international context unambiguously (therefore, both these parameters are to be
given for each analytical or describing value in the other input tables to make
sure that the data are affiliated to the right profile).
ProfPartType: Select between horizon or fixed depth. If several parts of a horizon have
been sampled, select fixed depth.
Horizon upper boundary, Horizon Lower boundary: depth of upper and lower
horizon boundary in cm.
Description date, Sampling date: dates of horizon description and sampling,
respectively.
Munsell Colour: Munsell colour
Munsell colour moisture status: even if Munsell colours should be determined on a
field-fresh sample, some survey guidelines differentiate between moist or dry
colour determinations (e.g., FAO 2006). Select one of the options moist or dry.
Area percentage cover: Specify for how much of the horizon the colour reading is
valid
- 16 -
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Fine earth grain size limit system: Select one of the several systems of particle size
ranges
Clay: enter the clay content (% m/m)
Silt, Sand: enter content values (% m/m); for simple texture information not further
differentiated in sub-fractions. Leave blank if information is provided in the
following fields
Fine silt .. Coarse sand: enter content values (% m/m)
Material number: If several particle size distributions for one horizon are provided,
number the rows for each horizon consecutively in this field
Distribution type of the material: if one or several materials within a horizon display
a special distribution (e.g. micro-layers), a distribution tape can be selected for
the material. At the moment, only German classification for distribution types is
implemented here.
Area percentage fine earth: area (of the profile wall – as a surrogate for volume) to
which the particle size data apply
Method grain size analysis: Specify the method with which particle size distribution
has been determined
Q2 fine earth: analysis quality information according to GSDBE 1.1
Laboratory name: Laboratory that ran the particle size analysis
Laboratory Country: Select the ISO 3 digit country code of lab location from the list
Year of analysis: year in which particle size analysis has been done
All other fields are used only internally. No data should be entered here.
After finishing the collection of horizon data, import can be started by clicking the
Import InputTblHorizon button in the form frmImport.
InputTblHorizonDescr
Here, all data relating to horizons, e.g. originating from a field description can be
entered. The table structure should not be changed by the user.
The table consists of the following fields:
User Profile Identifier: a unique profile identifier as provided by the user. Only
profiles already imported into tblProfiles can be selected in the drop-down list of
the field.
Sampling relates to: use the default value “horizon”.
Horizon upper boundary (cm), Horizon lower boundary (cm): upper and lower
boundary, respectively, of the horizon in cm below the surface.
Description date: date of description.
ParamID: Select a parameter for which the value is given from the drop-down list.
Only listed parameters can be selected. If you would provide data for a new
parameter, close InputTblHorizonDescr and enter new parameters into the table
tblParam.
ParamValue: Enter the parameter value here only if the parameter has a defined set of
permissible values. Select the parameter value from the list. Note that the
parameter names are listed together with the values. To the right, explanations to
the parameter value are given. During import, the parameter given in the field
ParamID will override a deviating entry in this field (which could accidentally
be generated when data entry is done by copy/paste, e.g. from Excel sheets).

SoDa Manual v 1.1.9
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Figure 18: Detail of InputTblHorizonDescr with parameter value list

ArbitraryParamValue: Enter the parameter value here if the parameter has no defined
set of permissible values, e.g. depth information, horizon symbols, etc., up to 50
characters in length, and leave the field ParamValue blank
MetaParam: Select a meta-parameter here if necessary.
MetaParamValue: Select the meta-parameter value code from the codelist (as in the
field ParamValue), or enter an free text up to 50 characters in length.
Guideline: Select a guideline according to which the parameter (!) value is classified or
has been obtained, if so.
ID, ProfileID, ProfilePartID, HorizonDescrID and HorizonDescrArbID: These
fields are usually not visible and are used only internally during the import
procedure. Data entered here will get lost during import.
After finishing the collection of horizon description data, import can be started by
clicking the Import InputTblHorizonDescr button in the form frmImport.
InputTblAnaRes
Do not change the table structure, i. e. do not add or delete fields, change relations to
codelists, etc.
The table consists of the following fields:
User Profile Identifier: a unique profile identifier as provided by the user. Only
profiles already imported into tblProfiles can be selected in the drop-down list of
the field.
Country Profile: select the ISO 3 digit country code of the country in which the profile
is situated. This field and the User Profile Identifier identify the profile in the
international context unambiguously.
Sampling relates to: select “horizon” when the analytical result relates to only one
horizon, but to its whole thickness; otherwise, select “fixed depth”
Sampling upper boundary: upper boundary of the horizon or fixed depth in cm below
the surface
Sampling lower boundary: lower boundary of the horizon or fixed depth in cm below
the surface
Sampling date: is important for monitoring purposes and should be filled in
- 18 -
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ParamID: Select a parameter for which the value is given from the drop-down list.
Only listed parameters can be selected. If you would provide data for a new
parameter, close InputTblAnaRes and enter new parameters into the table
tblParam.
AnaResValue: enter the analytical result.
Unit: select the unit of your analytical result (unless the value is nondimensional, e.g.
pH) from the list. Missing units can be entered into tblParamValues when
InputTblAnaRes is closed.
MetaParam: For some parameters, meta-information should be given, e.g. grain size
limits for fine earth and coarse fractions. Select a meta-parameter from the list, if
necessary.
MetaInfo: Select a value from the list if the meta-parameter has classified values.
Arbitrary values can also be entered here. Note that also for classified values the
meta-parameter has to be specified in the field MetaParam. The MANUAL OF
PROCEDURES demands information on the quality of analytical data, composed
of a string containing information on country, laboratory and year of analysis
and a key evaluating the quality with three classes (low, middle, and high).
These meta-parameters are to be given in the fields Laboratory Country,
Laboratory Name, Year of analysis and Q2. To include meta-parameters that are
not listed, they have to be provided beforehand in the tables tblMetaParam and,
if content is restricted to a codelist, tblMetaParamValues.
MetaInfoUnit: Select a unit from the list if the meta-information consists of a value
that needs unit specification.
Determination method: select a standard from the list or give a short, but
unambiguous name of a standard not provided in the list. The standard can be
specified during the import procedure.
Sample processing method: If no specification on sample processing is provided in the
standard of determination or measurement, a standard can be selected from the
list or a short, but unambiguous name of a standard not provided in the list can
be entered. The standard can be specified during the import procedure. Leave
the field blank if no specification is necessary.
Sampling method: If no specification on sampling is provided in the standard of
determination or measurement, a standard can be selected from the list or a
short, but unambiguous name of a standard not provided in the list can be
entered. The standard can be specified during the import procedure. Leave the
field blank if no specification is necessary.
Q2: Evaluation of the quality of the analysis according to the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES.
Possible values l, m, and h for low, middle, and high quality.
Year of analysis: year in which analysis took place. Is part of the quality information
Q1 demanded by the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES.
Laboratory name: Name of the laboratory which produced the analytical result. More
specifications can be entered during the import procedure. Is part of the quality
information Q1 demanded by the MANUAL OF PROCEDURES.
Laboratory Country: Select the ISO 3 digit country code of the country of the
laboratory. Is part of the quality information Q1 demanded by the MANUAL OF
PROCEDURES.
All other fields of the table are used for the import procedure. Entries in these fields are
mostly possible, but needless and are ignored. These fields are therefore hidden, but can
be made visible.
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After finishing the collection of analytical data, import can be started by clicking the
Import InputTblAnaRes button in the form frmImport. During import, the following
forms may be opened to ask the user to complete information on laboratories or
methods.

Figure 19: frmInputLaboratoriesCompleteData

At least country information should be provided for each laboratory (otherwise, the
import procedure will not proceed). You can select a country for each laboratory
separately in the ISO Country Code field, or select one country code in the box below
the table, which will be entered for all laboratories in the list shown in the form lacking
country information.
TECHNICAL NOTE: Laboratory data is completed in a temporary table ImportTblCompleteLabData and
imported into tblLabs after completion to avoid duplicates in tblLabs. ImportTblCompleteLabData may
only exist in the database when the import procedure failed to complete, but will not affect database
performance.

After the import procedure, specifications on laboratories and methods can be edited for
completion or correction with the forms frmInputMethodsComplete and frmInputLaboratoriesCompleteData or in the tables tblLabs and tblMethods.
Note that the import procedure will only import data and meta-information that has not
been imported or entered before. Starting the import procedure twice for the same data
will not produce duplicate entries in the database. As a consequence, no similar values
for the same parameter (with all other information the same) are stored in the database.
Theoretically, similar entries can be produced by a fully manual data entry directly into
the database tables. However, such duplicates are of no use in a system aiming at
providing data for monitoring and maps.
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User-defined input tables
The idea behind the possibility to create input tables is that the user can prepare his or
her data in a simple query/view in his database or as a simple Excel sheet. Creating an
input table with exactly the same fields (= columns of the table) enables the user to
transfer the data from his data file to SoDa without knowing the internal structure of
SoDa. The user can then concentrate on harmonising the basic requirements the data
have to meet in her/his own database and in SoDa. For example, SoDa needs a unique
combination of profile name and country; if you have duplicates of profile names
because they are not key-fields in your database strructure, you should change the
names systematically in a way that they become unique before you import them into
SoDa.

Figure 20: frmCreateInputTbls

The user can define input tables which better meet his requirements than the ones
already prepared. Open the form frmCreateInputTables by clicking the Create input
tables button in the working menu or the
button of the toolbar. First, you choose a
name for the new table (the name will automatically be extended with InputTbl). If the
table name already exists in the back-end database, you can choose whether you want to
connect it to SoDa, delete the table in the back-end (all data will get lost), or change the
name for the new table. Second, you specify the type of data the new table should hold
(profile, horizon description or analytical data). Then you can select the parameters,
meta-parameters and method types you need. The parameters will appear in the same
order in the new input table as given in your list.
SoDa Manual v 1.1.9
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In the parameter box, only parameters of the respective data type (profile/site, horizon,
analytical) are presented. For a parameter selected only meta-parameters of the same
guideline or general meta-parameters (e.g. units) can be chosen. The lists of selected
parameters, meta-parameters and methods are cleared when the type of data is changed.
Parameters, meta-parameters and methods can be selected or de-selected by clicking the
arrow buttons or by double-clicking their entry in the list. In the meta-parameter box a
short list with possible values of the highlighted meta-parameter is displayed (if it has a
defined codelist of permissible values). In order to select meta-parameters and methods
for a parameter, mark the parameter in the list ‘Selected parameters’ by clicking it (so
that it is highlighted in the list, as inFigure 20). Then double-click each meta-parameter
and method type, for which you have information on your parameter values.
If a set of meta-parameters and methods is to be selected for each(!) parameter, e.g. the
unit and detection limit for heavy metal contents, you can compose the set for one
parameter and then click the Select this set for each parameter button. After this,
additional meta-parameter or method fields can be selected for individual parameters
(or unnecessary ones can be de-selected).
Some parameters may have several values per entity (horizon, profile/site, etc.) to
which they relate. An example for this is the qualifier of the WRB 2006: several
qualifiers may apply to one profile. Such parameters can be marked in tblParam in the
field HasOptionSeveral. For these parameters, it is possible to enter the number of
columns for the input table (up to 10; Figure 21); for each of these columns, the selected
meta-parameters and methods are repeatedly created so that each parameter value can
have individual meta-information. The name of the respective columns is the parameter
name combined with ‘_no 2’, ‘_no 3’, etc.

Figure 21: Detail of frmCreateInputTbls, how to specify number of columns for a
parameter (this option is only enabled for parameters
with HasOptionSeveral ticked in tblParam)

If there are meta-parameters or methods which will receive the same value for all
parameters in a table row (e.g. the system of grain size limits for clay, silt and sand
values), change to the register Single-value meta-parameters and select the respective
meta-parameters or methods.
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Figure 22: frmCreateInputTbls, register Single-value meta-parameters

After you have finished your selection, click the Create input table button to start the
table design procedure. The parameters and meta-parameters with codelists will automatically be restricted to the codelist as defined in tblParamValues or tblMetaParamValues, respectively. The input table is created in the back-end database (by default
SoDa_be.mdb) and automatically connected to SoDa.mdb by the table design
procedure. When the procedure has finished, you will receive a message (Figure 23).

Figure 23: Message box input table created (frmDone).

After input table creation, the user may change the table design (e.g. order of the
parameters, column names) with the classic Access tools. However, in order to
make import from self-defined input tables possible, the following design
requirements have to be met:
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1. Name of the table begins with InputTbl.
2. Input tables for profile data contain fields for User Profile Identifier and
Country (3 digit ISO Country Code) in which the profile is located, and a field
ProfileVirtuality in which is stated whether the profile is a ‘real’ or a ‘virtual’
one.
Input tables for horizon data contain fields for User Profile Identifier, profile
part type (horizon or fixed depth), horizon (or sampling) upper and lower
boundary depth and date. If analytical data shall be entered, a laboratory and the
year of analysis have to be specified.
3. A column (field) name can be changed, but to which parameter or metaparameter it applies is internally controlled and cannot be changed by the user.
Changing the field name does not harm or change the link to the
parameter/meta-parameter/method to which the field has been connected during
table creation.
4. The fields of meta-parameters with identical values for all parameter values in a
row are located to the left of the first parameter column and get names ending
with "(general").
5. To change properties of an input table, you have to open your back-end database
directly with MS Access (not with SoDa), unless you change table structure via
Visual Basic for Applications code.
To fill your input table, you can
1. Enter data manually
2. Copy them from another table (word file, Excel sheet etc.). Make sure that all
columns are in the same order in both the original and the receiving input
table.
3. Append the data from other tables with append queries of MS Access. In this
case, be sure that you - at fields of parameters with codelists - do not append
the parameter value itself, but its ID number of the tblParamValues.
4. Make a form of the input table to enter data manually in the form. Use the
Access wizard for making forms and select your input table.
For importing self-defined input tables, select your input table from the list and click the
User-defined table button in the form frmImport. The import procedure will run through
all columns of the table and create the respective records in the database’s tables.
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Figure 24: frmImport

After import, you should check whether all your data has been imported correctly (e.g.
using queries for profile and horizon data displaying parameters and meta-parameters
you provided data for).

2.1.4 New parameters, meta-parameters and methods
If data for new parameters not yet existing in the parameter list are to be stored, two
ways of introducing new parameters and meta-parameters are possible: with forms
(recommended) or directly into the database tables.
Introducing new parameters and meta-parameters using forms
Open the form frmInputParam by clicking the New Parameters button in the working
menu or the

button of the SoDa toolbar.

Figure 25: frmInputParam
SoDa Manual v 1.1.9
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Fill in a new, unambiguous combination of parameter name and guideline (if the
parameter is taken from a guideline) and an unambiguous combination of XML
namespace and XML name. XML namespace names and XML names
•
should start with a letter
•
should contain no blanks or other special characters except letters,
numbers and "_"
•
must not start with "xml" or a number.
Parameters describe profile or site properties, horizon properties or contain of analytical
values, or they describe map-related entities like map series, map sheets, SMUs, STUs,
map polygons, or measuring grids as well as membership relations between some of
these entities. Select one of these possibilities in the “Parameter relates to” frame. If the
parameter comes with a defined codelist of permissible values, select this option in the
“Parameter type” frame; otherwise, choose for free parameter values. If there is metainformation to be stored with all values of the new parameter, check the box parameter
may have meta-information; if not, click twice on the checkbox so that it is blank.
Do not introduce analytical parameters because other methods were used to determine!
This information is stored via affiliation to a method.
Start the import procedure by clicking Create parameter. If there is already a parameter
with the name chosen, the same XML name or if you did not fill in all fields, you will
receive a message. After a successful operation, the form will be empty (only the
guideline field may keep its value). If you want to empty the form by yourself, click the
Empty form button. If there is content in one of the fields when the Close form button is
clicked, you will be asked what to do with these specifications.
If you have introduced a parameter with the option with a codelist with permissible
values, the following form frmInputParamValues opens automatically and you can
enter all value definitions.

Figure 26: frmInputParamValues
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Introducing new meta-parameters is somewhat easier. Open form frmInputMetaParam
(click New Meta-parameters in the working menu or the
toolbar) and fill in the form like that for new parameters.

button of the SoDa

Figure 27: frmInputMetaParam

Please note that the forms frmInputParamValues and frmInputMetaParamValues may
also be used to correct incorrect entries. Click Correct parameters or Correct Metaparameters buttons in the working menu and in the respective form the button Correct
parameter specifications.
All changes become instantly valid and are not automatically reversible, so be
careful changing especially the parameter or meta-parameter names.
New meta-parameter groups that contain (SI) units should get names beginning with
“Unit”. In all fields of input tables where unit information is expected all (and only)
meta-parameter values of these “unit” groups can be selected.
Introducing new parameters and meta-parameters directly into the database
tables
Open tblParam and append a new line at the end of the table.

SoDa Manual v 1.1.9
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Figure 28: tblParam

Insert at least an unambiguous combination of parameter and guideline name (i. e. a
combination that does not yet occur in the table), a target table name in which
respective values are to be stored, a XML name (short parameter name without blanks),
a XML namespace name (for example the abbreviation of the name of your institution)
and mark if there is related meta-information. All other fields may be left blank.

Figure 29: tblParamValues

If the new parameter has defined parameter values, open tblParamValues and append
all possible values at the end of the table. Select your new parameter in the first field.
Insert at least a parameter value and, if the value is not self-explaining, the meaning of
the short value in field ParamValueNote. In the following fields, longer explanations
can be given.
For meta-parameters, do the same in the tables tblMetaParam
tblMetaParamValues, which have the same table structure, respectively.
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Correct parameter specifications
You can correct or change parameter specifications in the table tblParam or using the
form frmInputParamValues. In the form, click the Correct parameter info button. The
form will now look like Figure 30.

Figure 30: frmInputParamValues

Click into one of the fields Parameter, Guideline, XML name, XML Namespace,
describes/contains, or Type and change the entry, or mark/unmark the options for metainformation and several values per entity. Provided that you don’t leave the field by
using the tabulator key or clicking another key , you can reset your changes by hitting
the Esc key. When the field looses the focus (i. e. when you leave the field), the
correction modus is automatically deactivated to prevent unintended changes in other
fields. All changes become effective in the tblParam when you close the form. The
same functionality you will find for meta-parameters.
New methods
Open frmInputMethods (from the forms window of Access, by clicking
SoDa toolbar or by clicking Methods in the SoDa working menu).
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Figure 31: frmInputMethods

Click on the
button (red arrow in Figure 31) to append a new dataset and fill in the
fields. Select a method type from the list "Method Type" (this is needed to include your
method in the respective list SoDa presents in an input table field for this kind of
methods).

2.1.5 Inspect correctness and completeness of profile/site datasets
For correctness and completeness of datasets which have successfully been imported
into the SoDa structure use the prepared correction form CrFrmProfiles that you open
by clicking Correct profile, horizon or analytical data button in the working menu or
the button of the SoDa toolbar.
Changing data in input tables after importing and re-starting the import
procedure would produce severe inconsistencies in the data set.
The form presents profile and site data in its upper part. You can only delete wrong
entries here (and, in some cases, change meta-information). Delete a whole profile
button that relates to the respective dataset you
dataset or parts of it by clicking the
are about to delete. Deleting of a higher entity, e.g. a horizon, includes the removal of
all lower entity information (e.g. horizon descriptions and the meta-information related
to it). If you find wrong entries, delete the respective datasets and re-import them from a
corrected input table. Creating new datasets is only possible for meta-information.
This restrictive approach has been chosen because (inexperienced) users can easily
corrupt all information stored in the database by at first glance simple changes in one
dataset. If you want to have the opportunity to change data in this form, please contact
BGR.
Use the buttons with the arrows to navigate through the data.
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Last dataset
Next dataset
Number of the current dataset
Previous dataset
First dataset
Figure 32: Navigation in CrFrmProfile

Figure 33: CrfrmProfile

Horizon and analytical data are displayed in the lower half of the form. Change between
both by clicking on the registers as shown below.
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Figure 34: Lower part of CrFrmProfiles.

2.1.6 Linking profiles to spatial or map objects
SoDa distinguishes between several spatial objects (or entities): map series, map sheets,
map polygons, mapping units (SMUs), measuring programs (grid-related sampling),
and soil typological units (STUs). STUs are not explicitly spatial, but are intended to
provide information on spatially explicit entities like SMUs and therefore are included
here. Each connection between a profile and a spatial object is called a membership in
SoDa. Each profile can be member of one (or several) measuring program(s), soil
typological unit(s) or map polygon(s). For these memberships, four different
membership tables exist (tblMeasProgMember, tblSTUMember, tblSMUMember and
tblSoilPolygonMember). When you want to link profiles to spatial objects, you should
introduce the spatial objects first, and then relate the profiles or spatial objects to each
other using the membership tables. Map series and map sheets can be created using the
forms frmInputMapSeriesSmall and frmInputMapSheetSmall, respectively. All other
spatial or map entities should be created in the respective tables that can be opened from
the form frmMapMenuSmall. The menu is opened by clicking

Figure 35: frmMapMenuSmall
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Each membership includes the property weight. This is to give one profile in a STU or
one STU in a SMU a higher importance than others (e.g. because it is the dominating
STU in the SMU, or because a profile is regarded as typical, while others are somewhat
special). Weight is no mandatory field, and more differentiated weights can be given to
individual properties of these entities using meta-parameters. Each membership can also
be attributed with additional information and meta-information, if the parameters are
defined in tblParam.
The table tblSoilPolygons can also be used as a link between the data in the database
and a GIS layer with soil polygons.
For inspection of map series and map sheet related data, open the forms MapFrmSeries
and MapFrmSheet

.

Figure 36: MapFrmSeries

2.1.7 Data export
The rationale behind the implemented export structure is the following: data can be
interpreted by a receiving database (or other software) only if all specifications on
parameters, meta-parameters, method and lab information are the same as in the
sending database. For this, a possibility to send parameter (etc.) specifications is
necessary, and parameter names have to be unambiguous. The implemented data export
tool meets to a large extent the required features; nonetheless are there sources of error
that cannot be solved on the software-side alone. Importing parameter (etc.)
specifications should be supervised and checked for correctness and sense by the user.
How identification of parameters in SoDa XML files is done is documented in Annex 2.
Data can be exported with text files containing all soil profile or mapping unit
information encoded with XML tags. XML tags contain a XML namespace and XML
name that are defined for each parameter in tblParam and for each meta-parameter in
tblMetaParam. They can be changed there if necessary (e.g. when new standards are
defined). When new parameters are introduced, it is essential that a XML namespace
and XML name is given to enable the system to create data output files (parameter
values of parameters lacking a XML name are excluded from export by the export
routine).
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Data can be selected before export in the form frmDataExport that can be opened by
clicking Export data into XML coded files or by clicking the
button in the SoDa
toolbar.

Figure 37: frmDataExportSmall, with map sheet export options enabled

Choose the type of export data first (map series, map sheets, measuring grids, profiles,
or parameters). Map series, map sheets and measuring grid files will also contain the
data of spatially lower levels including profiles with all their properties. Parameter lists
not only provide parameter specifications, but possibly also specifications of metaparameters, methods, laboratories and guidelines. This means that partners may
exchange parameter (etc.) lists, so that, e.g., a specific guideline has not to be reintroduced by a partner who receives data from another partner.
Parameters are selected in the parameters section. Parameter sets (including all selected
parameters and meta-parameters) can be saved for re-use by entering a parameter set
name. As long as no parameter is selected, a set can be opened by selecting it in the
drop-down list (parameter sets not needed anymore can be removed from the database
in the form frmMaintenance ).
On the second register, also individual or groups of profiles or measuring grids can be
selected, on the third map sheets (including all their profiles) and whole map series
(with all their map sheets and profiles), on a fourth methods and laboratories, on a fifth
guidelines. The registers become visible according to selected filetype to be produced.
After finishing your selection, you can enter a name for the output file. If you do not,
SoDa exports into the file named "SoDa_[current system date].xml". Then hit the XML
Export button. The XML export procedure produces well-formed XML files (which
fulfil fewer requirements than so-called valid files). Files are essentially text files that
can be viewed with a simple text editor. Character coding is UTF-16 to ensure that all
diacritics and ligatures are preserved.
- 34 -
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Figure 38: XML encoded parameter specifications file opened in a text editor window

They can also be opened with an internet browser that will change the layout (Figure
39).

Figure 39: The same XML encoded parameter specifications file as in Figure 38, opened
in an internet browser

These files are the data input for Web Soil Service procedures to calculate indicators,
etc. As you can see in the images, the XML tags enclose the data content like brackets.
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2.1.8 XML data import
Import of XML-encoded data possibly comprises import of new parameters (and/or new
parameter values for free-value parameters) and meta-parameters (also possibly with
new values). Importing parameters is a critical procedure because the sender of the data
may have changed specifications of parameters already used by both the sending and
receiving system. If both sender and receiver use the same parameters (e.g. soil
classification or survey guide), but both introduced the parameter specifications
independently, a similar source of error arises. Both types will possibly produce
semantic duplicates in the parameter list, causing problems in data evaluation. Due to
the vast amount of error sources of these types, it is not possible to program routines
that prevent duplicated datasets. The user is asked to import parameter and metaparameter lists with due attention.
Import of XML files can be started from the form frmImport, which you can open with
the Import Data from Input Tables or XML files button or by clicking the
the SoDa toolbar.

button of

Figure 40: frmImport

If you receive data with parameters, meta-parameters, guidelines, laboratories or
methods not yet existing in your SoDa database, first import a XML parameter list file
that the provider of the data should send with the data. Otherwise, your database may
not import all data properly.
Hit the XML Data File button of the import form. The import of the data file starts after
you have selected a XML file in the opening file open window, using the import
procedures of the input tables to prevent re-entry of already existing data.
Important propositions for data import from XML data files:
1. The import procedure imports every profile only one time; it is assumed that in
the XML file in which profile data can occur several times, profile data are
complete when they are imported from their first occurrence.
2. A XML data file can contain either map series, map sheets, measuring grids or
profiles, but not several data types.
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The import procedure imports all data from the file into tables (with names beginning
with tblNew). From these tables, all data not already existing in the database are
included into the database with a sequence of append and update queries. Existence of
datasets is tested under the assumption that map series, map sheets, profiles and
measuring grids are uniquely identified by their name and country. Data that are
affiliated to an entity of the same name and country affiliation as an already existing
entity are appended and connected to the existing entity. The procedure ends with the
message "Data imported successfully"; this does not mean that everything has been
imported, but everything that matches the rules for identifiable entities (e.g. a profile
without a name or without country information will not be imported, and all
accompanying information either).
The structure of XML files that can be imported is documented in annex 2 XML file
specifications.
Data for entities are only imported if there is a consistent minimum information. This
minimum dataset is for (please note the bracketing used here as in logical expressions)
1. Profiles: Profile Identifier and Country (as a 3 digit ISO Country Code)
2. Map Series: Map Series Name and Country or supranational confederation/organisation
3. Map sheet: (Map Sheet Name or Map sheet number) and (MapSeries or
(Country and scale denominator)).

2.1.9 Back-end database maintenance
Access databases tend to become very large files especially when many table
definitions, data, etc. are deleted. Furthermore, changes in the data become effective
instantly and cannot be restored. Hence, it is important to back-up the data regularly.
The front-end database will be compressed each time you close SoDa. The back-end
database can be compressed, back-upped and archived in the frmMaintenance. You can
open this form by clicking Back-end maintenance in the working menu or by clicking
the
button on the SoDa toolbar.

Figure 41: frmMaintenance
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The back-up procedure creates the sub-directory “backup” in the same directory in
which the back-end is stored. A back-up is saved under the name of the back-end but
the abbreviated name of the weekday as filename ending. Older files with the same
ending are overwritten, so that the number of back-ups is seven at most.
If you want to preserve the back-end for a longer time, use the Archive back-end button.
The procedure creates the sub-directory “archive” in the same directory in which the
back-end is stored and saves the archive file under the name of the back-end combined
with the date of saving.
Restoring data can be done by replacing the old back-end with the back-upped or
archived file. The files should be re-named to the old back-end database filename.
Individual tables can be restored by deleting them in the back-end database and
exporting them from the archived or back-upped file (also the back-upped files can be
opened with MS Access, although they do not have the “mdb” filename ending).
The front-end is compressed when closed (because the MS Access property in
Tools|Options|General "compress on closing" is activated by default).
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2.2 Trouble-shooting
Unfortunately, the software could not be tested in an English version of Access. If some
of the terms used in the menus should have been mis-translated, you will probably find
the respective functions at the same place in your Access environment.
If you encounter difficulties with starting SoDa for the first time or with starting some
of its functions, please check the following:
1.
Re-Unzip SoDa.mdb (so that you have a copy that has not been opened yet).
2.
Press down the shift key during the start of SoDa.mdb.
3.

Open the module view

Figure 42: MS Access database window of the SoDa front-end, showing the table register

Click the New button (there may be less modules shown in your window then on the
following image, )

Figure 43: MS Access database window of the SoDa front-end,
showing the module register

The Visual Basic user interface opens.
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Select "References" from the menu "Tools"

Figure 44: Finding VBA references in the VBA View under Tools│References.

4. The following window pops up

Figure 45: References list

5.
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Repeat steps 3 to 6. Check if the same references are ticked as when you started SoDa
for the first time. If not, try to find the following files in their respective directories by
clicking the copy the following files into the Browse button

Figure 46: Browse for additional libraries etc.

Reference
Microsoft DAO 3.6 Object Library
OLE Automation
ctv OLE Control Module
Microsoft Windows
Common Controls 6.0
(SP6)
Microsoft ActiveX Data
Objects 2.1 Library

File
dao360.dll
stdole2.tlb
dmocx.dll
MSCOMCTL.OCX
msado21.tlb

Path/Directory
..\Programs\Shared
files\Microsoft Shared\DAO\
..\windows\system32\
..\windows\system32\
..\windows\system32\
..\Programs\Shared
files\System\ado\

If you cannot find the whole path, try to find the next lower level (e.g. you
cannot find ..\Programs\Shared files\Microsoft Shared\DAO\, then try ..\Shared
files\Microsoft Shared\DAO\ next, etc.).
6. The following may harm the functionality of your system. Back-up your
system and all your data before you proceed so that you can restore your
system if the following procedure should produce fatal errors. If you can't find
them, unzip SoDa_aux.zip and copy the files into the directories as given in
step 8 (but do not replace any existing file with the same name!) and retry to
find them in the references box. Check the check-boxes.
7. Restart SoDa. If it still does not work, please contact BGR
(einar.eberhardt@bgr.de) with a detailed error description and with a
screenshot of the error message if possible.
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Annex 1 – SoDa Technical documentation
Names of database objects
Names of tables of the core structure begin with tbl. Tables that store parameter values
for an entity begin with the same name as the superior table, e.g. the tables storing
parameter values for the profiles (which are itself implemented in the table tblProfiles)
are called tblProfileDescr and tblProfileDescrArb. Tables that simplify data import
begin with InputTbl. During the import procedure, temporary tables may be created
with names beginning with Import… . Table names beginning with tblNew... are used
for the import of XML encoded data. In principle, they contain the same fields as the
related database table, but have some additional fields necessary for correct import of
data.
Queries for internal use (e.g. combo boxes etc.) have names with qry. Those for
checking import results are named ResultQry. Queries used for forms begin with
qryForm.
Forms’ names start with frm. Subforms (forms that are part of other forms) receive the
same name than the parent form, extended by Subform, except for the form for
inspecting and deleting datasets (CrFrm…), because many CrFrm… forms are nested.

Tables
Specifications for the tables of the core database model are given in alphabetical order
of table names.
Tables of the back-end database:
tblAnaRes
Content: all analytical data
Fields:
AnaResID: internal identifier
AnaParamID: Parameter ID ParamID of tblParam
AnaResValue: the analytical result as such
LabSampleID: relation to the laboratory and sample (tblLabSample)
AnaResYear: year of analysis (as a part of quality information and for unambiguous identification of the
analytical value for processing)

tblEntityTypes
Content: All classes (entity types) of real world objects that can be attributed with parameter values,
used for parameter description
Fields:
EntityTypeID: internal identifier, Type: long integer
EntityType: Entity type, Type: string, size: 50

tblGuides
Content: Specification on soil description, survey or classification guidelines etc.
Fields:
GuidelineID: internal identifier, Type: long integer
GuideName: Guideline title or name, Type: string, size: 100
GuideEdition: edition no, Type: string, size: 50
GuideYear: year of edition, Type: string, size: 50
GuideNameShort: short name of guideline, Type: string, size: 15
selected: For internal use during XML export, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
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tblHorizonDescr
Content: horizon describing parameters with values selected from a codelist
Fields:
HorDescrID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
ProfPartID: Relation to tblProfilePart, Type: long integer
ParamValueID: Relation to parameter value table tblParamValues, Type: long integer
Date: Date of horizon description, Type: date

tblHorizonDescrArb
Content: horizon describing parameters with free-text values
Fields:
ProfPartID: Relation to tblProfilePart, Type: long integer
HorDescrArbID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
ParamID: Relation to parameter table tblParam, Type: long integer
HorDescrArbValue: parameter value, Type: string, size: 50
Date: Date of horizon description, Type: date

tblLabs
Content: Specifications of all laboratories in which analyses of the data in tblAnaRes have been
produced
Fields:
LabID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
LabName: Name of the laboratory, Type: string, size: 50
LabAdrStreet: Street of the laboratory address, Type: string, size: 50
LabAdrTown: Town of the laboratory address, Type: string, size: 50
LabAdrZipcode: Zip code of the laboratory address, Type: string, size: 50
LabAdrCountry: Type: string, size: 50
LabCountryCode: Relation to tblParamValues (ISO 3 digit country code), Type: long integer
selected: For Internal use only, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblLabSamples
Content: n : m-relation between samples in tblSamples and analytical results in tblAnaRes, because
samples can be analysed in various laboratories and years
Fields:
LabSampleID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
LabID: Relation to tblLab (laboratory specifications), Type: long integer
SampleID: Relation to tblSample (sample as taken in the field), Type: long integer
LabSampleNo: Number of the sample in the laboratory process, Type: string, size: 50 (currently not
used in input tables)
year of analysis: Quality information for analytical results, Type: integer

tblMapEntityProperties
Content: Holds all parameter values that are part of a parameter codelist and that describe spatial or map
entities (e.g. STUs, map sheets, etc.)
Fields:
MapEntityPropID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
TargetTable: Table in which map entity is located, relation to tblTargetTables, Type: long integer
MapEntityID: ID of the respective map entity (STU, SMU, Map Sheet, Map Series, Soil Polygon, etc.)
in the table secified in field TargetTable, Type: long integer
ParameterValueID: Relation to tblParamValues, contains the information stored in this dataset, Type:
long integer

tblMapEntityPropertiesArb
Content: Holds all free-text parameter values that describe spatial or map entities (e.g. STUs, map
sheets, etc.)
Fields:
MapEntityPropArbID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
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TargetTable: Table in which map entity is located, relation to tblTargetTables, Type: long integer
MapEntityID: ID of the respective map entity (STU, SMU, Map Sheet, Map Series, SOil Polygon, etc.),
Type: long integer
ParamID: Name of the parameter for which the value in field ParamValue is given, Type: long integer
ParamValue: Free-text parameter value, Type: string, size: 255

tblMapSeries
Content: Map series information
Fields:
MapSeriesID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
MapSeriesName: Name of the map series, Type: string, size: 255
MapSeriesShortName: (Official) Abbreviated name of the map series, Type: string, size: 50
ScaleDenominator: Denominator of the map's scale, Type: long integer
Editor: Editor of the map series (person or institution), Type: string, size: 255
Notes: Further explanations to the map series, Type: memo
Country: Select 3 digit ISO country code or name of confederation of countries, Type: long integer
selected: Internal use during XML export, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblMapSheets
Content: Map sheet information
Fields:
Map Sheet Name: Name of the map sheet, Type: string, size: 255
Map Sheet No: Number of map sheet, e.g. if it is part of a map series, if existing, Type: integer
MapSeriesID: ID of the map series if the map sheet is part of it, relation to tblMapSeries, Type: long
integer
MapEditor: Editor of the map; if the map is assigned to a map series, enter editor here only if deviating
from the map series editor, Type: string, size: 255
MapScaleDenominator: Denominator of the map scale; if the map is assigned to a map series, no entry
is needed here, Type: long integer
MapCountry: 3 digit ISO country code or abbreviation of a supranational confederation/organisation as
listed in tblParamValues as possible value of the parameters "ISO 3 digit Country Code" or
"Supranational Organisations and Confederations"; if the map is assigned to a map series, no entry is
needed here, Type: long integer
MapSheetID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
selected: Internal use during XML export, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblMeasGridMember
Content: n : m-relationship between measuring grids (tblMeasuringGrids) and profiles (tblProfiles)
Fields:
MeasuringGridID: Denotes the Measuring Grid, relation to tblMeasuringGrids, Type: long integer
ProfileID: Denotes a profile that is part of the Measuring Grid, realtion to tblProfiles, Type: long integer
MeasGridMemberID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblMeasuringGrids
Content: Measuring grid information
Fields:
MeasuringGridID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
MeasuringGridName: Name of the measuring grid, Type: string, size: 255
MeasGridShort: Abbreviated name of measuring grid, Type: string, size: 50
Country: 3-digit ISO country code or name of confederation of countries, Type: long integer
Grid width: Cell length (in km) of the grid, Type: integer
Member of Larger Grid: If the grid is part of a larger grid, relation to tblMeasuringGrids, Type: long
integer
selected: Internally used, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblMetaArbInfo
Content: meta-information on any parameter that is stored in one of the parameter holding tables, with
free-text values
Fields:
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ArbMetaInfoID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
Table: Relation to tblTargetTables, identifies table of the parameter value for which method information
is stored, Type: long integer
ValueID: ID number of the dataset in the table identifies in field Table, identifies the parameter value for
which meta-information is stored, Type: long integer
MetaParamID: Meta-parameter to which the meta-parameter value in field ArbMetaParamValue
relates, Type: long integer
ArbMetaParamValue: Meta-parameter value, Type: string, size: 50
Unit: Relation to tblMetaParamValues, containing physical units, Type: long integer

tblMetaInfo
Content: meta-information on any parameter that is stored in one of the parameter holding tables, with
values selected from a codelist
Fields:
MetaInfoID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
Table: Relation to tblTargetTables, identifies table of the parameter value for which meta-information is
stored, Type: long integer
ValueID: ID number of the dataset in the table identifies in field Table, identifies the parameter value for
which meta-information is stored, Type: long integer
MetaParamValueID: Relation to parameter codelist entry in tblMetaParamValues that represents the
meta-parameter value, Type: long integer

tblMetaParam
Content: Specifications for all meta-parameters that can be used in SoDa
Fields:
MetaParamID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
MetaParamName: meta-parameter name, Type: string, size: 50
GuidelineID: Guideline in which the meta-parameter is defined, relation to tblGuides, Type: long integer
MetaParamType: meta-parameter type, Type: string, size: 50; should be given at least for float values,
because during export to or import from XML encoded files, the floating point character is changed to to
the floating point character used by the current system
MetaParamWidth: meta-parameter width, Type: integer (not used)
MetaParamXmlname: XML name of the meta-parameter, Type: string, size: 25
MetaParamXMLNameSpace: relation to tblXMLNameSpaces, Type: long integer
TargetTable: defines the table in which meta-parameter values are stored, relation to tblTargetTables,
Type: long integer
ForDataType: Type of data to which parameter relate that are described by this meta-parameter
(currently, the values "Profile", "Horizon", "Analytical Data", "Spatial and Map Entities" and "Not
specified"; used to pre-select the meta-parameters in form frmCreateInputTbls, Type: string, size: 50
selected: Internal use, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
UnitType: group of physical units as defined in tblMetaParam which may be selected for this metaparameter, Type: long integer

tblMetaParamValues
Content: All pre-defined values of all meta-parameters which are not free-text meta-parameters
Fields:
MetaParamID: meta-parameter to which the meta-parameter value belongs, relation to tblMetaParam,
Type: long integer
MetaParamValue: meta-parameter value, Type: string, size: 25
MetaParamValueNote: specifications of the meta-parameter value, Type: string, size: 255
MetaParamValueNote2: Description of the meta-parameter value, Type: string, size: 255
MetaParamValueID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblMethodInfo
Content: All method information for samples, analytical results and profile and horizon describing
parameter values
Fields:
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TargetTableID: Select the table to which method information relates, Type: long integer
ValueID: ID number of the dataset in the table identifies in field Table, identifies the parameter value for
which method information is stored, Type: long integer
MethodID: Relation to tblMethods, designates the method, Type: long integer
MethodInfoID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblMethods
Content: Specifications for all methods
Fields:
MethodName: Should be a unique method name, e.g. the ISO number, Type: string, size: 50
MethodDescrShort: A short description of the method, for easier method identification, Type: string,
size: 255
MethodDescr: Extensive method description, Type: Memo
MethodTypeID: Relation to tblMethodTypes, defines in which list the method can be found in the input
table creation form frmCreateInputTbls, Type: long integer
ReferenceID: Relation to tblReferences, a link to the publication in which the method has been
described, Type: long integer
MethodID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
selected: Internal use only, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblMethodTypes
Content: List of method classes; defines in which list in form frmCreateInputTbls a method can be found
Fields:
MethodType: Name of the method class, Type: string, size: 50
selected: Internal use, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
XMLName: defines the XML name which is used to export method specifications, Type: string, size: 25
MethodTypeID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblParam
Content: Specifications for all parameters that can be used in SoDa
Fields:
ParamName: Name of the parameter, Type: string, size: 90
TargetTable: defines the table in which parameter values are stored, relation to tblTargetTables, Type:
long integer, Type: long integer
ParamType: parameter type (Text, Float, Integer, Long Integer, Memo, ...), Type: string, size: 50;
should be given at least for float values, because during export to or import from XML encoded files, the
floating point character is changed to to the floating point character used by the current system, Type:
string, size: 50
ParamWidth1: width of parameter value (currently not used), Type: integer
ParamWidth2: width of floating points (currently not used), Type: integer
GuidelineID: Relation to tblGuides (guideline, survey manual, ...) in which the parameter has been
defined, Type: long integer
ParamXMLname: XML name for data communication, Type: string, size: 25
ParamXMLNameSpace: XML namespace for data communication, relation to tblXMLNamespaces,
Type: long integer
ParamValidityRule: momentarily not used, Type: string, size: 255
ParamUnit: momentarily not used, Type: string, size: 50
ParamMandatory: momentarily not used, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
WithMetaParam: records if meta-parameters have to be made selectable in frmCreateInputTbls, Type:
boolean (1 Bit)
HasOptionSeveral: True if for this parameter, several columns can be created in an input table in
frmCreateInputTbls, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
MapEntityTable: If parameter relates to a map entity (STU, SMU, polygon, map sheet, map series or
measuring grid) or map entity membership, select map entity table name from the drop-down list for
which the parameter holds information, Type: long integer
ParamID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
selected: selection mark for data export, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
SelectPosition: order position in an input table created with tblCreateInputTbls, value is set by the user,
Type: long integer
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ColumnNo: set by the user during input table creation, number of columns provided for this parameter in
the new input table, Type: integer

tblParamValues
Content: All code lists of all parameters which are not free-text parameters
Fields:
ParamID: Parameter to which the parameter value belongs, relation to tblParam, Type: long integer
ParamValue: Parameter value, Type: string, size: 50
ParamValueNote: Specifications of the parameter value, Type: string, size: 255
ParamValueNote2: Description of the parameter value, also used to define the order in which the
parmeter values shall be presented in a list, Type: string, size: 255
ParamLong: Extensive specifications or descriptions, Type: memo
ParamValueID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblProfileDescr
Content: profile describing parameters with non-free-text values
Fields:
ProfileDescrID: internal dataset identifier, Type: long integer
ProfileID: internal profile identifier, Type: long integer
ParamValueID: link to the code in tblParamValues (content of the profile description) , Type: long
integer
ProfileDescrDate: date of the profile description, Type: Date

tblProfileDescrArb
Content: profile describing parameters with free-text values
Fields:
ProfileDescrArbID: internal dataset identifier, Type: long integer
ProfileID: internal profile identifier, Type: long integer
ParamID: link to the parameter table (parameter to which the following value applies), Type: long
integer
ProfDescrArbValue: parameter value (content of this the profile description), Type Text (size: 50)
Date: date of the profile description, type: Date

tblProfilePart
Content: internally, profiles are divided into profile parts, which can be horizons or fixed depths,
because for both kinds of profile parts data can be stored.
Fields:
ProfPartID: internal dataset identifier, Type: long integer
ProfileID: internal profile identifier, Type: long integer
User profile part identifier: currently not used, but horizons can receive a number or symbol/name (that
should unambiguous, however, within the profile), Type: Text (size: 255)
ProfPartType: relation to tblProfPartType, defines kind of profile part, Type: long integer
ProfPartBoundUp: depth of upper profile part boundary in [cm] (positive values)
ProfPartBoundLow: depth of lower profile part boundary in [cm] (positive values)

tblProfiles
Content: all profiles
Fields:
ProfileID: internal identifier, Type: long integer
Country: Country in which the profile is located (select an ISO 3 digit country code from the codelist) ,
Type: long integer
User profile identifier: unambiguous (within the respective country) name of the profile as defined
during data input, Type: Text (size 255)
selected: for data queries; do not enter data, Type: Boolean (1 Bit)

tblProfPartType
Content: the kinds of profile parts which can be selected in tblProfileParts; currently, only horizon and
fixed depth.
Fields:
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ProfPartTypeID: internal dataset identifier
ProfPartType: descriptor of kind of profile part

tblReferences
Content: Literature references of guidelines, publication of methods, etc. (not yet well-elaborated and
currently poorly used; no XML export/import provided so far)
Fields:
ReferenceID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
RefTitle: Title of the publication, Type: Memo
RefAuthorEditor: Editor or author name(s), Type: Memo
RefYear: Year of publication, Type: string, size: 50

tblSamples
Content: Holds all information on samples taken from horizons or fixed depths as recorded in
tblProfilePart
Fields:
SampleID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
SampleName: sample name as given by sampling person, Type: string, size: 50 (currently not used in
input tables)
SampleBoundUp: upper sampling boundary in cm below the soil surface, Type: integer
SampleBoundLow: lower sampling boundary in cm below the soil surface, Type: integer
MaterialNumber: If several distinguishable materials exist within one horizon, a number can be given,
Type: long integer
SampleDate: Date of sampling, Type: date
SampleRetainLoc: Location of retain sample, Type: string, size: 50 (not used in input tables at the
moment)
ProfPartID: relation to the profile part (horizon or fixed depth) in which sample was taken
(tblProfilePart), Type: long integer

tblSMU
Content: Soil Mapping Unit (SMU) information
Fields:
SMUID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
SMUIdentifier: User defined identifier of soil mapping unit (if desired), Type: string, size: 255
SMUIdentLong: User defined identifier of soil mapping unit longer than 255 characters (if
desired/needed), Type: memo
SMUType: SMUs of a Map Series hierarchy may have a general name or type, which can be selected
here if introduced as a parameter value of the parameter 'SMU Type' (tblParam/tblParamValues), Type:
long integer
PartOfHigherRankMU: SMUs of a hierarchy of Map Series may be part of a higher rank Mapping
Unit. The ID of the latter can be recorded here, relation to this table to field SMUID, Type: long integer
MapSheetID: relation to tblMapSheets, if SMU is only part of this sheet; the field MapSeriesID may
then be left blank, Type: long integer
MapSeriesID: Relation to tblMapSeries, especially if SMU is part of a general legend of the series and
not only of one map sheet of the map series; field MapSheetID may then be left blank, Type: long
integer
selected: Internal use during XML export, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblSMUMember
Content: n : m relation between tblSMU and tblSTU (membership of typological units in mapping units)
Fields:
SMUID: ID of the Soil Mapping Unit, relation to tblSMU, Type: long integer
STUID: ID of the Soil Typological Unit which should be assigned to the Soil Mapping Unit, relation to
tblSTU, Type: long integer
weight: relative weight of the STU in the SMU (e.g. area % or weight in calculations of the mean of
indivifdual numerical parameters), e.g. values between 0 and 100, Type: integer
SMUMemberID: Soil Mapping Unit Identifier (Internal field, no data entry possible), Type: long integer
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tblSoilPolygonMember
Content: n : m relation between tblProfiles and tblSoilPolygons (membership of profiles/sites in soil map
polygons)
Fields:
ProfileID: ID of the Profile/Site which should be assigned to the polygon, relation to tblProfiles, Type:
long integer
SoilPolygonID: ID of the soil map polygon, Type: long integer
weight: weight of the profile within the polygon (e.g. area % or weight for mean calculations of
individual parameters); recommended: value between 0 and 100, Type: integer
SoilPolygonMemberID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblSoilPolygons
Content: Soil polygon information
Fields:
SoilPolygonID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
PolygonIdentifier: User-defined polygon identifier (if desired), Type: string, size: 255
Polygon number: User-defined polygon number (e.g. as link to the GIS layer), Type: long integer
SMUID: ID of the Soil Mapping Unit (SMU) to which the polygon is assigned, Type: long integer

tblSTU
Content: Soil Typlogical Unit (STU) information
Fields:
STUID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
STUNumber: User defined number of soil typological unit (if desired), Type: long integer
STUIdentifier: User defined identifier (name) of soil typological unit (if desired), Type: string, size: 255
STUIdentLong: User defined identifier (name) of soil typological unit longer than 255 characters (if
desired), Type: memo
selected: Internal use during XML export, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblSTUMember
Content: n : m relation between tblProfiles and tblSTUs (membership of profiles/sites in soil typological
units)
Fields:
ProfileID: ID of the Profile/Site which should be assigned to the STU, relation to tblProfiles, Type: long
integer
STUID: ID of the STU, relation to tblSTU, Type: long integer
weight: relative weight of the profile in the STU (e.g. weight in calculations of the mean); recommended:
value between 0 and 100, Type: integer
STUMemberID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer

tblTargetTables
Content: Table names of all tables which hold parameter or meta-parameter values, method information
etc., for internal relations (e.g. correct affiliation of incoming data)
Fields:
TargetTableID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
TargetTable: Name of the table, Type: string, size: 255

tblXMLNameSpaces
Content: XML namespace specifications, used for XML export and import
Fields:
NameSpaceID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
NameSpaceShort: Namespace name used in the qualified name, Type: string, size: 25
xmlns: Namespace name used in the namespace declaration of the XML file, Type: memo
selected: Used during export to create necessary namespace information in the XML declaration, Type:
boolean (1 Bit)
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Tables of the front-end:
tblDataSelectionCriteria
Content: List of criteria that can be applied in forms where data can be selected by the user; with these
criteria, the query results can be restricted; not yet fully implemented in SoDa
Fields:
CritID: Internal, Type: long integer
Criterion: Data selection criterion, Type: string, size: 100
withDate: Criterion needs datum, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
withEndDate: Criterion needs start and end datum, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
withMethod: Criterion needs method specification, Type: boolean (1 Bit)
CritType: Used to present the criteria in forms in different boxes, Type: string, size: 50
ImplementationStatus: Internal, shows for which of the (maybe useful) criteria more programming
work had to be done, Type: boolean (1 Bit)

tblIntern
Content: Holds SoDa private information
Fields:
VersionNumber: Type: string, size: 15
DoNotShowFirstWelcome: Set if welcome form should not be presented anymore, Type: boolean (1
Bit)
LastXDimension: Number of pixels in horizontal direction of the last monitor used with this SoDa,
Type: integer
LastYDimension: Number of pixels in vertical direction of the last monitor used with this SoDa, Type:
integer

tblNew...
Used for import of XML encoded data. Mostly a mirrored table structure of all entity containing tables of
the core structure, extended by fields necessary for correct import.

tblParameterSets
Content: stores ueser-defined sets of parameters to simplify parameter selection in the XML export
procedure
Fields:
ParamSet: User-defined name of parameter set, Type: string, size: 255
ParamID: Selected parameter or meta-parameter ID, relation to tblParam or tblMetaParam, Type: long
integer
PTable: ID of the table to which ParamID relates (link to tblTargetTables), Type: long integer

tblUserDefinedCriteriaSet
Content: List of additional criteria for data selection, like definition of a period; not readily used yet,
planned as a means to easily confine query results
Fields:
SlectedCritID: Internal identifier, Type: long integer
Criterion: ID of the criterion, relation to tblDataSelectionCriteria, Type: long integer
Date: Date criterion (only date or first day of a period), Type: date
Date_end: Date criterion, end of period, Type: date
MethodID: ID of the method according to which the data should have been produced, Type: long integer
More criteria types may be added.

Queries
qryMeta... and qryMetaArb…
These queries present meta-information which is stored for the entity which makes the
last part of the query’s name. qryMeta… retrieves all meta-information coded according
to a defined codelist, qryMetaArb all free-text meta-information. The queries are used
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e.g. as a prerequisite for the CrQry… queries that enable the user to overlook all data
stored for each entity and to correct erroneous entries.
CrQry…
CrQry… queries are the prerequisites for the form CrFrmProfiles in which data can be
inspected or deleted if necessary. They are by default not visible in the forms list.
XMLqry...
XMLqry... queries are used during the XML export of data. They are not visible by
default.
nsXMLqry...
nsXMLqry... queries are used during the XML export of data to find all namespaces
used and that have to be announced in the XML declaration at the beginning of the text
file. They are not visible by default.
qryAppend…
These queries are used during the import procedures. SQL statements are not static, but
are changed several times during import of data from input tables (InputTbl…). Their
current SQL statement does not always produce valid information at the time opened by
the user, but they must not be deleted. Otherwise, import procedures will be
unfunctional.
The following queries of this type exist and are invisible by default:
qryAppendInputDataImport, qryAppendInputDataImportHelp,
qryAppendInputDataImportHelp2, qryAppendInputDataImportHelp3.

Forms
Because the forms designed in SoDa have been decribed extensively in the text, no
further explanations are included here. Subforms of the forms are hidden by default, but
can be made visible in the forms list in the menu Tools│Options│View under Show:
Hidden objects.

Modules
Modules contain the VBA code for all procedures which can be applied to the data.
Inexperienced users should not change the code. Users who intend to change the code
should make a copy of the original code. Any changes that seem necessary for an errorfree function of the database should immediately be reported to the BGR.
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Annex 2 – SoDa XML specifications
The following specifications for parameter specification and data transfer with XML
encoded files were designed for SoDa and are of preliminary character until an ISO
standardisation on soil data communication is stated.
In general, for country information the ISO 3 digit country code is used. Dates are given
with 8 characters in the form YYYYMMDD (year, month, day, e.g. 20030105 for
January 5th, 2003). For horizon, fixed depth and sampling depth information, unit is
cm, and depth is given as a positive number. Floating point character is ".". Units of
meta-parameter values are included as XML attribute.
SoDa uses so-called "qualified names", which means that every piece of information is
opened by an opening XML tag in the form "<[XML namespace]:[XML name]> (and
not by a tag containing a name only). Namespace names as well as names of parameters
(and meta-parameters, method types) are defined by the user in the table tblParam
(etc.). After the opening tag follows the parameter value. Then, the closing tag
"</[namespace]:[name]> closes the part of information.
The already implemented parameters and meta-parameters have been affiliated to
namespaces according to the following principles:
General parameters (e.g., a date) belong to the namespace "general". All soil-related
general parameters (e.g. analytical parameters) as well as soil entities to which
information can be recorded (e.g. profile, horizon, etc.) are encoded with "Soil", site
parameters with "SiteDescr". For all spatial and map entities, the namespace "map" is
used. Every soil description guideline, survey manual, etc. has its own namespace that
is provided by the user who introduces the guideline. This is to use the same XML
name several times (e.g., the parameter Calcium carbonate content with content classes
exist in any soil survey guideline, but with varying class definitions; if every guideline
has its own namespace, the parameter XML name "Carbonate content" can be used
several times), and parameter specifications become unambiguous 3.
XML files that are exported from SoDa and that can be imported have the following
structure.
XML declaration
The following information is part of any XML file produced or used by SoDa.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-16" ?>

All files use the UTF-16 character encoding to ensure that special characters are
exchanged between systems without problems.
<Dataroot xmlns:general="http://www.bgr.bund.de/general"
xmlns:method="http://www.bgr.bund.de/method">

<Dataroot> is the standard root tag which is required for each XML file, as well as the
closing tag </Dataroot> at the very end of the XML file). The xmlns statement
announces all namespaces used in the XML file; their number may vary. After a short
3

his is true provided that namespace names are (1) unique and (2) every guideline receives only one
namespace in the whole soil scientific community. It is obvious that this could be guaranteed only by
international standardisation. Failure as a consequence of the case that these two requirements are not met
cannot be prevented by a software solution.
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name a worldwide unique identifier has to be given; conveniently, URLs are used for
this, because they have to be unique, although, for XML, they do not have to exist.
In the following, examples are given for each entity, how XML encoding looks like (...
means that this kind of information can be provided several times; colours are only to
demonstrate file structure and the content which is transported with it; comments and
explanations in red italics; indentions are only to enhance readability). Not every
parameter is necessary to re-import data into SoDa, e.g. Map Sheet Name and Map
Sheet Number can either or both be given.
Parameter specifications
All XML names and use of namespace "general" (for methods: "method") used for
parameter, meta-parameter, laboratory, guideline and method specification transfer are
SoDa standard and hardcoded.
Information on a parameter has the following structure:
<general:Parameter>
<general:ParameterName>Bodenart</general:ParameterName>
<general:DataType>horizon</general:DataType>
<general:HasFreeValues>no</general:HasFreeValues>
<general:Guideline>KA4</general:Guideline>
<general:XMLNameSpaceLong>http://www.bgr.bund.de/KA4</general:XMLNameSpaceLong>
<general:XMLNamespace>KA4</general:XMLNamespace>
<general:XMLname>Bodenart</general:XMLname>
<general:WithMetaInfo>no</general:WithMetaInfo>
<general:ParameterValueList>
<general:ParameterValueListItem>
<general:ParameterValue>fS</general:ParameterValue>
<general:ParameterValueNote>Feinsand</general:ParameterValueNote>
</general:ParameterValueListItem>
...
</general:ParameterValueList>
</general:Parameter>
...

Meta-parameter
<general:MetaParameter>
<general:MetaParameterName>Reliefformtyp Grundrissbreite</general:MetaParameterName>
<general:HasFreeValues>yes</general:HasNonArbitraryValues>
<general:Guideline>KA4</general:Guideline>
<general:XMLNamespace>KA4</general:XMLNamespace>
<general:XMLname>ReliefFormTypGrBreite</general:XMLname>
</general:MetaParameter>
...

Meta-parameters with a value list have additional specifications:
<general:MetaParameterValueList>
<general:MetaParameterValueItem>
<general:MetaParameterValue>f1</general:MetaParameterValue>
<general:MetaParameterValueNote>sehr gering (< 1 Flächen%)</general:MetaParameterValueNote>
</general:MetaParameterValueItem>
<general:MetaParameterValueItem>
<general:MetaParameterValue>f2</general:MetaParameterValue>
<general:MetaParameterValueNote>gering (1 - <2 Flächen%)</general:MetaParameterValueNote>
</general:MetaParameterValueItem>
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...
</general:MetaParameterValueList>
...

Laboratory specifications:
<general:Laboratory>
<general:LaboratoryName>BGR</general:LaboratoryName>
<general:Country>DEU</general:Country>
<general:Address>
<general:Street>Stilleweg 2</general:Street>
<general:Town>Hannover</general:Town>
<general:ZipCode>30655</general:ZipCode>
</general:Address>
</general:Laboratory>
...

Guidelines:
<general:Guideline>
<general:GuidelineName>Bodenkundliche Kartieranleitung</general:GuidelineName>
<general:GuidelineShortName>KA4</general:GuidelineShortName>
<general:Edition>4</general:Edition>
<general:YearOfEdition>1994</general:YearOfEdition>
</general:Guideline>
...

Methods:
<general:Method>
<method:MethodName>ISO 16772: 2004</method:MethodName>
<method:MethodType>LabDetermination</method:MethodType>
<method:DescriptionShort>Determination of Hg in aqua regia soil extract with cold-vapour atomic
spectrometry or cold-vapour atomic fluorescence spectrometry</method:DescriptionShort>
<method:Description>Here, a description of more than 255 characters can be
given</method:Description>
</general:Method>
...

Profile data
<Soil:Profile>
<Soil:ProfileIdentifier>SN_P.12</Soil:ProfileIdentifier>
<Soil:ProfileCountry>DEU</Soil:ProfileCountry>
<general:Property>
<SiteDescr:East>4460301</SiteDescr:East>
<general:date>20031014</general:date>
</general:Property>
...
<Soil:Horizon>
<Soil:HorizonBoundaryUpper>0</Soil:HorizonBoundaryUpper>
<Soil:HorizonBoundaryLower>10</Soil:HorizonBoundaryLower>
<general:Property>
<KA4:Horizontsymbol>aAh</KA4:Horizontsymbol>
<general:date>20031014</general:date>
</general:Property>
...
</Soil:Horizon>
...
<Soil:FixedDepth>
<Soil:FixedDepthBoundaryUpper>0</Soil:FixedDepthBoundaryUpper>
<Soil:FixedDepthBoundaryLower>5</Soil:FixedDepthBoundaryLower>
<general:Property>
<Soil:CdCont>13.5</Soil:CdCont>
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<general:UnitCont>mg/kg</general:UnitCont>
<general:DetecLim Unit="mg/kg">0.2</general:DetecLim>
<GSDBE11:Q2>h</GSDBE11:Q2>
<general:SamplingDate>19900111</general:SamplingDate>
<general:Laboratory>
<general:LabName>BGR</general:LabName>
<general:LabCountryCode>DEU</general:LabCountryCode>
</general:Laboratory>
</general:Property>
...
</Soil:FixedDepth>
...
</Soil:Profile>
...

Map sheet data
Map sheets with soil typological units as sub-mapping unit level:
<Map:MapSheet>
<Map:MapSheetName>NM 33-4 Chemnitz</Map:MapSheetName>
<Map:MapSheetEditor>BGR</Map:MapSheetEditor>
<Map:MapSheetEditCountry>DEU</Map:MapSheetEditCountry>
<Map:SMUs>
<Map:SMU>
<Map:SMUIdentifier>ChemnSMU1</Map:SMUIdentifier>
<general:Property>
etc.
</general:Property>
<Map:STUs>
<Map:STU>
<Map:STUIdentifier>ChemnSTU Norm-Braunerde</Map:STUIdentifier>
<Map:STUIdentLong>Identifier with more than 255 characters if
necessary</Map:STUIdentLong>
<Map:STUNo>12</Map: STUNo>
<Map:STUWeight>70</Map:STUWeight>
<general:Property>
etc.
</general:Property>
<Map:STUMembers>
<Soil:Profile>
as defined above
</Soil:Profile>
...
</Map:STUMembers>
</Map:STU>
...
</Map:STUs>
</Map:SMU>
...
</Map:MapSheet>
...

Map sheets with map polygons as sub-mapping unit level:
<Map:MapSheet>
<Map:MapSheetName>NM 33-4 Chemnitz</Map:MapSheetName>
<Map:MapSheetEditor>BGR</Map:MapSheetEditor>
<Map:MapSheetEditCountry>DEU</Map:MapSheetEditCountry>
<Map:MapSheetNo>as an alternative or completion to MapSheetName;a numerical
value</Map:MapSheetNo>
<Map:MapScaleDenominator>250000</Map:MapScaleDenominator>
<Map:SMUs>
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<Map:SMU>
<Map:SMUIdentifier>Chemn1</Map:SMUIdentifier>
<Map:Polygons>
<Map:Polygon>
<Map:MapPolygonIdentifier>ChemPol1_1</Map:MapPolygonIdentifier>
<Map:MapPolygonNo>1</Map:MapPolygonNo>
<general:Property>
as defined above [here as polygon property]
</general:Property>
...
<Map:PolygonMembers>
<Map:ProfileWeight>50</Map:ProfileWeight>
<general:Property>
as defined above [here as property of the membership]
</general:Property>
...
<Soil:Profile>
as defined above
</Soil:Profile>
...
<Map:Polygon>
...
</Map:Polygons>
</Map:SMU>
...
</Map:SMUs>
</Map:MapSheet>
...

Map series data
Map series are only one level higher up than map sheets; map sheet information can be
included as shown above. In addition, soil mapping units can be linked directly to the
map series, i. e. if a general legend for all sheets of a series exists.
Map series with map sheets:
<Map:MapSeries>
<Map:MapSeriesName>Soil Map of Europe</Map:MapSeriesName>
<Map:MapSeriesShortName>SME 250</Map:MapSeriesShortName>
<Map:ScaleDenominator>250000</Map:ScaleDenominator>
<general:CountryCode>EU</general:CountryCode>
<Map:Editor>somebody</Map:Editor><general:Property>
as defined above
</general:Property>
<general:MapSheet>
as defined above
</Map:MapSheet>
...
</Map:MapSeries>
...

Map series-related legend information:
<Map:MapSeries>
<Map:MapSeriesName>Bodenübersichtskarte</Map:MapSeriesName>
<Map:MapSeriesShortName>BÜK 200</Map:MapSeriesShortName>
<Map:ScaleDenominator>200000</Map:ScaleDenominator>
<Map:Editor>Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR), Hannover, in
Zusammenarbeit mit den Staatlichen Geologischen Diensten der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland</Map:Editor>
<general:CountryCode>DEU</general:CountryCode>
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<general:Property>as defined above</general:Property>
...
<Map:SMUs>
<Map:SMU>
<Map:SMUIdentifier>name</Map:SMUIdentifier>
etc. as defined for Map Sheets
</Map:SMU>
...
</Map:SMUs>
</Map:MapSeries>
...

Measuring grid data
<general:MeasuringGrid>
<general:MeasuringGridName>Bodenzustandserhebung Wald</general:MeasuringGridName>
<general:MeasuringGridShortName>BZE</general:MeasuringGridShortName>
<general:MeasuringGridCountry>DEU</general:MeasuringGridCountry>
<general:MeasuringGridGridWidth>16</general:MeasuringGridGridWidth>
<general:ParentGridName>e.g. if a national grid is part of an international
grid</general:ParentGridName>
<general:ParentGridShortName>see ParentGridName</general:ParentGridShortName>
<general:ParentGridCountry>see ParentGridName</general:ParentGridCountry>
<general:ParentGridWidth>see ParentGridName</general:ParentGridWidth>
<general:Property>as defined above</general:Property>
...
<general:MeasuringGridMembers>
<Soil:Profile>
as defined above
</Soil:Profile>
...
</general:MeasuringGridMembers>
</general:MeasuringGrid>
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Partner
Number

Partner Name

1

Cranfield University (CU)

2
3
4
5

9
11
12

Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe (BGR)
Umweltbundesamt (UBA-A)
Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA)
Szent István University (SIU)
Österreichische Agentur für Gesundheit und
Ernährungssicherheit (AGES)
Bundesforschungs- und Ausbildungszentrum für Wald,
Naturgefahren und Landschaft (BFW)
Bundesamt für Wasserwirtschaft (BAW)
Universiteit Gent (UGENT)
Nikola Poushkarov Insitute of Soil Science (ISSNP)

13

Česká Zemědělská Univerzita (CUA)

14
15
16
17

Københavns Universitet (IGUC)
Danmarks Miljøundersøgelser (NERI)
Põllumajandusuuringute Keskus (ARC)
Maa-ja Elintarviketalouden Tutkimus Keskus (MTT)
Agence de L’environnement et de la Maitrise de L’Energie
(ADEME)
Agricultural University of Athens (AUA)
Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia Talajtani es Agrokemiai Kutato
(RISSAC)
Central Services for Plant Protection (CSSPSC)
Miskolci Egyetem (UNIMIS)
Lietuvos Zemes Ukio Universitetas (LZUU)
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Abstract
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